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ABSTRACT
The development of methods for real-time characterization of
phytoplankton community structure has important implications for environmental
monitoring and the prediction of harmful algal blooms. Our research group has
developed an instrument, the Fluorescence Imaging Photometer (FIP), which is
capable of rapid classification of phytoplankton via imaging single-cell chlorophyll
a fluorescence under different excitation conditions. Discrimination of cells from
different taxonomic groups is achieved using optical bandpass filters that have
been chosen to selectively excite pigments which occur in characteristic ratios
that vary from one group to the next. The relative fluorescence intensity emitted
by cells under these different excitation conditions can be used to distinguish
between different species. Originally, the design of filters used to modulate
excitation light was accomplished by generating filter designs with transmission
profiles that mimicked linear discriminant (LD) vectors produced through analysis
of single-cell fluorescence excitation spectra. Due to an unforeseen source of
fluorescence yield variability, however, filters produced using this approach
underperformed in real-world systems. We have recently developed a novel
approach to filter design that remedies many of the shortcomings of the LDbased approach. In conjunction with the implementation of a new filter wheel
design that offers improved fluorescence measurement precision, the use of
these filters offers significantly improved discrimination of phytoplankton from
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different species. This work will detail the theoretical underpinnings of the new
filter design approach, detail other instrumental improvements, and demonstrate
methods for using FIP measurements to obtain information about the
composition of phytoplankton communities.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO PHYTOPLANKTON
The term “phytoplankton” comprises a genetically and morphologically
heterogeneous group estimated to contain anywhere from tens of thousands to
perhaps millions of distinct species of single-celled aquatic organisms that are
able to perform photosynthesis.1 Organisms falling under this heading are found
in both fresh- and saltwater habitats around the world and form the basis of the
food web in nearly all aquatic ecosystems. In their role as primary producers they
are estimated to be responsible for as much as 40% of total annual carbon
fixation worldwide.2 While this figure reflects the aggregate importance of
phytoplankton to the global carbon cycle, different types of phytoplankton can
have radically different impacts on their habitats. Carbon fixation rates, for
example, are extremely species-dependent with some species acting as net
emitters of CO2.3 Certain groups of phytoplankton may also produce toxins that
can harm humans or animals. While small quantities of toxin-producing
phytoplankton may not be cause for serious concern, certain environmental
factors may lead to increases in toxic species populations that eventually
constitute a toxic algal bloom, which could prove disastrous to organisms in the
surrounding ecosystem.4
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Phytoplankton community composition is also highly dynamic in time.
Seasonal changes in the intensity of incident solar radiation and ambient
temperature can impact the relative numbers of species in a given body of
water,5,6 but this equilibrium can also be shifted by more acute changes to factors
such as nutrient concentrations.7 Due to the species-dependent impacts
phytoplankton can have on their habitats as well as the dynamic equilibrium in
which different species exist, there is significant interest in the scientific
community in developing methods of characterizing and monitoring
phytoplankton community structure.

1.2 EXISTING METHODS OF PHYTOPLANKTON
CHARACTERIZATION
Over the past century, a variety of methods have been employed to
characterize phytoplankton populations. The earliest and most widespread of
these techniques involve the use of light microscopy to identify phytoplankton
from water samples based on morphology. Such methods, however, require the
services of a trained expert to identify phytoplankton morphological
characteristics making them quite labor-intensive. Thus, while microscopy may
be a reasonable approach for attaining a snapshot of a phytoplankton community
at a given point in time, scaling the process to something resembling real-time
monitoring is likely infeasible. Morphology is also not a perfect distinguishing
characteristic for the classification of phytoplankton, as some genetically-distant
species may exhibit morphological similarities. Furthermore, relying on human
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judgement can lead to measurements that are not always reproducible from one
observer to the next even when all human classifiers involved are considered
experts in the field.
Other commonly-employed techniques rely on variations in pigmentation
to distinguish between different types of phytoplankton. While all phytoplankton
contain chlorophyll a (or a structurally similar analog), which enables them to
perform photosynthesis, they also contain a mixture of additional pigment
molecules that enable them to absorb areas of the solar spectrum that are not
well absorbed by chlorophyll a, as well as photo-protective pigments that prevent
damage to the cells from solar radiation. These pigments offer a promising set of
distinguishing characteristics for discrimination of phytoplankton species because
the ratios in which these pigments exist in cells vary from one species to the
next. Furthermore, certain pigments are commonly encountered in only a specific
subset of taxonomic groups thereby potentially greatly reducing the number of
possible species assignments for an unknown specimen. While there are also
remote sensing8,9 and chromatography-based1 approaches that make use of
pigments to characterize populations, such techniques invariably focus on
characterization at the bulk level, lack the specificity to make species-level
determinations and are rarely sensitive enough to identify groups of
phytoplankton that occur at comparatively low concentrations.
Another class of approaches that have shown promise in characterization
tasks employ flow-cytometry based techniques. Instruments such as the imaging
flow-cytobot10 combine image data (allowing for characterization of individual
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cells based on morphology) with measurements of cell fluorescence and light
scattering when excited at discrete wavelengths. These feature sets take
advantage of the major distinguishing characteristics discussed above (namely
differences in morphology and differences in fluorescence excitation spectra), but
while these measurements contain some basic spectroscopic information
(allowing phycoerythrin-containing species to be more easily distinguished from
non-phycoerythrin-containing species for instance), such classification leans
heavily on automated analysis of phytoplankton morphology. Existing flowcytometry systems also rely on hardware with significant power requirements that
limit their application in remote offshore sites for which connection to a landbased power source would be infeasible.
While a variety of techniques exist to exploit the major distinguishing
characteristics of phytoplankton species, the area of spectroscopic-based
discrimination techniques designed to operate at the single-cell level seemed
comparatively unexplored when our group began work on this topic. We
suspected that differences in fluorescence excitation spectra (due to differences
in cell pigmentation) alone could allow for discrimination of the vast majority of
species and that this classification could be effected without the acquisition of
additional morphological information.
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1.3 MULTIVARIATE OPTICAL COMPUTING AND THE
GENEALOGY OF THE FIP
The earliest work performed by our group on this project was the
collection of single-cell fluorescence excitation spectra for phytoplankton species
from a variety of taxonomic groups. The overarching goal of this work was to
answer the question of whether individual phytoplankton cells could be reliably
classified into taxonomic groups based on fluorescence excitation spectra alone.
At this point there was already significant evidence indicating that bulk
monocultures could be classified based on fluorescence excitation spectra, but it
was necessary to show that inter-group differences in pigmentation led to
significantly more pronounced differences in fluorescence excitation spectra
compared with intra-group variation in pigmentation. In other words, we needed
to confirm that fluorescence excitation spectroscopy was still a reliable means of
discriminating phytoplankton from different taxonomic groups at the single-cell
level of analysis. This hypothesis was tested by Pearl et al.11 in an experiment in
which individual cells from 5 species were held in place using an optical trapping
system and single-cell fluorescence excitation spectra were acquired. The
authors concluded that cells from all taxonomic groups tested could be
discriminated from one another with perfect accuracy by first reducing the
dimensionality of acquired spectra using principal component analysis (PCA)
followed by the generation of decision boundaries between different groups in
this reduced-dimensional space using linear discriminant analysis (LDA).
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While this work was valuable in that it supported the idea that taxonomic
discrimination of individual phytoplankton cells could be effected using
fluorescence excitation spectroscopy, a very different type of instrument was
needed to realize spectroscopic data collection on a scale that would be needed
to characterize a phytoplankton community in any meaningful way. The
inadequacy of the microscopy-based system for such a task was primarily due to
the time- and labor-intensive process required to trap and analyze cells. A fully
automated system capable of rapid characterization of the fluorescence
excitation signatures of individual cells was needed to make such an approach
feasible for real-world deployment.
To address these challenges, an instrument employing the principles of
multivariate optical computing (MOC) was proposed. MOC refers to an approach
to predictive spectroscopy in which the traditional steps of chemometric analysis,
i.e. collection of a multichannel spectrum followed by the application of a model
developed using tools such as PLS or PCA to determine something about the
composition of a sample, have been integrated into a single all-optical step.12 In
MOC applications, optical filters are designed or selected in such a way that
when light emitted by a (typically broad-spectrum) source passes through the
filter and interacts with a sample, the integrated intensity of light emitted by or
transmitted through the sample can be converted directly into a predicted value
for some property of interest.
At the outset of this project, most existing applications of MOC were
concerned with calibration problems. In calibration applications, full spectra of
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samples containing varying known concentrations of an analyte are collected and
a model is generated (typically using PLS or other similar linear modeling
techniques) to give each wavelength channel one or more weights by which the
concentration of the analyte can be estimated for a sample. In traditional
chemometric analysis, the dot product of the weight vector with the sample
spectrum would be used to make this estimate, but in a MOC application one or
more optical filters are designed to mimic the effect of this process. MOC works
because taking the dot product of a weight vector with a sample spectrum is
mathematically equivalent to measuring the integrated intensity of light emitted or
transmitted by a sample illuminated with light that has passed through an optical
filter with an appropriate transmittance spectrum. Just as a comparatively small
number of PLS vectors can usually produce near-optimal estimates of analyte
concentrations, a small number of appropriately designed filters, usually referred
to as multivariate optical elements (MOEs), can be used to produce a similar
result. Thus, by developing an appropriate model beforehand and using it to
design MOEs, one may glean the same information produced by chemometric
analysis of a spectrum containing perhaps hundreds or thousands of discrete
data points with one or two intensity measurements.
While MOC has traditionally been applied to calibration problems, as
outlined above, the taxonomic discrimination of phytoplankton can best be
described as a classification problem. Unlike a calibration problem, in which the
concentration of an analyte is known to be situated along a single continuous
dimension, the use of MOC for a classification problem relies upon the
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assumption that the dimensionality of the classification problem at hand can
ultimately be described by a relatively small number of latent variables. Because
there was very little literature on the application of MOC to classification
problems prior to this project, the best approach to finding latent variables that
would allow for efficient discrimination of taxonomic groups of phytoplankton was
not immediately obvious. The earliest approach employed to generate filter
designs for discrimination in this project attempted to produce filters that would
mimic linear discriminant vectors in much the same way that MOC filters in
calibration problems mimic PLS vectors. Because the taxonomic classification of
phytoplankton is not a binary classification problem, but a multiclass classification
problem and linear discriminant analysis is only capable of producing binary
classifiers, the decision of which linear discriminant vectors to mimic was also not
immediately evident. The initial approach used for this project sought to mimic
the linear discriminant vectors that best separated the least separable pair of
taxonomic groups within the training set. The logic behind this approach was that
if the least separable pair of classes could be adequately separated on a given
set of linear discriminant vectors then all other pairs of classes would also be
adequately separated.
The first filter designs were produced using this method, and theoretical
projections of the 5 species for which single-cell data had been collected using
the aforementioned microscope apparatus suggested that all classes would be
perfectly distinguishable from one another using just two linear discriminant
vectors. Optical interference filters approximating the performance of these
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linear discriminant vectors were fabricated and the first iteration of the
fluorescence imaging photometer was assembled according to the designs
described by Swanstrom et al.13 As in most MOC applications, filters were
designed to work in pairs such that projections in score space were the result of
taking a ratio of two filter measurements. Ratios are used because they
normalize for differences in factors such as illumination intensity, focus etc.,
which can generally be treated as constant for each individual sample (a given
cell in this instance), but which might be expected to vary from one sample to the
next and contribute to within-group variance if not controlled for. Initial published
results demonstrated the ability of the filters to discriminate two species from the
training set, but it was apparent from the outset that within-group variability of
classes along each dimension of the resulting “filter ratio-space” was much
higher than one would expect based upon the within-group variability of singlecell fluorescence excitation spectra.
Such a result was particularly unexpected given the general tendency of
MOC measurements to exhibit superior signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) when
compared with grating-based instruments. This is due to the tendency of
excitation throughput to be significantly higher in MOC-based instruments
because filters have broader transmission features compared with the extremely
narrow regions used for spectroscopic measurements at discrete wavelengths
when collecting full spectra in a grating-based instrument. Potential instrumental
sources of noise were explored by Swanstrom et al., 13 but a satisfactory
mechanism could not be found to explain the high level of variance observed in
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fluorescence measurements. In this study, even repeated measurements of the
same cell under identical excitation conditions failed to approach the SNR level
expected based on instrumental sources of variability. This led the authors to
hypothesize that a time-dependent biological source of variability in fluorescence
yield occurring on a timescale similar to that on which the fluorescence
measurements were taken was to blame.
Subsequent sets of filter designs generated by the LDA-based method
using different taxonomic groups in their respective training sets exhibited similar
problems. In all cases, filter ratio distribution centroids fell near their predicted
location in multidimensional score-space, but within-group score variance was
invariably orders of magnitude higher than predictions based on the variability of
single-cell spectra. As a result, few of the predicted separations were realized in
practice and score distributions from different classes were often so strongly
overlapped that assignment of an individual cell to one of a limited set of potential
classes based on filter scores alone was nearly impossible to accomplish with
any degree of confidence. With such limited utility in discriminating cells from the
small number of monocultures used in training sets for filter designs, this early
version of the instrument failed to offer any real insights into phytoplankton
community structure when used to analyze real-world ocean samples collected
off the coast of St. Martha’s Vineyard. Presumably due to the large number of
groups present and the increased within-group variability in pigmentation due to
environmental factors such as nutrient conditions, illumination intensity, etc.
when compared to the monocultures found in the training set, the resulting “filter
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ratio-maps” did not exhibit the discrete clustering behavior expected, but instead
appeared as a large “blob” of nearly uniform score probability density with few
useful features.

1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
The inability of these early filters to approximate theoretical performance
metrics led the group to rethink its approach to the design of both the filters and
the instrument as a whole. It had become clear that if the source of fluorescence
variability could not be definitively identified and eliminated, then the filter design
process and instrumental setup must be modified to both account for its
presence and attempt to minimize its impact on discrimination performance. At
this juncture two complementary goals were developed for the project; to find
methods of modifying the instrument or data collection procedures to decrease
the impact of the fluorescence variability source on the results and to design
filters that could better discriminate phytoplankton even in the presence of this
fluorescence variability. The following chapters will outline the approaches
developed to pursue these goals and the associated improvements to
discrimination ability realized by the implementation of these changes. Methods
for characterizing samples containing unknown mixtures of species on the
improved instrument will also be described.
Chapter two will describe changes to the instrumentation as well as
improvements to the data processing algorithm used for image analysis
implemented to ameliorate the fluorescence variability. Hardware changes
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involved the use of a novel filter wheel design that exhibited superior signal-tonoise metrics as well as several other advantages over the original six-position
filter wheel used in the FIP. Changes to the data analysis program involved a
complete overhaul of the image processing algorithm with the implementation of
new quality control (QC) tests used to exclude fluorescence measurements
exhibiting common problems that would contribute to artificially high variability.
Chapter three will present a new “native” filter design algorithm that was
written to replace the original LDA-based filter design approach described above.
This chapter will also describe some simplifying assumptions that allowed us to
radically reduce the dimensionality of the filter design space, while neatly
exceeding the performance of the LDA-based designs. Selected filter designs
and observed separation performance on both training-set classes as well as a
much larger validation dataset will be reviewed. The chapter will further describe
a “low-rank hypothesis” that was developed to explain the good performance
observed on this validation-set despite the presence of taxonomic classes that
were not present in the training-set.
In chapter four we will move from instrument design and studies of
samples of known culture sample to the development of methods for
characterizing mixtures of unknown species. In this chapter we will consider a
problem in which a sample containing an unknown number of species drawn
from cultures previously characterized on the FIP is to be analyzed. A
mechanism for determining the number of species will be described, along with a
method of assigning likely species labels to the constituent species. The
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performance of the proposed technique will be assessed by applying it to a blind
sample known to contain between 2 and 4 species.
Chapter five will address a more difficult version of the problem posed in
chapter 4 by outlining a method of using the FIP for characterizing phytoplankton
communities in which the number of distinct groups is unknown, no taxonomic
information on the possible species present is available, and none of the species
present have ever been previously characterized on the FIP. A method of using
repeated measurements of a community as populations vary over time to
determine the number of component species will be described, along with a
mechanism for characterizing their filter ratio distributions using a genetic
algorithm. Finally, the possibility of generating taxonomic class labels for
identified species will be explored using data collected for the analysis presented
in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2a
A NOVEL ASYMMETRIC FILTER WHEEL DESIGN AND
ASSOCIATED CHANGES TO IMAGE PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Like many other filter-based spectroscopic instruments, the FIP makes
use of a rotating filter wheel to place a sequence of filters in the path of excitation
light thereby modulating the spectrum of light incident upon the sample. The
original instrument design described by Swanstrom et. al. 1 employed a filter
wheel with 6 evenly-spaced 1-inch diameter openings for filters. Measurements
made on the FIP are asynchronous in nature due to the fact that phytoplankton
cells enter the field of view of the instrument at random times, and there was no
exact correlation between the appearance of a phytoplankton cell and the
position of the filter wheel. Instead, the position of the filter wheel must be
inferred from measurements of phytoplankton fluorescence recorded on a single
CCD camera frame as the cell passes through the field of view of the camera.
While the original filter wheel design resulted in satisfactory results, it appeared
that there were several aspects of the wheel could be altered to improve its utility
in this use-case.

a

Reproduced and modified from C.M. Rekully, S.T. Faulkner, E. Kara, T.L. Richardson, T.J. Shaw, M.L.
Myrick. “Asymmetric Versus Symmetric Filter Wheels and Associated Processing Algorithms: Results from
Asynchronous Fluorescence Imaging Photometer Measurements of Phytoplankton”. Applied
Spectroscopy. 2018. DOI: 10.1177/0003702818792285 with permission from Sage Publishing.
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One drawback of the original filter wheel was that one opening was
blocked to provide a reference timing mark in data from each rotation of the
wheel. This allowed us to match fluorescence measurements to filters in the
remaining 5 positions as detailed by Pearl et al.2 Thus, one of the filter wheel
positions was sacrificed for timing purposes, and only five data channels were
usable, meaning that only two unique matched pairs of filters could be used
instead of three. An alternate form of timing could recover the sixth filter channel
and enable a third unique pair in the same wheel.
A second drawback with the original filter wheel was due to image blur
interfering with observation of the baseline intensity between filter
measurements. The same effect occurs in non-imaging filter wheel instruments
when the detector response is too slow relative to the filter wheel rotation speed
to settle properly between filter openings, or when light leaks through adjacent
filters, or if a sample presents delayed fluorescence. The solution for these
problems is to increase the spacing or the time delay between adjacent filter
wheel openings, or decrease the frequency of rotation of the wheel. Each of
these possible solutions involves tradeoffs in signal to noise ratio or sampling
frequency.
In the FIP, the proximity of filters in the filter wheel often resulted in image
profiles that reached baseline only during the period when the “blank” filter was in
the path of excitation light. Because filter wheel rotation frequency and cell flow
rates were typically set such that a cell remained within the field of view for only
slightly longer than one full rotation of the filter wheel, baseline estimations would
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typically be carried out with only one “blank” measurement. This produced a
single-point baseline measurement that gave no information on baseline slope or
curvature. It was not possible to estimate a specific baseline value for each
matched pair of filters, for instance, which would have improved precision. Better
baseline resolution could be obtained by moving filters further apart on the wheel.
A third issue with the original wheel design was that it was mechanically
symmetric: it could be assembled backwards, rotated in the opposite direction, or
the filters could be loaded in reverse order, and nothing in the data could reveal
the error after the fact. This had the potential to cause issues if different
operators were setting up the instrument, and the “standard” orientation, rotation
direction and filter ordering of the wheel were not clearly conveyed and
understood. Errors in orientation, rotation or filter loading would lead to
misidentification of filter pairs and inversion of filter pair ratios, which could result
in misidentification of phytoplankton species. This could be avoided or
diagnosed and repaired after the fact if the filter wheel were asymmetric.
A final area for improvement resulted from an analysis of covariance
between filter measurements. In the presence of vibration or other sources of
system variability, the correlation between measurement channels can vary
significantly. Measurements made with adjacent filters under these
circumstances exhibited greater correlation than measurements taken further
apart in time or, equally, system noise is introduced as filter measurements are
sampled further apart in time. A significant improvement to measurement SNR
could be realized by moving matched filter pairs closer together on the wheel,
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allowing pairs of measurements to be taken closer together in time without
changing the rotation frequency of the wheel.
These four considerations led us to examine the asymmetric filter wheel
design depicted in Figure 2.1(a). In this design, paired filter openings have an
angular separation of 30o and the centers of the 3 filter pairs are separated from
one another by angles of 110o, 120o and 130o. This asymmetric spacing allows
us to establish both filter order (eliminating the need for a blank) directly from the
fluorescence measurement and gives the filter wheel a handedness to confirm
filter wheel orientation as well. The larger gaps provide better opportunity for the
signal to reach baseline between pairs so any irregularity of the baseline can be
observed. Finally, the smaller gaps within each pair of filters reduces time
dependence in measured fluorescence intensities due to vibration, lamp
fluctuation, fluorescence efficiency modulation, etc., that might vary on the time
scale of wheel rotation.
These improvements are obtained at the cost of overlap between the
fluorescence emission signals of paired measurement channels, requiring the
deconvolution of fluorescence intensity contributions of the two channels in each
pair. The remainder of this chapter describes the performance of the modified
filter wheel for asynchronous fluorescence measurements compared to the
original symmetric design, as well as the algorithm used for the deconvolution of
filter pair signals.
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
The asymmetric filter wheel was designed and fabricated in-house. The
wheel has a diameter of 5.25 inches and filter positions are 1 inch in diameter
and are centered 2 inches from the center of the filter wheel. Asymmetric filter
wheel measurements were compared with measurements made using a
traditional 6 position filter wheel (Part number #56-658, Edmund Optics,
Barrington, NJ) of the same size, also with 1-inch diameter openings centered on
a 2-inch radius. Simplified schematics of the two filter wheel designs are depicted
in Figure 2.1. A detailed description of the FIP setup is presented in Reference
4, and a simplified schematic of the FIP appears in Figure 2.2. Performance
comparisons between the two wheel designs were conducted using the same
setup described in Reference 4 with the traditional filter wheel and asymmetric
filter wheel being substituted for one another depending on the condition being
tested.
Performance of the filter wheels was compared by measuring the variance
of fluorescence ratio signals excited from cells of the diatom Thalassiosira
pseudonana using the filter wheels without filters, i.e., open filter positions. T.
pseudonana was selected for this demonstration due to the relatively high SNR
observed in previous measurement sets. The use of open filter positions rather
than one of our previously-described filter sets was driven by a desire to
eliminate variance in fluorescence ratio uncertainties due to cell-to-cell
differences in pigmentation. Except for measurement uncertainty, each filter
opening should excite the same fluorescence intensity.
20

The T. pseudonana strain (CCMP 1335) used in this demonstration was
acquired commercially from the National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota
(NCMA, East Boothbay, ME) and was cultured using the procedure described by
Bruckman et al.3 Sets of 2,000 images of each species were collected using
each of the two filter wheel conditions along with 100 background images and
100 flat field images collected according to the procedure described by Pearl et
al.2 Image sets collected with the new asymmetric filter wheel design were
processed using a new method described below, while images collected with the
symmetric filter wheel design were processed using both the automated
algorithm described by Pearl et al.3 and a modified version of the algorithm
described below. The complete Matlab code for this algorithm is provided in
appendix B.
All sample images are first background subtracted and flat-field corrected
using the procedure described by Pearl et al.2 Phytoplankton “tracks” (areas of
images that contain phytoplankton fluorescence) are then identified using
autocorrelation of each column to determine whether a track is likely to be
present, again, using the procedure described by Pearl et al.2 An autocorrelation
threshold is established for each image set by determining the autocorrelation of
all columns in a background image set (corrected in the same manner as the
sample image set) and setting the threshold as the average + 2 standard
deviations of the average background autocorrelation of each column. Adjacent
columns that exceed the threshold in each image are grouped together and
edges of these groups are identified to give a preliminary estimate of the bounds
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of potential tracks in the set. Autocorrelation trends within each boundary are
then examined. A well-focused track typically has a single autocorrelation
maximum near its center, thus when multiple maxima are found within the
bounds of a single track, it is usually an indication that multiple tracks are
present. When this situation is observed, the existing track is divided into
multiple tracks with local minima between each pair of maxima serving as
boundaries between the newly divided tracks. A pseudocolor image containing
two track produced by the asymmetric filter wheel with bounds determined by the
process described above appears in Figure 2.3.
Once initial track boundaries have been delineated several tests are
applied to each track to determine if the track is of sufficiently high quality to
produce useful results during the line shape fitting procedure. These tests are
empirically derived. Each of the tests is devised as a means to reject tracks that
are beyond the ability of our current algorithms to accurately characterize. In the
development of this algorithm, groups of tracks that were identified as outliers
were examined to see if they would have been rejected by eye in a manual test.
When the answer to that question was in the affirmative, a new test was
developed that attempted to quantify the feature that would have led to a manual
rejection. The resulting tests were both simple and empirical.
Once such a test has been conceived, the threshold for accepting or
rejecting a track is optimized through a manual process in which several FIP
datasets of different phytoplankton species are subjected to the new test at
varying thresholds and a level is found at which a significant portion of the tracks
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that cannot be characterized fail, while the vast majority of tracks that can be
characterized pass.
Figure 2.4 provides an example track intensity profile with optimized peak
fits (discussed below) and Table 2.1 provides quality test information for the
example track to better illustrate the quality control (QC) process. An integrated
track intensity test (quality test #1) first determines whether potential tracks have
sufficient fluorescence intensity for analysis; any tracks with a total integrated
intensity (i.e. the sum of the intensities registered by all pixels in the 2dimensional area between the left and right boundary of the track) below 25,000
photon counts are rejected due to the difficulty of fitting profiles to low SNR
tracks. An edge proximity test (quality test #2) determines whether tracks have a
right or left boundary on the edge of the image. If either bound is at the edge of
an image the track is excluded from further analysis due to the likelihood that a
significant portion of total track intensity is not captured in the image. A cut-off
track test (quality test #3) is used to identify tracks that do not span the entire
length of the image. The total integrated intensity of the 25% of pixels at the top
of the track is divided by the total integrated intensity of the 25% of pixels at the
bottom. If the ratio is less than 0.1 or greater than 10 the track is removed due to
the uncertainty of intensity measurements that are partially “cut off” at the
beginning or end of each image collection period.
The primary difficulty inherent in analysis of images produced using the
asymmetric filter wheel relative to those produced with the traditional filter wheel
design is the overlap of intensity peaks (hereafter referred to as streaks)
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produced by illumination through filters within each pair. In principle each
overlapped streak pair should be a linear combination of the two component
streaks. Based on our knowledge of the intensity profile shapes of nonoverlapped streaks collected using wheels with a single open position, we know
that streak profiles are not well described by commonly used line shapes such as
those produced by Gaussian or Lorentzian functions. In order to find line shape
components whose contributions to overlapped streak pair profiles could be
optimized in a low-dimensionality search-space, we turned to principal
components analysis (PCA) of streak profiles. Performing PCA on a set of
isolated streaks (normalized to unit area) from 6,000 FIP images each of T.
pseudonana, Dunaliella tertiolecta (CCMP 1320), Emiliania huxleyi (CCMP
1516), and Proteomonas sulcata (CCMP 1175) (all species were supplied by
NCMA, East Boothbay, ME) collected using the symmetric filter wheel revealed
that ~99% of the variance in streak profile shape could be described using the
first 3 principal components (PCs). Furthermore, after the elimination of a few
outlier scores a cubic relationship was found between scores on PCs 1 and 3,
which allowed us to express streak profile shape as a function of two variables.
In addition to the two variables required to specify the shape of a streak (a
variable describing scores on PCs 1 and 3 and a variable describing score on PC
2), a magnitude term specifying streak intensity, and another specifying the
location of the streak center are required to provide a fitted approximation of a
given streak intensity profile. Using this methodology any streak profile can thus
be approximated using a function of 4 variables. For the simultaneous fitting of
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overlapped streak pairs, we make the further simplifying assumption that the two
streaks within each pair have the same basic shape and differ only in location
and magnitude. Thus, for the simultaneous fitting of the two streaks within an
overlapped pair we can specify a fit using 6 variables (two for the shape of the
streak profiles, two for the center locations of each streak profile, and two for the
magnitude of each of the two profiles). Of these, the difference in the two
variables describing the peak positions needs to be realistic since it originates in
the 30o separation of filters in a pair. With the dimensionality of the problem
reduced to a reasonable number of variables we are able to use a nonlinear
optimization function to obtain a pair of streak profiles whose sum best
approximates the intensity profile of a given overlapped streak pair as
determined by a sum-of-squared residuals figure of merit.
Using the procedure described above, each overlapped streak pair of
each identified track is fit as a sum of two component streaks which are then
saved for further analysis. An example of optimized streak profile fits to a track
profile produced by the asymmetric filter wheel, and the sum of all the individual
streak-fit profiles, are shown in Figure 2.4.
Several tests are applied after the streak fitting procedure to ensure that
fits accurately represent row-integrated streak intensities. A cut-off streak test
(quality test #4) seeks to identify streaks that are partially cut-off at the top or
bottom of the image. In order to avoid this issue, the intensity of each fitted
streak profile is determined at the top and bottom of the image. If the streak
profile intensity at the first or last pixel is more than 10% of its maximum value
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(indicating that a significant portion of the associated fluorescence was not
captured in the image) the streak profile is removed from further analysis.
To ensure that at least one full rotation of the filter wheel is clearly
observed in the track, the algorithm requires a minimum of 4 streak pairs (8 total
streaks) to be completely contained within the image. Any tracks that contain
less than 8 streaks are removed from further consideration at this point (quality
test #5).
Another issue that can occur is poor resolution of overlapped streak pair
profiles from the background. This issue usually arises due to multiple tracks
being overlapped, poor boundary selection between two tracks in close proximity
to one another, or tracks with so many streaks that the track signal is poorly
modulated. A streak resolution test (quality test #6) is used to detect such a
scenario. In this test the height of each local minimum between peak pairs in the
track profile is compared with the maximum intensity of the adjacent peaks. The
track is removed if the smallest ratio is less than 2.
A lack of fit test (quality test #7) attempts to assess the overall fit quality to
ensure that the track profile is well described by the sum of fitted line shapes.
Any tracks with fit intensities that differ from the measured track intensity by more
than 20% of the maximum track intensity are considered “poorly fit” and excluded
from further analysis.
A final issue that we address after the fitting is difficulty in distinguishing
tracks that cross the image at an angle from tracks that are partially overlapped
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with one another. Due to the relatively large spaces between filter pairs, it is
possible for tracks traveling through the field of view at a pronounced angle to
produce two or more distinct peak maxima when the track intensity is summed in
the y- (the time- or flow-) dimension, this makes them difficult to distinguish from
instances in which multiple tracks are partially overlapped or in close proximity to
one another. To distinguish between these two cases (allowing us to keep angled
tracks and exclude overlapped tracks) we instituted a track linearity test (quality
test #8) to remove apparent tracks that represent overlapping cell tracks. It first
identifies the xy-positions of streak maxima within a track (y-positions are
determined by the fitted streak profiles and x-positions are determined by finding
the pixel with maximum intensity in the corresponding row of pixels). Once streak
maxima locations have been identified, a linear regression analysis is performed
on the resulting set of xy-points to find a line of best fit. The residuals of streak
maxima from the line of best fit are then calculated. If the maximum residual is
larger than 10% of the track width, the track fails the test and is removed from
further analysis.
The accurate assignment of filter IDs relies on the ability of the image
processing algorithm to correlate the gaps between pairs of streaks in collected
images with the differently sized spaces between adjacent filter pairs on the filter
wheel itself. This assignment is complicated somewhat by apparent changes in
cell speed during image collection partly caused by spherical aberration in the
lens system. In order to obtain a more reliable estimate of the temporal
separation of adjacent streak pairs we use the separation between the peak
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maxima of the two streaks within each pair as a proxy for cell speed. Once this
cell speed value has been quantified for each pair of streaks in a track the values
can be used with the y-value of the center of each streak pair to fit an
interpolated spline allowing us to estimate cell speed at any y-value in the track.
Filter IDs are assigned to streak profiles in the remaining tracks using
relative distances between streak centers. The three pairs are separated from
one another by spaces of 110 degrees, 120 degrees and 130 degrees, thus,
assuming the wheel spins at a constant rate, the shortest separation between
pairs should correspond with the 110 degree space, the next shortest the 120
degree space and the longest the 130 degree space. Because the cells do not
move at a constant pixel/unit time rate we use our speed values described in the
preceding section to estimate a temporal separation between peak pairs. By
determining the sequence of gap spacing (in terms of relative estimated time) we
can use the known placement of filters to assign filter IDs to each streak and
determine the direction of rotation.
To differentiate between the effects of changing filter wheel designs and
changing processing algorithms, a modified version of the asymmetric filter wheel
image processing algorithm was adapted to analyze symmetric filter wheel image
data. This algorithm is nearly identical in form and function to the asymmetric
processing algorithm described above, aside from a few notable differences. One
difference is that, because streaks produced by the symmetric filter wheel have
little overlap, each streak is fit independently in the symmetric processing
algorithm instead of pairs of streaks being fit simultaneously. The other notable
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difference is that filter IDs are assigned by identifying the largest separation
between streak centers (as the blank filter) and assuming a known direction of
rotation to assign IDs to streaks based on their positions relative to the blank.

2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2.5 (a) provides an example of a track profile produced using a
conventional symmetric filter wheel with a blocker to determine filter sequence in
asynchronous measurements, while Figure 2.5 (b) provides an example of a
track profile produced using the asymmetric filter wheel.
The location of the blocker filter in Figure 2.5 (a) is evidenced by the drop
in row-integrated intensity between pixel rows 70 and 90 and establishes filter
order for a known symmetric filter wheel orientation/direction of rotation, but
sacrifices one of the 6 filter positions to do so. The order of space widths
between partially overlapped streak pairs performs the same function for the
asymmetric filter wheel track in Figure 2.5 (b). The difference in spacing is most
evident to the eye by comparing the wide of baseline regions of the tracks, with
three distinct spacings. The first space between peaks (beginning around row
50, repeated near row 210) corresponds with the intermediate filter pair
separation on the wheel, the second space between peaks (beginning around
row 100) corresponds with the largest separation on the wheel, and the third
space between peaks (beginning around row 155) corresponds with the smallest
separation on the wheel.
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Figures 2.5 (a) and 2.5 (b) also illustrate the difficulty in achieving baseline
resolution of peaks in the conventional symmetric filter wheel under common
conditions. One clear baseline region is observed in Figure 2.5 (a) due to the
blocker. A track exhibiting only one blocker position as seen in Figure 2.5 (a) is
quite common; in the example T. pseudonana set used only 23.7% of tracks
contained more than one instance of the blocker. Thus, for the majority of tracks,
the intensity minimum provided by a single blocker instance will be the only
opportunity to achieve an estimate of the baseline.
The spacing between pairs in the asymmetric wheel is nearly as large as
the spacing including the blocker on the symmetric wheel, so baseline regions
are observed in Figure 2.5 (b) between each pair of filters. This enables any
deviation from a flat baseline to be identified and corrected.
Conversely, the signal produced by each individual filter is less overlapped
with neighboring signals in Figure 2.5 (a) for the symmetric wheel. The signals
for filters in Figure 2.5 (b) are strongly overlapped because the filter pairs are so
close together on the wheel that light can pass simultaneously through both at
the same time at points during measurement. While this appears to be a
problem, note that many filter streaks in data from the symmetric filter wheel
partially overlap those caused by two other filters. Deconvolution of the
individual filter signals is complicated by the number of signals that have to be
simultaneously deconvolved. The asymmetric wheel causes stronger overlap, but
each doublet is self-contained.
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A final set of insights that may be gleaned from Figures 2.5 relates to use
of the asymmetric filter spacing to determine the direction of wheel rotation
directly from the track data. As mentioned above, filter IDs were assigned to each
streak in the track shown in Figure 2.5 (b) by identifying the small, intermediate,
and large spaces between streak pairs. While we have detailed the use of this
feature for simple filter assignment with a known filter wheel orientation, the
system could be designed to automatically recognize a reversal of wheel
orientation, direction of rotation, or direction of fluid flow. Any of these three
changes would produce track profiles resembling mirror images about the y-axes
in Figures 2.5. In Figure 2.5 (a) such a change would be impossible to detect
based on the track profile alone since the sole point of reference is the location of
the blocker. An error inverting the track data would lead to misassigned filter IDs
and spurious results. Depending on the number and organization of the filters in
the wheel, these spurious results might not be obvious without running calibration
samples. The perceivably asymmetric spaces between filter pairs shown in
Figure 2.5 (b), however, provide a readily available means of determining filter
order in all cases of reversal. Instead of the gap size order of medium → long →
short → medium, a mirror image of the track profile would have a gap size order
of medium → short → long → medium. Thus as long as we know the physical
placement of filters within the asymmetric filter wheel for a given dataset, the
direction of rotation does not affect our ability to accurately assign filter IDs to
streaks in any given track.
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Previous work from our laboratory indicated a source of dynamic variability
in phytoplankton signals whose origin was unclear.1 This dynamic variability
leads to increased “noise” in measurement ratios as the individual signals are
measured further apart in time. The final motivation for redesigning the filter
wheel was to reduce the time between filter pair measurements without changing
the filter wheel speed and signal intensities, with the aim of reducing the
apparent noise.
Since single-cell measurements are reported as ratios, we use pairs of
open positions to calculate streak intensity ratios using the formula:
Eq. 2.1. Streak Intensity Ratio =

(Streak 1 Intensity)−(Streak 2 Intensity)
(Streak 1 Intensity)+(Streak 2 Intensity)

This formulation for ratios is the same as reported in the previous chapter,
except that for this work the measurements used no optical filters, so the streak
intensity ratio is nominally zero in all cases. The statistics reported in Table 2.2
are each based on ~1400 individual cell tracks of T. pseudonana with multiple
streaks for analysis, drawn from the same set of 2000 FIP image data. Adjacent
streak ratios are calculated using the first full streak observed in a track in ratio
with the second streak. Distant streak ratios were calculated using ratios of the
first full streak with the last full streak. Generally (for >70% of characterized
tracks in this dataset), the last full streak represented a full rotation of the filter
wheel, but for a small portion of characterized tracks one or more additional
streaks were captured in the image.
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The original work reported in reference 1 used only the conventional 6position filter wheel design with a blocker and the older image processing
algorithm described there. The asymmetric filter wheel data cannot be processed
with that original algorithm because of the need for streak deconvolution, thus the
newer algorithm described above was developed. Because the new algorithm
improved on the original in several ways, a version of the new algorithm for
analyzing symmetric filter wheel data was also created. Both the improved
algorithm and the new filter wheel design impact the apparent signal “noise”, so
two tests were done to deconvolve the impacts of these two improvements.
In the first set of tests, the symmetric filter wheel was used to measure
signal variability between adjacent and distant filter wheel openings using both
the original algorithm and the newer algorithm. The two notable differences
between the symmetric and asymmetric wheel versions of the new algorithm
(fitting streaks independently due to reduced overlap and using the single
available blank on the symmetric filter wheel rather than asymmetric spacing
between streak pairs to establish filter order) should have relatively little impact
on results obtained. What impact there is should favor the symmetric filter wheel
since it doesn’t require disambiguation of paired filter signals.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 give data resulting from the first tests comparing the
old and new algorithms. Table 2.2 indicates the new image processing algorithm
results lower apparent noise regardless of the pairs chosen for the ratio. The
distant ratio standard deviation fell by about 61% (from 0.0972 to 0.0379), while
the adjacent ratio standard deviation fell by approximately 69% (from 0.0520 to
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0.0162). An F-test of equality of variances shows that these improvements are
statistically significant at the α = 0.05 level. Results of this statistical analysis
along with critical values (corrected for multiple comparison tests using the
Bonferroni correction5) appear in Table 2.3.
Table 2.2 also establishes that the new algorithm, while improving on the
original, does not eliminate the increase in apparent “noise” with increasing time
between signal measurements in the fluorescence ratio. The standard deviation
of ratios generated using adjacent streaks is 0.0163, which is about 56% lower
than the standard deviation of ratios generated using distant streaks. We can
show the significance of this difference in variance using an F-test of equality of
variances with an α = 0.05 critical value. We find an F value of 5.41, which
exceeds the critical value of 1.09 for the given α and degrees of freedom
specified from population sizes in Table 2.2. Thus, we may proceed with
reasonable confidence in our assertion that measurements taken closer together
in time exhibit a greater degree of correlation.
Again, this points to a time-dependent random process affecting the
signal. Dynamics of this type could result from a moving heterogeneous sample;
photochemical decay; Brownian rotation and diffusion of cells in suspension;
mechanical vibration of the apparatus; voltage fluctuations in a light source; filter
wheel speed fluctuations, etc. Regardless of the source, if the fluctuations occur
on the time scale of wheel revolution then measurements closer together in time
should improve the precision of measurement, which is the subject of the next
set of tests.
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The second set of tests compares the variability of adjacent symmetric
wheel filter signals and asymmetric wheel paired filter signals to see if the
reduced time between measurements in the asymmetric wheel pairs leads to any
improvement in apparent signal noise.
To assess the contribution of the filter wheel design itself, ratio standard
deviations for adjacent streaks in symmetric filter wheel images processed using
the new processing algorithm are compared to those from asymmetric filter
wheel images processed using the new algorithm (Table 2.4).
These results show that the change in filter wheel design led to a
decrease in ratio standard deviation of about 14% (from 0.0163 to 0.0141). As
before we can use an F-test of equality of variances to show whether the
statistics presented in Table 2.4 suggest the two wheels produce ratio
distributions with significantly different deviations. Testing again at the α = 0.05
level, we find an F-value of 1.31, which exceeds the critical value of 1.12,
indicating that the improvement is significant. Because the image processing
algorithms used to generate ratios from the two image sets are nearly identical
(as described above) we may reasonably conclude that while the bulk of the
decrease in ratio standard deviation was realized due to a change in the
processing algorithm, the change in filter wheel design is also a statistically
significant contributor to standard deviation reduction.
A comparison of the ratio standard deviations in Tables 2.2 and 2.4 shows
a consistent trend of decreasing standard deviation with decreasing separation in
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time between measurements. In Table 2.4, the separation in time between filters
in a pair is 1/12th of a wheel revolution, corresponding to ~5.4 ms. For the
symmetric wheel, adjacent streaks in Table 2.2 are separated by 1/6 th of a wheel
revolution, while distant streaks are separated by about a full wheel revolution. A
plot of the ratio standard deviation versus time between measurements (Figure
2.6) appears linear with an intercept of ~0.0120 that corresponds to completely
separate measurements made simultaneously on the same cell.
In addition to the differences in ratio standard deviation, Table 2.2 shows
that a small (~4%) reduction in total number of tracks was observed when the
new algorithm is applied to the same data set as the old. This difference can
likely be attributed to the quality tests in the new algorithm being somewhat more
stringent than the old algorithm. Tests of track linearity and streak intensity
reproducibility for instance have no analogue in the original algorithm. When
considered alongside the sharp decrease in ratio standard deviation for the new
algorithm, it seems reasonable that the bulk of this decrease in number of
characterized tracks is the elimination of partially overlapped or poorly-delineated
tracks (against both of which the earlier algorithm had little defense).
The drop in number of characterized tracks is more dramatic when the
asymmetric filter wheel results are compared with the symmetric filter wheel
results. The number of characterized tracks is ~50% lower with the asymmetric
wheel than the symmetric wheel results characterized with the new algorithm
(See Tables 2.2 and 2.4).
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The most important factor explaining the detection of fewer successfullyanalyzed tracks for the asymmetric wheel data is that a greater number of total
streaks are required to be present in an asymmetric wheel track than a
symmetric wheel track in order to complete the analysis. While analysis of the
symmetric filter wheel requires just 6 streaks to be contained within the image
(ensuring that all filters are represented and at least one instance of the blocker
is bracketed by two complete streaks), the asymmetric filter wheel requires that 8
complete streaks be contained within the image (ensuring that all 3 different gap
sizes be present for comparison and that a cell speed estimate be made at each
point between peak pairs). The majority of tracks collected with the symmetric
filter wheel (70.1%) contain only 6 streaks, 26.9% contain 7 streaks, and the
remaining ~3% contain 8 or more streaks. If we assume (for simplicity) that the
filter wheel is at a mid-point between openings when a cell enters the image and
is at another mid-point between openings when the cell leaves the image, the
symmetric wheel would need to rotate 420° for a 6-streak image and 480° for a 7
streak image. Using the same assumptions, the asymmetric filter wheel would
need to rotate between 475° and 485° (depending on the size of the first gap)
while the cell crosses the image to achieve the required 8 streaks. Both sets of
measurements were made with the same pump speed, so we might expect a
large percentage of asymmetric wheel data to fail the test for number of streaks
under these conditions, and that is what is observed. This type of failure does
not bias the data toward higher or lower signals, so it is not expected to affect the
noise analysis.
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The new timing technique available to us through the use of the
asymmetric filter wheel not only obviates the need for a blank allowing us to
increase the number of unique feature sets used for phytoplankton
discrimination, but also allows us to more accurately estimate signal intensities
by having more opportunities to sample the baseline. We also have
demonstrated that the asymmetric spacing allows us to unambiguously assign
filter order even when the direction of rotation is not known. Through a mixture of
improved track characterization and QC we have shown that the new image
processing algorithm affords much more consistent streak intensity ratios.
Finally, we have also demonstrated that significant decreases to streak intensity
ratio standard deviation can be realized by collecting paired streak intensities
closer together in time. This is a somewhat counterintuitive result since the
paired streak intensities wind up strongly overlapped with one another. However,
this overlap of pair intensities is counterbalanced by the fact that the overlapped
signals have the same underlying peak shape and a consistent separation. The
symmetric filter wheel signals also showed a small degree of overlap, but in that
case the overlaps were with signals both before and after each filter, with no
clear baseline much of the time. In the end, the benefits of decreasing the
number of weakly overlapping signals and giving a clear baseline cancelled the
drawbacks of needing to deconvolve two strongly overlapped signals.
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Table 2.1. Results of 8 quality tests compared with test limits for the example
Thalassiosira pseudonana track shown in Figure 2.3.
Test Name
Integrated Track
Intensity Test
Edge Proximity
Test
Cut-Off Track Test
Cut-Off Streak Test
Streak Quantity
Test
Streak Resolution
Test
Lack-of-Fit Test
Track Linearity
Test

Test Number Test Value
in Text
1
193,434

Lower Limit
25,000

Upper
Limit
∞

2

78

0

∞

3
4
5

1.05
0.0516%
10

0.1
0
8

10.0
10.0%
∞

6

140

3

∞

7
8

5.56%
3.38%

0
0

20.0%
10.0%
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Table 2.2. Standard deviation and sample sizes for distant and adjacent streak
ratio distributions generated using the image processing algorithm described by
Pearl et al.3 and a novel image processing algorithm on a set of 2000 fluorescence
imaging photometer images of Thalassiosira pseudonana.

Processing
Condition
Algorithm
Original
Distant Streak Ratios Algorithm
Adjacent
Streak Original
Ratios
Algorithm
Distant Streak Ratios New Algorithm
Adjacent
Streak
Ratios
New Algorithm
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Ratio Standard
Deviation

N

0.0972

1423

0.0520
0.0379

1423
1363

0.0163

1363

Table 2.3. F-test of equality of variance results for comparisons of original and new
image processing algorithms on symmetric filter wheel streak ratios generated with
distant and adjacent streaks. F is the ratio of variances and Fcrit is the critical value
of the F-statistic at the α = 0.05 level corrected for multiple comparisons using the
Bonferroni correction.6

Condition
Distant Streak
Ratios
Adjacent Streak
Ratios

Sample 1
Original Algorithm
Ratios
Original Algorithm
Ratios
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Sample 2
New Algorithm
Ratios
New Algorithm
Ratios

F
6.57

Fcrit
1.11

10.3
2

1.11

Table 2.4. Standard deviation and sample sizes for adjacent streak ratio
distributions generated using the new image processing algorithms on sets of 2000
fluorescence imaging photometer images of Thalassiosira pseudonana collected
using the symmetric and asymmetric filter wheels.

Condition
Adjacent Streak Ratios (Symmetric
Wheel)
Adjacent Streak Ratios (Asymmetric
Wheel)
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Standard
Deviation
0.0163

N

0.0141

684

1363

Figure 2.1. Simplified schematics of (a) the asymmetric 6-position filter wheel and
(b) the traditional 6-position filter wheel design. Angles between filter pairs in (a)
and filters in (b) are indicated in gray.
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Figure 2.2. A schematic of the fluorescence imaging photometer (originally
shown in Reference 5). Excitation light produced by 80 W tungsten halogen lamp
passes through aperture (K), light pipe (P), and holographic diffuser (H) before
being focused through lenses L1 and L2. Focused light is subsequently passed
through a 625 nm shortpass filter (F1) before being modulated by 1 of the 6
openings in the rotating filter wheel (W). Filtered light is focused through lenses
L3 and L4 before striking a beamsplitter (BS) and being directed into a 60X
microscope objective. Light from the objective is focused in the center of a flow
cell (C) through which phytoplankton are being pumped. Cells absorb the
excitation light and emit fluorescence, which passes through the microscope
objective and the beamsplitter and is filtered by a red colored glass filter F2, and
a 680+/-10nm bandpass filter before being focused by L 5 onto a CCD array (D).
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Figure 2.3. Example of a pseudocolor image of fluorescence intensity produced
by two Thalassiosira pseudonana cells traveling through the field of view of the
fluorescence imaging photometer as the excitation is modulated by the
asymmetric filter wheel. The image contains two fluorescence tracks that passed
all quality tests. Solid and dashed red lines represent optimized left and right
boundaries for each of the two tracks. Axis labels give the dimensions of the
imaged area. Cells move from the bottom to the top of the image over the course
of approximately 100 milliseconds, and all images are taken with a CCD shutter
speed of 1 sec. As a result, while the two tracks appear side-by-side they could
have traveled through the frame at any time during a 1 sec interval.
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Figure 2.4. Example row-integrated intensity profile of a Thalassiosira
pseudonana track identified from an image set collected on the fluorescence
imaging photometer (in solid red) along with optimized lineshape fits. Optimized
profile fits to individual streaks are indicated by dashed lines, and the sum of all
optimized streak profiles at each row number is indicated by the line of black
stars.
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Figure 2.5. Example row-integrated track intensity profiles for Thalassiosira
pseudonana cells collected on the fluorescence imaging photometer using the (a)
symmetric and (b) asymmetric filter wheels and processed using the new track
characterization methods.
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Figure 2.6. Estimated time gap between streak measurements in milliseconds vs
streak intensity ratio standard deviation for Thalassiosira pseudonana tracks
collected using the symmetric and asymmetric filter wheels and processed using
the new algorithm. The dashed black line represents a linear fit to the data of the
form y = 4.00×10-4(x) + 1.20×10-2.
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CHAPTER 3b
FLUORESCENCE EXCITATION SPECTROSCOPY FOR
PHYTOPLANKTON SPECIES CLASSIFICATION USING AN ALLPAIRS METHOD: CHARACTERIZATION OF A SYSTEM WITH
UNEXPECTEDLY LOW RANK
3.1 INTRODUCTION
After the failure of the LDA-based filter designs to yield adequate
discrimination of phytoplankton species from a relatively small training set, there
was some question as to whether any filter set could exhibit the level of
discrimination ability needed to be viable for effective separation of the taxonomic
groups of interest in the presence of the observed level of fluorescence
variability. Two further open questions included whether the level of
dimensionality reduction needed for a MOC-style system was possible given the
number of unique pigments present in the phytoplankton population as a whole
and, if so, whether it was possible to identify the latent variables that would allow
discrimination of phytoplankton from perhaps hundreds of thousands of distinct

b

Reproduced and modified from C.M. Rekully, S.T. Faulkner, E.M. Lachenmyer, B.R. Cunningham, T.J.
Shaw, T.L. Richardson, M.L. Myrick. “Fluorescence Excitation Spectroscopy for Phytoplankton Species
Classification Using an All-Pairs Method: Characterization of a System with Unexpectedly Low Rank”
Applied Spectroscopy 2018, 72(3): 442-462 with permission from Sage Publishing.
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taxonomic groups with the relatively small training set we could feasibly acquire
and characterize.
Because the latter two questions depend upon an affirmative answer to
the former, we will first tackle the question of whether a theoretical filter set exists
that is capable of effective discrimination of phytoplankton, even in the presence
of fluorescence variability of the level described by Swanstrom et al. This
question may be best approached by examining why the LDA-based approach
did not result in filters that offered good discrimination. As mentioned in chapter
1, the LDA-based approach identified filter designs that minimized the figure of
merit described in chapter 1 for the least separable pair of species included in a
training set.1 One way to interpret this is that the LDA-based filters sought to
maximize the smallest ratio of between-group variance to within-group variance
for any pair of species in the training set. The flaw that led to the design of filters
with poor performance is that the within-group variance values used in this
calculation were derived using only the within-group variances of measured
single-cell spectra and did not model the effects of within-group variance
introduced by the instrument or the previously-discussed unknown source of
fluorescence variability. Because within-group variance attributable to actual
pigmentation differences is far smaller than the within-group variance observed
for real-world filter measurements2 the optimal trade-off between reducing withingroup variability and maximizing between-group variability shifts due to the
insensitivity of the non-pigmentation-based sources of variability to changes in
filter spectra. Thus, while within-group filter score variance undoubtedly exhibits
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some degree of dependence on filter spectra, one can obtain a good estimate of
real-world separability by assuming a constant, empirically-derived within-group
variance value.
By assuming constant within-group variance, the figure of merit is greatly
simplified, and a filter optimization procedure will seek solutions that separate
group centroids by the greatest margin possible. Another salutary side-effect of
this change to the figure of merit is that it enables us to use spectra collected on
bulk monoculture samples rather than individual cells. This greatly reduced the
time and effort required to collect the necessary spectral data for a training set
because samples could be analyzed on a traditional fluorimeter rather than the
specialized instrumentation required for collection of single-cell spectra.
In addition to the modification to our definition of separation quality, we
recognized that, due to the magnitude of the within-group variance and the
spectral similarities between species of phytoplankton that we had characterized
thus far, not all species would ultimately be separable from one another. This led
to the decision to generate filters in an iterative process that would prioritize
“easy” separations, that is to say the separation of groups that can be separated
by the largest margin, before designing filters that would attempt to tackle more
difficult separations. Such a change, however, required a reworking of the filter
design algorithm. The earlier attempts to generate filter designs that mimicked
LDA vectors were driven partially by the fact that the existing filter design
program that had been written to generate MOE designs for calibration problems
by minimizing a “standard error of calibration” value. 3 With the failure of the LDA-
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based approach, however, it became apparent that a “native” filter design
algorithm was needed for classification problems. This new approach would not
seek to replicate the effect a predetermined weight vector and could instead
project predicted filter ratio distributions onto a multidimensional space
determined by a given set of filter designs and iteratively alter the filters to
optimize a separability figure of merit.
Initially, the native filter design algorithm was intended to work in a similar
fashion to the LDA-based approach albeit with greater flexibility in the selection
of an appropriate figure of merit, and an iterative filter design process that would
generate filters for easy separations before attempting to address more difficult
separations. As in the previous design process, filters were designed to work in
pairs allowing for normalization of fluorescence emission intensities. Early
versions of the algorithm were designed to optimize the number of layers of
interference filters and their thicknesses to achieve the best possible separation
of classes, just as the earlier calibration-centric program had optimized layer
numbers and thicknesses to achieve the best prediction of analyte concentration.
What quickly became apparent, however, was that the algorithm exclusively
produced filter designs with transmission spectra that bore a distinct
resemblance to optical bandpasses. The striking simplicity of these filter designs
offered a stark contrast with the often-complex transmission features seen in
MOE designs produced in the past.
While the simple bandpass designs might, at first glance appear
anomalous or even indicative of a problem with the algorithm, one can easily
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reason through the generation of such designs in response to our altered figure
of merit. The new figure of merit relies upon an empirically estimated value for
within-group variance that is constant and almost entirely dependent upon the
precision of individual fluorescence measurements. Because the effect of filter
design on within-group variance is treated as essentially negligible, the algorithm
will naturally seek designs that maximize separation of a pair of centroids in “filter
ratio-space”.
Reducing the problem to such a simple scenario allows for a situation in
which the design of a mathematically optimal “filter” may be intuited. In a
hypothetical situation where signal is never a limiting factor regardless of filter
throughput, the optimal pair of filters would each contain an infinitesimally small
sliver of transmittance: one would be centered at the wavelength where the ratio
of normalized fluorescence intensity of the first class to the second class is at a
maximum and another would be centered where this ratio is at its minimum. This
would result in the greatest separation between filter score distribution centroids
relative to a fixed level of within-group variance.
In a real-world scenario such filters would be impractical because lowering
excitation intensity (and consequently emission intensity) would eventually lead
to increases in within-group variance that would cancel-out benefits conferred by
increased between-group variance as the emitted fluorescence signal became
indistinguishable from noise produced by the detector and stray light within the
instrument, however this exercise gives us a starting point for designing more
practical filters. If, in addition to the new figure of merit, we add the constraint that
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a certain threshold of throughput be achieved by each filter we can imagine these
initial “needles” of transmittance expanding as adjacent regions where ratios are
still nearly optimal are incorporated. Fluorescence features observed in
phytoplankton spectra are generally fairly broad and the spectra themselves are
continuous so, as this threshold is raised, the initial transmittance sliver of an
optimal filter will generally expand considerably before splitting into multiple
discontinuous regions of transmittance. In addition, it will always be more
beneficial to increase the transmittance at a point with a more extreme ratio of
fluorescence excitation spectra before adding transmittance at a point with a less
extreme ratio. Thus, depending on the throughput constraints put on the
optimization, one will invariably end up with sets of “binary filters” where
transmittance at every wavelength is either 0 or 1. This result is supported by
results from the literature where authors found that binary or near-binary filters
were optimal for discrimination of binary pairs of analytes. 4,5
If we accept the premise that the optimal filter set for any separation of two
species consists of binary filters and make the further simplifying assumption that
most of these binary filters will contain only one contiguous high-transmittance
wavelength region then we can radically decrease the dimensionality of our filterdesign problem. This simplification allows us to not only obtain an optimal
solution using brute-force methods in a matter of minutes, but also identify filter
designs that can be bought at low cost, obviating the need to expend weeks of
time and considerable effort on fabricating filters in-house.
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Table 3.1 lists the species analyzed in this study in alphabetical order,
their sources and collection numbers where available. The first 9 species
studied, on which the selection of filters for the FIP were based, are indicated in
the list by stars.
All but 3 of the unialgal cultures of the 31 phytoplankton species appearing
in Table 3.1 were obtained from the National Center for Marine Algae and
Microbiota (NCMA, Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences, East Boothbay
Harbor, ME). Chroomonas dispersa was obtained from the National Institute for
Environmental Studies (NIES, Japan), UTEX 2777 was obtained from the UTEX
Culture Collection of Algae (University of Texas, Austin, TX) and Phaeocystis sp.
was isolated from a sample of continental shelf water from the South Carolina
coast.
Cells were grown in batch culture according to the protocol described in
Bruckman et al.1 Bulk fluorescence excitation spectra with excitation over the
range 400-630 nm and emission detected at 680 nm for each species were
obtained using a Hitachi F4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Tokyo,
Japan) modified for a 180° backscatter configuration that more closely
approximated conditions in the FIP. Entrance and exit slits providing a 10 nm
bandpass were used, and scans were collected in 2 nm increments (116 points
per spectrum). The fluorometer normalizes all excitation spectra to the intensity
of the source with an internal reference PMT which removes anomalies due to
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lamp and grating artifacts, but leaves the result dependent on the spectral
sensitivity of the PMT plus any optics that come after the reference PMT optics.
All spectra were therefore also corrected for spectral efficiency by measuring the
reference PMT sensor reading while the excitation in the sample cell was
directed to a Newport 818-UV UV Enhanced Silicon Photodetector (Newport
Corporation, Irvine CA) that had been previously radiometrically calibrated
against a OL200IR spectral irradiance standard (Optronic Laboratories, Inc.,
Orlando, FL). This provided a correction factor for each excitation wavelength
over the 400 – 630 nm range. Corrected fluorescence excitation spectra of the 9
species used for filter design and the additional 21 species used to evaluate the
performance of the FIP appear in Figures 3.2 (a) and 3.2 (b) respectively.
Fluorescence excitation spectra for bulk cultures are provided in a spreadsheet
format in the supplemental information section for this manuscript.
Refer to the schematic of the FIP shown in Figure 3.1. Transmission
spectra of FIP excitation-side optics (optical filters, light pipe, holographic
diffuser, beamsplitter, objective lens – see below for details) were collected using
a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer [Agilent, Santa Clara, CA]. The
spectral profiles of each element were normalized so the maximum transmission
was unity before use. The spectral irradiance profile of the 80 watt tungstenhalogen lamp (USHIO ENW/ENC reflector 80 watt 19 volt MR16 halogen lamp,
Ushio America, Cypress, CA) used as an excitation source on the current
iteration of the FIP was measured using an automated Spectroradiometric
Measurement System (OL Series 750, Optronic Laboratories, Inc., Orlando, FL)
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over a 280–1100 nm range. These measurements were collected using an
OL750-HSD300 detector module (Optronic Laboratories, Inc., Orlando, FL)
calibrated with an OL200IR spectral irradiance standard (Optronic Laboratories,
Inc., Orlando, FL).
It has been shown in literature,4,5 and confirmed in our laboratory, that
binary optical filters are optimal for discrimination between pairs of sample types
in the presence of noise and other variability. The simplest, least expensive and
most readily available form of a near-binary optical filter is of the single bandpass
or band-blocking type, and we have chosen bandpass filters to create
discriminant ratios for signal-to-noise reasons and their broader availability.
Due to the large cell-to-cell fluorescence variability described by Hill et al.,6
combined with the temporal variability observed of phytoplankton fluorescence
reported by Swanstrom et al.,2 the best discrimination of cells via fluorescence
comes from an intensity-independent measure such as an intensity ratio with the
measurements made close together in time to maximize their correlation.
The bandpass selection algorithm was carried out using the first 9 species
measured from an eventual total of 31 species shown in Table 3.1. The goal of
our bandpass selection algorithm is thus to identify sets of bandpass filters that
provide discriminating ratios. The algorithm is iterative, with a single filter set that
provides a single discriminating ratio being generated at each step in the
iteration. The iteration continues until new filter sets that provide additional
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discrimination cannot be found. Complete Matlab code for the algorithm appears
in appendix C.
The first steps of the filter selection algorithm prior to the iterative selection
of filter sets are (1) to prepare all the initial calibration data for the iteration (e.g.,
produce spectroradiometrically accurate spectra of 9 species), (2) to identify all
the possible sets of bandpass filters that the data will be tested against (e.g.
20200 sets), (3) to identify codes for all the pair combinations of species that we
wish to analyze (e.g. 36 combinations of 9 species), (4) to generate a large twodimensional array of figures of merit (FOMs) for each species pair separation
based on every unique set of bandpass filters (e.g., 20200 X 36), and (5) to make
an array of 1s the same size as the FOM table to serve as a mask.
To prepare the data for iteration, each species’ fluorescence spectrum is
multiplied by the spectral profile of the excitation source and the transmission
profiles of all excitation optics. This is done to convert the original “corrected”
fluorescence excitation spectra of the phytoplankton species of interest into a
spectroradiometric response matrix that describes how much fluorescence is
expected for each phytoplankton species when excited by light of a given
wavelength as generated by the real source and excitation system of the FIP.
For example, a tungsten lamp produces relatively little blue light compared with
longer wavelengths; blue wavelengths therefore produce less fluorescence than
one might expect by looking at the corrected fluorescence excitation spectra of a
species. Likewise, some optical elements block certain wavelengths of light
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almost completely, and in that case, we would expect almost no fluorescence
from those wavelengths.
For step 2 listed above, all possible filter sets to be tested are modeled as
binary filters, with transmission values of 0 or 1 depending on wavelength. A list
of the 201 possible single-bandpass binary filters with transmission band widths
of 30 nm beginning at whole nanometer increments is then generated over the
spectral region of interest (400-630 nm). We selected a minimum band width of
30 nm based on availability and our experience that narrower filters lead to
unacceptably low signal to noise ratios in practice. We found that our algorithm
always selected the narrowest filters if we allowed other bandwidths because of
the simplified way noise was incorporated in the calculation. All 20200 possible
sets of filters were then created by forming all two-filter combinations of the 201
bandpasses, assuming order doesn’t matter and eliminating those with identical
filters. Since the filters all have bandpasses of 30 nm, the array that describes
the filter sets is 20200 X 2 in size, where the two columns give only the starting
wavelengths for each bandpass.
For step 3 above, the algorithm uses an all-pairs analysis approach in
which each combination of two species is identified and analyzed independently.
In our laboratory, the all-pairs approach was developed initially for examining
field data but was quickly adapted to the idea of exploring phytoplankton
fluorescence excitation spectra as a simplistic analog of principal component
analysis better suited to selection of binary optical filter sets for discriminating
species.
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Encoding each species with a number, a list of each pair of species is
generated in an array (for the initial 9 species, 36 pair combinations with different
species can be identified). The list formed from the first 9 species is 36 X 2 in
size, with the 2 columns giving the numeric codes for two species.
The 4th step in preparation for the iterative selection is to calculate a figure
of merit (FOM) for the separation for each species pair when analyzed using a
ratio formed from one of the possible filter sets. Since there are 36 species pairs
and 20200 filter combinations, the result is an array that is 20200 X 36 in size
where entry i,j describes how well filter set i can distinguish the species of pair j.
The FOM used for this calculation can be formulated in a number of ways
depending on how the discriminating ratio is formed. A simple ratio, such as the
fluorescence intensity detected when exciting through filter A divided by the
fluorescence intensity detected with excitation through filter B, which we might
call IA/IB, is ill-conditioned in the case that IB goes to zero, as well as having
variance that is approximately proportional to the ratio itself. Better results are
obtained using the logarithm of IA/IB, but an even better-behaved ratio is given by:

m=

IA - IB
IA + IB

For this form of the intensity ratio, we find by experience that the variance of m is
nearly independent of m itself and can be approximated as constant in our
algorithm. Note that Equation 1 is the same as the pseudo-normalization
described by Nelson et al.7 in their approach to multivariate optical computing.
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For any pair of species (e.g., species 1 and species 2), the filter set ratio
gives a different value of m (m1 and m2); together with the estimated variance of
these species-specific ratios (Vm1 and Vm2), these are used to form a FOM. The
FOM shown in Equation 2 is used to evaluate the discrimination of species pairs:

Eq. 3.1. FOM(1 − 2) =

(m1−m2)2
Vm1 −Vm2

Most of the calibration data for this analysis were acquired using a bulk (i.e., not
single-cell) fluorometer, so there is no direct measure of the variance of singlecell ratios in the calibration set. Instead, the standard deviation of m for each
species was assumed to be 0.05 units (1/40th of the possible range of m,
corresponding to a variance of 0.0025 units in Equation 2), which represents the
median variance for ratio distributions of single-cell measurements from
monocultures collected on the FIP with earlier filters in our experience. This
simplification results in the tendency for the algorithm to select the narrowest
filters allowable but is nearly true in experience provided the filters are not too
narrow and simplifies the calculation and interpretation considerably. Finally, a
copy of the FOM array is created and all the entries are filled with 1s to serve as
a mask.
With the spectra prepared, all filter sets identified for testing, all the
species pairs having been identified, all FOMs calculated, and the mask array
created, the algorithm begins its first iteration.
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The table of FOMs is multiplied by the mask on an element-by-element
basis to yield an equal-sized array, F, with zeros everywhere the mask is zero (in
the first iteration the mask is completely filled with 1s).
The F array is searched for its largest value, F max. If Fmax > 4, then we
interpret the corresponding species pair (identified by the column, j, containing
Fmax) is separable. The corresponding filter set (identified by the row, i,
containing Fmax) is selected to create the first discriminant ratio.
The remainder of row i is then inspected: all species pairings in the row
with a FOM greater than 4 are considered separable with this filter set. At this
point, column j and all other columns of the mask that correspond to these
separable pairs are set to zero. This ends a complete iteration and a new
iteration can begin.
For the 9 species in our original calibration set with 36 pairs, F max was
found to be 260.6 for the species pair coded as 3-7 (corresponding to Dunaliella
tertiolecta – Proteomonas sulcata). The row of Fmax corresponded to a
hypothetical filter set of two 30 nm bandpass filters centered at 545 nm and 615
nm (Figure 3.3 (a)). Of the remaining 35 species pairs in the row, 26 of the pairs
were adequately separated with this first filter set, leaving a reduced list of 9
remaining species pair combinations that were inadequately separated. After
putting zeros into the mask for all 27 separable species on the first discriminant
filter set ratio, the mask had only 9 remaining non-zero columns.
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In principle, this process can continue – finding new bandpasses to form
ratios that eliminate additional pairs – as long as there are any remaining species
pairs that are not yet adequately separated but for which an adequate FOM
exists in the reduced matrix of FOMs. In the case of the initial 9 species studied
here, a second filter set was identified by the separation of Amphidinium carterae
and Rhodomonas salina (Fmax = 126.7 ) that provided an additional 5 species
separations. This second hypothetical filter set consisted of 30 nm bandpass
filters centered at 470 nm and 565 nm (Figure 3.3 (b)). When the 5 columns of
the mask corresponding to all separations for the second filter set were set to
zero, another iteration found no third filter set that could adequately separate any
of the remaining 4 pairs of species. Table 3.2 shows the theoretical binary
separations achieved on the two filter sets for the first 9 species.
FIP measurements were collected using a modified version of the setup
described by Swanstrom et al.2 [Figure 3.1]. The modifications included
replacing the 75 watt Xe arc lamp with an 80 watt tungsten halogen lamp (USHIO
ENW/ENC reflector 80 watt 19 volt MR16 halogen lamp, Ushio America,
Cypress, CA); replacing the excitation filter with a 625 nm shortpass filter (625
nm 25 mm Diameter, OD 4 Shortpass Filter, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ);
inserting a light pipe (10 mm aperture, 75 mm length high numerical aperture
fused silica light pipe, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) for spatial homogenization
of the new lamp; inserting a holographic diffuser (20° diffusing angle, 25 mm
mounted filter, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) for angular homogenization of the
new lamp; and finally the original filter wheel was replaced with a new
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asymmetric, paired design to place the filter pairs in closest possible proximity
while increasing the dark spaces between streak sets.
Swanstrom et al. report a large inherent noise in the measurement of
phytoplankton fluorescence that we also encountered. 2 In studies leading up to
this report, we found that our SNR using the original filter wheel design was
typically near 7-10, but that there was substantial correlation among
measurements recorded close together in time. We were able to increase the
SNR by using a new asymmetric filter wheel design. In this design, filter positions
are located in close proximity to one another with little space between the two
filters that make up each set. The design and implementation of this filter wheel
was motivated by the observation that when the delay between successive
fluorescence measurements was smaller, the measurements tended to be more
consistent. Further details of this process will be described in a separate report.
Filters that closely approximated the performance of the bandpass
designs selected by the algorithm when combined with the system excitation
profile were acquired commercially. Theoretical filter set 1 (the P. sulcata-D.
tertiolecta separator) was approximated with a 610 nm colored glass filter (FGL
610, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) and a bandpass centered at 545 nm with a 30 nm
transmission band (545BP30 RAPIDBAND, Omega, Brattleboro, VT). Together
with the system shortpass filter, these gave a combination transmitting orangered and green light, respectively.
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Filter set 2 (the A. carterae from R. salina separator) was approximated
with a bandpass centered at 470 nm with a 40 nm transmission band (470QM40,
Omega, Brattleboro, VT) and a bandpass centered at 565 nm with a 30 nm
transmission band (565BP30 RAPIDBAND, Omega, Brattleboro, VT). These
were blue and yellow-green transmitting, respectively. The expected
performance of these actual filter sets was comparable to the expected
performance of the theoretical filter sets.
Cultures of phytoplankton were passed through the FIP sample cell and
2000 images were collected (almost exactly one hour of data collection) for each
of the 31 species in Table 3.1. The images were corrected and processed using
the asymmetric filter wheel processing algorithm described in chapter 2.
Fluorescence intensity ratios were then compiled for each species and used to
generate filter set scores using Equation 3.1 for each cell on each of the two filter
sets. A reporting minimum of 50 tracks that passed all the quality tests applied
by the analysis algorithm was required for inclusion of a species in this analysis,
although for some species the number of quality tracks approached 500.

3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 3.1 lists 31 different species of phytoplankton used in this study
spanning 21 different genera. In 1991, Sournia estimated that there were
489±15 known genera and 3910±465 known species,8 and the number grown
greatly since that time. For instance, a 2012 paper by Guiry estimates there to
be 72,500 species of algae9 and references therein contain larger estimates.
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Even using the lower numbers of Sournia, if species were chosen randomly it is
unlikely that a list of 31 would include 10 duplicate genera, or that a single genus
would be represented by 4 distinct species. It becomes even less likely if more
genera are included in a system.
In fact, no effort was made to randomly sample species. In particular, the
first 9 species were hand-selected in an effort to provide examples of different
broad classes of phytoplankton (with different coloration and pigment types).
Even species added later, however, were not randomly selected from the wild.
They were mostly chosen from available species that were being cultured for a
reason, even if the reason was not specifically connected to this study. Some of
the later species were also chosen to see if they were distinguishable from
species we had already studied.
Random sampling is required for any conclusions about the nature of the
underlying distribution of species, but it is not the desired characteristic of a
calibration set. For calibration purposes an experimental design is preferable in
which the parameter space is purposely explored. Unfortunately, there is not
enough known about phytoplankton to identify the number of pertinent
parameters and how they vary by species to enable a rational experimental
design. Lacking sufficient understanding of the factors and their distribution
among species, the best alternative was the conscious selection of species that
would be representative of a wide range of different known types of
phytoplankton. The latter path was selected in this study, although we provide
some evidence below that the initial sample set was no better than the most
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likely result choosing a random sampling of the 31. Unfortunately, because of
the non-random sampling of species there are features of the resulting
distributions that cannot be confidently attributed to the natural distribution of
phytoplankton.
As long as humans are involved in selecting calibration samples, bias is
likely to exist. However, it is possible to obtain natural water samples and
observe results for unselected phytoplankton, and such samples have been
presented to the instrument used in this study (results not shown). Overall, such
results support the idea that our 31 species span the major distribution of
nanophytoplankton in water, although a few isolated cells exterior to the
distribution reported here have been observed. Isolated points for a single
species are sometimes observed due to errors in the automatic interpretation of
organism tracks, so an isolated result is not strong evidence for the presence of a
species well outside the range of those we have examined here.
Figure 3.4 (a) plots the single-cell measurements of the original 9 species
on the two filter set ratios, with the horizontal axis given by filter set 1 and the
vertical by filter set 2. Each species is represented by 100-500 individual cells.
To avoid the clutter of showing large numbers of individual points (numeric
values for which can be found in supplemental information), the figure is
simplified to show ellipses with principal axes of 2 standard deviations from the
sample mean in the direction of each axis. The principal axes of the ellipses are
oriented to align with the major and minor axes of non-circular distributions.
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Figure 3.4 (b) is the same as Figure 4a except that all 31 species have
been included. The legend for the figure is arranged in the order that the ellipse
centers occur counterclockwise from the center of the figure beginning in the
upper right quadrant of the figure. Pairwise examination of the results reveals
satisfactory separation (F ≥ 4) for 411 of the 465 total binary pairs of species.
This is the same level of performance expected from simulation using the
fluorescence excitation spectra of the 31 species in simulations (vide infra),
although there are differences in details.
There are several points of note about Figure 3.4 (a). First, as expected,
filter set 1 best distinguishes D. tertiolecta from P. sulcata in terms of the
absolute separation of the species. However, the cell-to-cell variability was only
simulated in the filter selection algorithm, and we note that the major axes of the
two species’ variabilities are oriented along the line separating them, so the
actual separation in terms of a FOM, while large, isn’t quite as good as one might
expect compared to other species pairs. Since the two filter sets were selected
independently of one another, there was no incorporation of any potential
covariance between filter sets in the selection.
Filter set 2 was designed to distinguish A. carterae from R. salina, and
they are well separated by this filter set in the figure. Note, however, that there
are other species that are even better separated by filter set 2 than the target pair
– E. huxleyi and C. ovata, for example, show a considerably larger absolute
separation in the filter set 2 ratio with similar variability. However, this pair was
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evaluated to have F > 4 using only filter set 1 so it was not considered in the
selection of filter pair 2.
The variability ellipses for the species are frequently tilted with respect to
the axes of the figure. This is first and foremost an indication that the variability
in the filter set ratios is not completely random, because otherwise there would
be no correlation between deviations from the mean for the two filter set ratios.
This implies that the variance in cell-to-cell measurements has a significant
component that is due to variance in pigmentation of the cells rather than simple
measurement imprecision. The presence of correlation in this intensityindependent measurement reveals that pigmentation varies from cell to cell, and
the orientation of the ellipses provides a bit of information on the source of this
variation. All the cultures here are monocultures grown in the same environment,
so there is likely no genetic component to the pigment variability. However, even
in the monoculture, cells will be at different stages of life – from freshly divided to
rapidly growing to dividing to dying, and it is possible we are observing
pigmentation artifacts resulting from cellular dynamics. Another conclusion that
might be drawn from the partial correlation of the two filter set ratios is that an
improvement in instrumental precision beyond the current performance will not
necessarily increase the discrimination for single cell measurements. This
suggests a hard limit to the information content available in the fluorescence
excitation spectra of phytoplankton, at least under the conditions of this work.
Improved performance would presumably enable more detailed study of the
variability of cells in large numbers that could be used for a variety of purposes.
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One possible explanation for the covariance observed in filter set ratios in
Figures 3.4 is heterogeneity in pigment ratios. Filter sets 1 and 2 each possess
filters that transmit light in the mid-500 nm range – for filter set 1, it is centered at
545 nm, while for filter set 2 it is centered at 565 nm. These two filters have a
small overlap, so they have the potential to introduce covariance in the two
ratios. But even if the filter spectra themselves were orthogonal and
independent, pigments tend to have broad spectra and it is possible that a
pigment absorbing in one bandpass region might also show absorption in
another and so induce correlation between the filter set measurements. The
construction of the filter set ratios in Figures 3.4 are such that the measurements
in the mid-500 nm region are the “B” components of each ratio. Generally, we
would expect that increasing/decreasing relative absorption in the 530-580 nm
spectral window would cause both ratios to decrease/increase together, causing
the distribution to show a positive slope with an angle that depends on the
relative effects in the 530-560 nm versus the 550-580 nm regions. A positive
slope to the covariance of the filter set ratios would thus be relatively simple to
understand based on pigment ratio variation from cell to cell.
However, a small number of species show a negative correlation between
the filter set ratios; each of the species that shows this behavior has a major
absorption band with a strong slope in the middle of the 530-580 nm range. A
negative correlation between the filter set ratios is more difficult to rationalize
based on a change in pigment ratios.
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Pigments are packed densely enough in phytoplankton that their
absorption of light can approach saturation. This saturation effect can also give
rise to covariance in the filter set ratios and better fits the observed data than
pigment ratio heterogeneity in most cases (although there are some exceptions
that we are currently studying and will be the subject of further reports).
Covariance in the filter set ratios in Figure 3.4 is more generally described
in terms of linear combinations of two (or more) end member spectra. Distinctive
pigments that give rise to absorption features are the reason that a species is
centered somewhere other than the central point in the figures. It can be shown
that if the spectrum of a phytoplankton can be described as a linear combination
of two end-member spectra, then the point occupied in the filter set space by a
given phytoplankton with a specific ratio of those two pigments will fall on a line
between the two pure end members. If the observed spectrum is not a linear
combination of the end members, then the phytoplankton will lie on an arc
between the two pure spectral points defined by which filter set ratio is more
impacted by the nonlinearity.
Saturation of the spectra due to pigment density can also be considered in
terms of two end-member spectra, one of which is the low concentration limit for
the pigments and the other of which is the extreme of high pigment concentration
where the phytoplankton acts as a photon counter, absorbing all light at all
wavelengths and yielding a featureless spectrum. Thus there would be a
tendency for the scores of the cells to vary along a line or arc joining lowpigment-concentration phytoplankters to a point in the figure where species that
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are uniformly absorbing would occur. The exact center of this distribution for
“gray” absorbers can be found by radiometry of the source and optics of the FIP
itself, and this value has been calculated to be (-0.1040,-0.2301) on filter sets 1
and 2 respectively. Figure 3.4 (b) shows correlations between the two filter set
ratios for most species that are consistent with this interpretation, as most of the
distributions are broadened in a radial pattern centered on a point near the origin
of the figure. Because this effect is likely due to saturation of the absorption, the
covariance of the fluorescence ratios may not be exactly directed along the line
joining a center of distribution to the point marked “gray” – it would depend on
whether one ratio is more influenced by saturation than the other.
Unlike principal component analysis, in which orthogonal factors with no
linear correlations between them are obtained as a first step, the all-pairs
approach to bandpass selection followed here makes no explicit attempt to avoid
linear correlation. Nevertheless, there is a strong tendency to find ratios that are
relatively independent because we remove all pairings from our list that can be
distinguished well once a particular filter set is selected. Although no
orthogonality is imposed, there is not much benefit to be gained by selecting a
new filter set with a response that is similar to a previous set or combination of
previous sets. In our selection process, two of the theoretical filters showed a 10
nm overlap with one another, while no other filters overlapped at all. More
importantly, the results in Figure 3.4 (b) show correlation between the two
dimensions of the figure from species to species that is best interpreted as a
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nonlinear artifact resulting for saturation of the cell fluorescence excitation
spectra, not a result of linear correlations.
Figures 3.4 can also be interpreted in terms of phytoplankton coloration,
since the calibration dataset was produced in the visible spectral window. This
interpretation is significant for marine scientists since ocean color and
phytoplankton color are important characteristics that can be related to pigments,
and ultimately to the productivity of an ecosystem. The determination of color
using Figures 3.4 is not completely straightforward simply because the
experiment uses fluorescence excitation spectroscopy rather than absorption
spectroscopy. Some pigments that are characteristic of phytoplankton (i.e.,
photoprotective pigments) may not be coupled to the reaction centers and
therefore give no positive features in fluorescence excitation spectroscopy – a
strong photoprotective pigment absorption might yield a minimum in the
spectrum for instance. In addition, there are visible spectral windows not
covered by the two filter sets. Nevertheless, it is a useful exercise to compare
the results in Figures 3.4 to the color of the species’ cultures.
Filter set 1 includes one filter (the filter giving rise to IA in Equation 1)
centered at 615 nm that transmits orange-red light, and another (corresponding
to IB in Equation 1) centered at 545 nm that transmits green light. When I A>IB,
ratio 1 is positive, and negative in the reverse case. Positive values for ratio 1
occur when there is stronger photosystem absorption in the orange-red than in
the green region. The color of the phytoplankton that gives a positive first ratio
may not actually be green due to the presence of other pigments in other spectral
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windows, but it is clear that ratio 1 is roughly a red-green signature, with more
orange or red phytoplankton to the left on the figure and more green to the right.
Filter set 2 has filter A centered at 470 nm (blue) and filter B centered at
565 nm (yellow-green), and thus species near the top of Figures 3.4 are yellower,
while those toward the bottom are bluer, again recognizing that other pigments
might affect the apparent color. The species C. ovata that is isolated in the
bottom center of the figure appears grayish in color.
Combining the behaviors of the two filter sets, we can draw rough
approximations of the spectral features of phytoplankton fluorescence excitation
spectra that place them into the four quadrants of the figure. Species in the top
left (bottom right) of the figure have excitation spectra that are approximately
monotonically decreasing (increasing) to longer wavelengths over the bands of
the filter sets, 450 – 630 nm. Species that fall in the top right or bottom left have
a U-shaped characteristic in which the central portion of the spectrum (in the
530-580 nm region) is a minimum or maximum, respectively.
From results for the original 9 species it appears there may be 4 groupings
of phytoplankton in the figure, two of which are represented by isolated species.
As we noted above, at least some of this appearance of separate clusters may
be the result of sampling bias in the selection of species.
Figure 3.4 (b) shows the expanded set of 31 species together measured
against the same filter sets, and there are new observations and conclusions that
can be drawn. Perhaps the most obvious and important is that there is an
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entirely new and distinct grouping of phytoplankton species in the lower right of
the figure that had not been incorporated in the original calibration set of 9
species. It is of note that this new cluster is within the bounds of the ratios
observed among the first 9 species on filter set 1. On filter set 2, some of the
species are close to the observed ratio for P. sulcata among the original 9, but
some species in this group extend the observed lower bound of the filter set 2
ratio.
In addition to the apparent new grouping, more examples of species
similar to the isolated D. tertiolecta grouping were found. However, even after
more than tripling the number of species, no additional species similar to C.
ovata were identified (other species falling in this zone of the figure have more
recently been identified by purposely seeking out species with similar
pigmentation to C. ovata, but are not discussed here).
There is a particular density of species in the upper left quadrant of the
figure centered near the distribution of P. tricornutum. This is most likely an
artifact of sampling bias because of an intentional inclusion of a couple of
similarly-pigmented dinoflagellates and diatoms that are known to be difficult to
distinguish.
Another somewhat puzzling observation is that there are regions of the
figure in which no species have yet been found to reside. What appeared to be
two possible populations in the initial 9 separated mostly by filter set ratio 2 has
been bridged into a continuous diagonal distribution on the left of the figure by
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the addition of more species, but other gaps in the distribution remain. There are
a couple of possible reasons this might occur. Bias in species selection could
produce an artifact of this type (discussed above), but it is also possible that few
or no species exist to fill in these gaps or holes. We note that species that would
fall near the “featureless” region of our spectrum would appear gray or even
black in culture, and there are not many examples of such species; but why
phytoplankton occupying this or other regions of the figure would be uncommon
is unclear. Seawater samples studied in our laboratories have not shown much
in these regions of the measurement space either, but there are not yet sufficient
data to understand whether the absence of species in regions of the figure is
general or just a consequence of sampling bias.
The separation of phytoplankton species by a filter set ratio relies on
interspecies differences in pigments and pigment concentrations. It is instructive
to attempt to analyze Figures 3.4 in terms of pigment types instead of just by
coloration. Figure 3.4 (b) is augmented with points marking the expected
locations of species with a pure pigment signature. For example, if a species
had a fluorescence excitation spectrum that was identical in shape to the
absorption spectrum of pure chlorophyll a solvated in acetone, it should appear
at the point marked “chl a” in the figure. Pure carotenoid pigment spectra in
acetone would place a cell in the top left of the figure near the points marked βcarotene and peridinin. The point marked “gray” indicates where cells with a flat,
featureless fluorescence excitation spectrum would be expected to appear. It is
worth noting that the point indicated for pigments are for those pigments in
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organic solution from reference data, not for the pigments as found in living cells.
The phenomenon of “package effect”10 is well-known to optical oceanographers,
and it may affect the position of a species inside Figure 3.4 (b).
The upper right hand group centered around (0.5, 0.5) is comprised of
three members, two of which (D. tertiolecta and Tetraselmis sp.) are
chlorophytes. The characteristic pigment of these green algae is chlorophyll b.
Chlorophyll b in organic solution exhibits two visible absorption maxima at 450
nm and 650 nm, with little absorbance in the 500 – 600 nm wavelength range.
The A filters of the two filter sets (centered at 615 and 470) are on the shoulders
of these two bands, while both B filters are in a region of lower absorption. This
combination results in positive ratios seen on both filter sets. The point marked
“chl b” in the figure is substantially more positive on filter set 2 than it appears to
be in the cells, likely as a result of the known change in spectroscopy of the
pigment in cells.
The third member of the top right quadrant group, UTEX 2777, is labeled
by the culture collection as the cryptophyte Campylomonas reflexa, but it differs
substantially from the organism of that name reported by Hill. 11 We believe this
species is mislabeled due to several lines of reasoning. First, it does not contain
the pigment that Hill gives as a main constituent, phycoerythrin (PE). Second,
HPLC was ambiguous and messy, but showed an absence of chlorophyll c2,
unlike all the other cryptophytes studied here. Third, its shape is spherical under
an optical microscope, very different from the shape described by Hill and others
who report it.11,12 Fourth, there are other cultures of the same species with
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synonymous names that are in our current collection and that contain the correct
pigments and have the correct morphology and that appear nearby C. ovata in
the figure (not shown). Fifth, DNA analysis using cryptophyte primers failed. The
light microscopy reported by UTEX accompanying the culture is also inconsistent
with identification as C. reflexa. Given the potential for cross-contamination and
mislabeling of cultures, we have removed this identification from the culture and
refer to it by the strain number alone, UTEX 2777.
Many cryptophytes in our study contain phycocyanin (PC) and are
clustered in the bottom right quadrant of the figure. Cryptophyte PCs exhibit
strong absorption features in the yellow to red portions of the spectrum with an
absorption peak near 620 nm, covered by our longest-wavelength bandpass
filter. These species are dark bluish green due to the presence of the PC pigment
and chlorophyll c2, but the fluorescence excitation spectra are dominated by the
PC pigment so that the fluorescence excitation grows in strength toward longer
wavelengths. A spectrum of PC obtained by extraction was used to estimate the
pure PC filter set ratios on figure 4b, which falls inside some of the species
groupings.
Moving to the bottom left quadrant (skipping the lone ellipse of C. ovata for
the moment) of the figure we find cryptophytes such as P. sulcata and R. salina
that contain PE pigments, PE 545 and PE 555. These pigments exhibit
absorption maxima between 540-565 nm, and overall strong and broad
absorption across the 500 – 570 nm region of the spectrum. Thus these species
absorb light transmitted by the B filters of both filter sets in the green spectral
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region, exhibiting negative scores on both filter sets, and appearing reddish or
pinkish in culture.
The oval representing the cryptophyte C. ovata that we skipped earlier
appears isolated at position (0.1, -0.4) due to the presence of a variant of PE, PE
566. The absorption band of PE 566 positions it as intermediate between the
bluer-absorbing PEs and PC.
The bottom left quadrant species are not clearly separated from the top
left quadrant species. The ellipse connecting the top left quadrant cluster to the
bottom left group belongs to H. andersenii, another PE 555-containing
cryptophyte. Both H. rufescens and H. andersenii contain chlorophyll c2,
alloxanthin, chlorophyll a, and PE 555. In H. rufescens (located about 0.4 units
below H. andersenii in filter set 2 ratio) HPLC analysis (not shown) reveals these
pigments are present in nearly the same concentration. However, H. andersenii
contains 2.4 times more chlorophyll c2 than other pigments.
A spectrum of a PE 545 extract was used to estimate the position of pure
PE 545 in Figure 3.4, which falls outside the groupings of any observed species.
This suggests that the lower left group represents a mix of the PE 545 and PE
555 pigments with the chlorophyll species, while the top left quadrant is
approaching a chlorophyll c–dominated pigment distribution. Cryptophytes can
contain either type of pigment and so can bridge the groups. The width of the
grouping may be indicative of the variability of chlorophyll c2 and PE pigments.
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The final group in the top left quadrant is also the densest in our figure and
encompasses a number of species that would appear various shades of brown
and golden brown. Many species in this group contain one of the chlorophyll c
pigments that, like chlorophyll b, absorbs strongly near 450 nm, but lacks strong
absorbance features at longer wavelengths in the filter set bands. Many species
in this group also contain carotenoid pigments, which lead to absorbance in the
450 – 550 nm wavelength range. Thus, most absorbance features occur at
shorter wavelengths resulting in negative ratios from filter set 1 and positive
ratios from filter set 2. Among the organisms that would appear in this region of
the figure would be diatoms and dinoflagellates which do not contain PC or PE.
The positions of pure carotenoids are quite distant from these species on the
figure, suggesting they are not contributing much to discrimination of species with
these filter sets. However, this also suggests that a third filter set might
eventually be found that can add discrimination among the diatoms and
dinoflagellates based on their carotenoid pigmentation if the precision of
measurement can be improved.
The filter sets were selected by pairwise comparisons of species largely
because it was unclear whether larger groupings of the species by genus or
class would share the same spectroscopic classification. If species of the same
classification do share similar pigmentation, then we can expect them to fall in
similar regions of Figures 3.4.
Jeffrey and Vesk provide a breakdown of the types of pigments by class
that characterize 13 different broad classes of phytoplankton distinguishable by
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pigments.13 Of the 13 classes - Prochlorophyta, Cyanophyta, Rhodophyta,
Cryptophyta, Chlorophyceae, Prasinophyceae, Euglenophyta, Eustigmatophyta,
Bacillariophyta, Dinophyta, Prymnesiophyceae, Chrysophyceae, and
Raphidophyceae – this study included representatives of 6 : Dinophyta
(dinoflagellates, 5 species), Bacillariophyceae (diatoms, 6 species), Cryptophyta
(cryptophytes, 14 species), Raphidophyceae (raphidophytes, 1 species),
Prymnesiophyceae (haptophytes, 2 species), and Chlorophyceae (chlorophytes,
2 species). Although we do not have examples of all the broader classes, we
have multiple examples of some and can consider how well they group together.
The 5 species of the dinoflagellate class all fall into the upper left
quadrant, as does the single raphidophyte species and the 6 diatoms. The two
haptophytes are also in the upper left quadrant, although separated from the
majority of the dinoflagellates. The chlorophytes are located in the top right
quadrant and are clearly distinguished from all other groups (setting aside the
unknown UTEX 2777). Cryptophytes, on the other hand, are quite variable
compared to all other groupings and do not occupy a single quadrant, yet are
mostly distinguished by filter set 2 and are located in the lower half of the figure.
Returning to the design of the filter sets, it is now clear that filter set 1 was
designed to primarily distinguish chlorophytes in the initial species set from other
classes, while filter set 2 was selected to distinguish cryptophytes in the initial
set. The pigmentation of the dinoflagellates, haptophyte and diatom species in
our study are similar enough to one another and varied enough internally that
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appearing in the top left quadrant is not sufficient to say much about their broader
classification.
There are a number of classes referred to by Jeffrey and Vesk 13 that were
not represented in our 31 species. The Prochlorophyta and Cyanophyta
(cyanobacteria) are mostly in the picoplankton class that the FIP is not optimal
for detecting. No rhodophytes were included, as these are predominantly
macroalgae (seaweeds) and would not flow through the FIP. No
Prasinophyceae, Euglenophyta or Eustigmatophyta were included; they all
include chlorophyll b but no chlorophyll c pigments, and may be distributed
toward top right quadrant. Chrysophyceae were not included either, but are
pigmented similarly to raphidophytes and might appear in the top left quadrant as
well.
Plainly there will be a good deal of overlap between species in the top left
quadrant of Figure 3.4 since there are many brown/golden brown species of
phytoplankton. An isolated cell detected in this region will likely be difficult to
attribute to a single species based on its spectral data unless a significant
decrease in the uncertainties of the distributions can be effected. However, it is
often the case that studies of phytoplankton community structure care most
about species and classes that are present in abundance, rather than rare. Once
additional cells are detected and begin to form a distribution, it becomes easier to
distinguish species from one another. This is a topic of current activity in our
laboratories. Further, while there may be many thousands of species, not all are
found in a single location at a single time. C. ovata and UTEX 2777, for instance,
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are found in fresh water. Some species are better adapted to warm or colder
conditions, or can handle different nutrient conditions, or higher and lower light
conditions, better than others. The result is that we can expect the dominant
species in natural communities in any given location at any given time to be a
sparse subset of the full array of possible species.
Our analysis of 9 species above suggested that 2 discriminant ratios
formed from two filter sets provided all the discrimination that was achievable
based on our calibration data. Superficially this appears to imply a rank, k, of 2
for the data set. However, the selection process for filter sets assumes a
constant, large noise for the measurement on single cells that is different from
the noise of a full fluorescence excitation spectrum on a culture. Noise or other
sources of variance can mask minor spectroscopic factors like the contribution of
carotenoids to the spectra, so the rank implied by all-pairs filter selection could
be lower than the rank of the original spectroscopic data on cultures.
The all-pairs filter selection process is not a standard method for
assessing rank, but there are numerous well known methods for assessing rank
found in the literature. We first address the question of rank based on the full set
of 31 species spectra using these conventional methods.
The most appropriate test(s) for finding the rank of a data matrix is the
source of some debate in the statistical community. 14-18 There being no
agreement on a best approach, results for a number of best-known methods of
determining rank are present in Table 3.3.14
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The scree plot of eigenvalues is a common method for evaluating the
number of real factors, although it is not based on a quantitative statistical
approach and has a tendency to overestimate the number of factors. It assumes
that the eigenvalues of factors dominated by noise will fall in a regular manner,
and that real factors deviate from the trend. We evaluated the scree plot by
comparing the data to a random data matrix the same size as the spectral data
matrix, with noise scaled to match the most minor eigenvalues, and looking for a
point of clear deviation. This provided the largest estimate of rank (k = 7) among
any of the methods tabulated.
Two other heuristic analyses, the broken stick method and the number of
factors required to reach 95% of the total variance, gave k = 2 and k = 3,
respectively. The broken stick method is similar to the scree method, except that
the distribution of eigenvalues is compared to a simple function of the number of
variables; eigenvalues that exceed the value for this broken-stick distribution are
assumed to be real. Jackson concluded that the broken stick method was both
relatively accurate and simple to calculate. The 95% of total variance method is
also easily calculated – often the cumulative variance for eigenvalues of a data
matrix is automatically calculated by commercial analysis programs. However,
the choice of 95% of variance as the cutoff point is arbitrary.
Bootstrapped eigenvalue analysis yielded the second largest number of
significant eigenvalues, k=6. This analysis begins with a random selection of n
spectra (n=10 for the result in Table 3.3) followed by singular value
decomposition. When the random selection is repeated many times (100,000 for
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the result in Table 3.3), the mean eigenvalue for each factor can be determined
as well as the distribution of the eigenvalues. The number of significant
eigenvalues is then given by the smallest eigenvalue that remains statistically
different from the following eigenvalue at the 95% confidence level.
The three remaining methods yielded k = 3. The Kaiser-Guttman method
is based on eigenvalues of the covariance matrix: eigenvalues are deemed
significant when they are larger than the average eigenvalue. The bootstrapped
Kaiser-Guttman is similar except that confidence limits (95% for the result in
Table 3.3) are placed on the eigenvalues so that values close to the average can
be removed if they are not significantly different from the average. This did not
affect the basic Kaiser-Guttman result.
The hard threshold method is one not found in Jackson, 40 but is taken
from the literature of big data analysis. It determines a threshold for singular
values based on noise characteristics of the data matrix. In its most proper form,
one uses the known noise of the data to determine a lower bound for real
eigenvalues. It was not obvious what the correct value of noise should be for our
data so we instead used an approximate method described by Gavish and
Donoho:18 a 3rd order polynomial of the ratio of number of wavelength channels
to observations is multiplied by the median value of the eigenvalues to produce a
threshold curve.
Based on the results shown in Table 3.3, the rank of our fluorescence
excitation spectra database is likely 2-3. The all-pairs method produced two filter
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sets under the additional constraint of a fixed standard deviation of 0.05 ratio
units for all species based on prior experience with the FIP. A third filter set
becomes possible if the noise in the ratio is assumed to be smaller than 0.05
units, with the new species separation being between overlapped species in the
top left quadrant of Figures 3.4. This suggests that a relatively small
improvement in the signal to noise ratio for single-cell species could permit the
FIP to access a third factor that would aid in distinguishing some binary pairs of
phytoplankton species among the original 9 species.
It is also possible, vide supra, that an improved performance for the FIP
would not decrease the bounds of the cell distributions, which might be due to
something other than instrumentation noise. Effectively, the bulk culture might
yield a rank of 3 while the single-cell measurements might be limited to a rank of
2 because of cell-to-cell heterogeneity in pigmentation.
One source lists 47 distinct pigments that could contribute to the
fluorescence excitation spectra of phytoplankton.13 Those 47 pigments could
have more than 47 different absorption spectra due to packaging and saturation
effects (vide supra). Only 31 species were studied in this work, so we could
easily justify an observed data rank approaching 31. If the rank had been found
to be large, it could be explained by the first sentence in this paragraph.
But the actual observed rank of 2-3 requires a paragraph of its own to
rationalize. It might be that most of the 47 known pigments are minor
contributors to the fluorescence excitation spectrum; or that many pigments co-
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vary. For instance, Jeffrey and Vesk 13 reveal that a much smaller subset of
those 47 pigments can be used to effectively discriminate between most groups
of phytoplankton. Alternatively, there might be great spectroscopic similarity
among many structurally different pigments. The same reference divides the
pigments into a small number of molecular classes (e.g., chlorophylls,
carotenoids, etc.). A quick inspection of the absorption maxima of the various
pigments that are important for light harvesting reveals that molecules of a given
structural class tend to have absorption maxima clustered over a modest range
of wavelengths (e.g., 50 nm) due to having similar chromophores. Also, we have
already indicated that our list of species is intentionally biased in an effort to
explore the range of phytoplankton types – but intentional selection could just as
well miss something important as serve its intended purpose. Then again, even
if the actual rank is high, variance in the spectral data might restrict our ability to
detect minor factors. Or the relatively low rank of our 116 X 31 data matrix could
be due to a combination of these and other factors. Ultimately, we conclude that
we do not have a definitive reason at present to explain why phytoplankton
fluorescence excitation spectra have a rank as low as 2-3. It is easier to explain
a high rank than a low one in this case.
However, there are many examples of data matrices that instinct would
say are high in rank, but are in fact relatively low. A few examples include a 312
x 312 driving distance matrix between 312 cities in North America (k = 3); 19 the
sparse 480000 x 18000 Netflix reviewer matrix released in 2006 (k ~ 10); 20 and
three dimensional stacks of images for computer estimation of scene geometry (k
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= 3).21 In chemistry, Wold22 has noted the challenge of finding a dataset for his
work on cross validation that had more than 1 or 2 components to serve as an
example.
Some methods for estimating the rank of a data matrix (such as the scree
method) yield higher estimates than others. Likewise, some methods for creating
a data matrix yield higher rank data than others. For example, NIR reflectance
spectroscopy of solids is nonlinear with respect to chemical concentration and
subject to scattering effects, leading to an apparent increase in rank when
assessed by a linear prediction model. For example, the best prediction of
moisture in maize plants via NIR reflectance was reportedly with 10-11 factors,23
implying that k=11 at least. Yet the original dataset for this model had a size of
902 X 701, so even in this very nonlinear case using a liberal method of
determining the rank, k was found to be small compared to the number of
eigenvalues of the data matrix (10-11 vs. 700).
Given the common occurrence of examples for which the number of
significant factors is far less than suggested by the matrix dimensions, it should
probably be more surprising when this is not the case than when it is. This idea
is partly the basis for compressed sensing, first developed in the area of digital
image and signal processing, which Donoho describes as being based on “the
phenomenon of ubiquitous compressibility”.24
There are classes of messy spectroscopic problems that seem too high in
rank for feasible study. The moisture in maize problem, while complicated, is
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tractable. Studies of moisture in all industrial and agricultural products together
appears to be much higher in rank, much less amenable to study. Yet if we start
with the opposite hypothesis – not that the rank is high, but that it is low – then
problems of this type might also become tractable. This is not to say that
moisture in all possible products could be easily measured with a simple NIR
reflectance tool, nor that a single universal model for all possible products exists.
But it is possible that a basic set of measurements could be found – like a small
and basic set of bandpass filters covering certain channels of the spectrum – that
would be common to a wide range of sample types shared by a given analytical
measurement. In terms of this basic set of measurements, calibrations and
classification problems could be substantially simplified, a variation on
compressed sensing.
Compressed sensing depends on some data channels containing no
pertinent information. Developed outside the field of chemistry and
spectroscopy, compressed sensing has been applied successfully in magnetic
resonance,25,26 Raman imaging,27,28 and ultrafast coherent 2D spectroscopy.29
Fundamentally, compressed sensing doesn’t require sparsity in the
measurement channels, but in any basis to which the data can be readily
transformed. The concept applies to principal component space, for instance, so
that compressed sensing presupposes a low rank hypothesis. Results reported
here suggest that while fluorescence excitation spectra of phytoplankton are not
sparse in their original wavelength basis, they are describable in terms of very
few factors.
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The simple all-pairs approach used here is one way to identify a basic set
of bandpass measurements to reduce a complex spectroscopic system to a
minimum number of variables. It has advantages of simplicity and that the set of
measurements can be expanded in a logical way when new data is available.
But there are other, more complicated but also more optimal, methods for finding
measurement bands, such as LASSO regression, in which all bands are
identified together.30 Sequential selection of filter sets is very unlikely to produce
the optimum set of measurements, but this may not matter if the results are close
to the optimum.
A vexing question addressed in the literature is how many samples are
needed for calibration. Grossman, for example,17 recommends 3 samples for
every measured variable – 348 in the case of our fluorescence excitation
spectroscopy data – based on 95% confidence that the first principal component
will not appear to be real by accident. An ASTM standard31 recommends 6
samples per significant factor, which unless the result is known a priori, can only
be estimated once the data is acquired. On the other extreme, there are efforts
to minimize the number of measurements required for a calibration based on
practical considerations. Debus32 has recently reported on calibrations with a
total of 3 measurements, for instance. If an experimental design is possible for a
study, then it becomes clear what types of assumptions are being made with
fewer than a full multilevel factorial sampling scheme. Without experimental
design, there is no such clarity.
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Martens and Dardenne23 consider 40-120 samples small for NIR
reflectance of maize plants, but recognize that it is common for available
calibration samples to be limited. Two competing needs are at play in most
cases – the need for higher statistical certainty requires larger sample numbers,
but the cost of sampling in time, effort or resources often limits what is practical.
Nowhere is this competition more extreme than in medical studies, where
the cost of increasing the size of a patient population can be very large, but
where having small sample numbers is considered by some to be unethical. This
question of optimization in the face of per-sample cost has been considered via
Bayesian analysis in the biomedical literature.33,34 A critical component of finding
the optimum number of samples is the cost per sample: low cost samples lead to
an optimum number that is very high, while high cost samples lead to a low
optimum number for sample size. One conclusion of these studies that is
relevant to the purposes of this manuscript is that small studies are always worth
doing if a larger study is worth doing. The quantitative logic of this argument
arises because a smaller study is inherently more cost efficient: if a large sample
were suitable while a small sample were not, then the outcome would have to be
worth more than the higher cost sampling and simultaneously worth less than the
lower cost sampling, a reductio ad absurdum. This suggests that it is worthwhile
to begin with small numbers of samples for an initial data exploration while
simultaneously collecting and adapting to additional samples.
While the low rank hypothesis posits that relatively few factors are likely to
be important, it does not directly imply how many samples are required to identify
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the important factors. Because trends in spectral variability of the calibration set
of phytoplankton here are used to find measurements that are suited to
expressing the variation of all phytoplankton, it is important to pick a
representative sample.
When we choose samples, one important goal is to span the range of
variability of the factors that differentiate phytoplankton. Consider the simple allpairs approach to filter selection for example. If the sampling we take fails to
span an adequate portion of the real population range, then the strongest binary
separations that would lead to new factors (e.g., new filter sets) may not be
recognized, and a less optimal filter set might be selected (if one is selected at
all). With too few samples, we run the risk of not recognizing important bands for
species differentiation at all. Qualitatively, the larger sampling reduces this risk.
How well a random sampling, (e.g. of phytoplankton species) can span the
range of the important latent variables for describing the population of samples
depends greatly on the nature of the population distribution.
The range statistic of a variable (such as a filter set ratio) in a sampling is
drawn from order statistics for various types of distributions. 35 In most cases,
including normal population distributions, there is no simple answer for the mean
range of a sample or the distribution of ranges in sampling, although there exist
tables of relevant data if the distribution is known. But often we do not know the
exact distribution of a population from which a sample is drawn – the distribution
is not known, for example, of the factors that differentiate phytoplankton in
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nature. A review of Figure 3.4 shows that the distribution of 31 species probably
does not conform to any simple description, and is somewhat biased by species
selection anyway. However, there are clear limits to the maximum range of filter
set ratios (they are bounded by ±1); we also see that real pigments do not reach
the absolute extremes in most cases.
For some very simple distributions, such as the uniform or rectangular
distribution, the mean and distribution of ranges in a sampling has a simple form
and is useful to know. Although the distribution of phytoplankton is not exactly
uniform in the rectangular space of Figure 3.4, it probably does not follow any
other analytical form exactly either, and the uniform distribution provides a useful
perspective. For a uniform distribution in the standard range of 0-1, the mean
range, <r>, the probability distribution of the range, φ(r), and the cumulative
probability, F(r), that a sampling range will be less than r for n samples are given
by Equations 3-5:36
Eq. 3.3.

Eq. 3.4.
Eq. 3.5

< 𝑟 >=

𝑛−1
𝑛+1

𝜑(𝑟) = 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)𝑟 𝑛−2 (1 − 𝑟)
𝐹 (𝑟) = (𝑛 + 𝑟 − 𝑛𝑟)𝑟 𝑛−1

These measures tell us, for instance, that 8 random samples from a uniformly
distributed population would on average span more than 3/4 th of the total range,
and that 95% of random samples of 8 would have ranges that exceed ½ of the
population range. If phytoplankton species approximate a uniform distribution
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and could be sampled completely randomly from nature, then it would be
vanishingly unlikely that the most easily differentiated species pairings would be
found in a sampling of 8 species. However, the species that are sampled would
on average span 3/4th of the entire range of that most easily differentiated pair,
and should lead to identification of the key variables for differentiating that most
easily distinguished pair. If the number of samples is doubled to 16, the average
range increases to 88% of the total, and 3/4ths of the range is covered with 95%
certainty. Of course, the confidence of exceeding ½ of the range of a variable is
an arbitrary choice. Quantitatively, it would be desirable to have confidence that
the range in a sampling would be sufficient to distinguish at least one pair of
species with the underlying variable. With the assumed standard deviation for
filter set ratios, the critical separation for the centroids of single-cell species
distributions must be at least 14% of the complete range of each filter set ratio to
exceed a figure of merit of 4 for recognizing a new filter set. For the sake of the
present discussion, exceeding ½ of the range is more than sufficient for this
purpose.
If there is more than a single factor (e.g., 2 or 3 or more) and a 95%
probability of exceeding half of the range for every factor is desired, more
samples are required. The total probability of exceeding a given level of range
for k factors at the same time is 1-(1-F(r))k. If 8 samples for a single factor is
satisfactory, ~9 samples are required for k=2 and ~10 for k=3 independent
factors. For random samples, these would be minimum values of sampling from
a uniform distribution over k factors.
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For relatively flat and limited distributions like the uniform distribution, very
large numbers of random samples are not required simply for the purpose of
spanning the range of latent variables. The situation is rather different for
populations in which large excursions from the mean occur only rarely – such as
in process control applications where very large numbers of samples may need
to be acquired to observe the rare but important event. This might greatly
exceed the number of samples required by any other criterion; for a wellcontrolled process, for instance, many thousands of samples might be required
before an out-of-control situation is observed.
Turning from theoretical distributions to the results reported here, it is
perhaps worth investigating whether a less optimal or even entirely random
selection of species for the calibration set would offer comparable performance
on the larger group of 31 species. We can examine this question of minimum
samples by simulated sampling.
To this end filters were selected using the all-pairs approach on 100,000
random combinations of 2, 3, 4. . . up to 30 species drawn from the total of 31
and performance was assessed by determining the number of adequate
separations predicted to be achievable for all 31 species. Choosing all 31
species, the all-pairs solution gave 411 species separations; this optimum series
of separations never appeared when only two species were selected at random
(this only allows selection of a single filter set, which gave at most ~350-370
separations). The overall optimum first appeared as a solution in simulations
with as few as 3 species although it was not the dominant result. It became the
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mode of the distribution of results for 4 or more species, and became the most
commonly found solution when seeded with 10 species and more. It was found
in ~49% of all random selections of 9 species.
We found that the shape of the histogram of separations changed
significantly over the 2 – 5 calibration species range, but the distribution
remained similar in shape for calibration sets involving 6 or more species while
narrowing with each additional sample. This result suggests that there are
diminishing returns to calibration set robustness with increasing size after 5 or 6
spectra are included in the calibration set. Resulting distributions were nonnormal, however some nonparametric statistics are presented in Figure 3.5 to
illustrate the trends noted above. This figure shows the bounds for 95% of all
results and the median for all solutions for each level of random sampling.
Another way to look at the minimum sampling in our system is see how
consistent the filter sets appear from solution to solution. For each of the 100000
solutions in the preceding simulation, filter sets were selected for the separations.
A plot of the percentage of solutions that include a particular wavelength in a
bandpass shows that with as few as 5 species chosen, the best filter set solution
is more likely to be chosen than if filters were drawn at random. As each
additional species is added to the test set, the number of times the optimum filter
set is selected increases, and the number of times a non-optimal filter set is
chosen decreases. By the time 9 random species are included, the center
wavelength of every optimal bandpass region is selected nearly 100% of the
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time. At 9-10 species, the filter sets are approaching the optimum for all species
together.
In summary, if a distribution is approximately uniform, 9-11 random
samples are adequate to make a start on a calibration if the number of significant
factors is 1-3. This is consistent with our observation that the optimal solution
became the most common solution with 10 randomly chosen samples from our
total of 31. More samples serve to improve confidence.
In large spectroscopic data sets that are characterized by a relatively low
rank, the selection of a minimum number of samples is suitable for determining
the most important bands for measurement. For example, in the phytoplankton
species classification system, sampling a minimum number of species leads to
knowledge of the rank and the bands that need to be measured to distinguish
species. However, it gives only qualitative information based on coloration and
class about where the vast majority of species will appear in terms of filter set
ratios. For example, the unknown species UTEX 2777 appears in the top right
corner, and this is consistent with the identification of the species as a
chlorophyte. But this might also be consistent with the Prasinophyceae,
Euglenophyta and Eustigmatophyta classes, for which no examples were
included in this study, but that have similarities in pigmentation to chlorophytes.
If we assume the number of significant factors is relatively low and the
distribution is not long-tailed, we can begin to act on a relatively small number of
samples and then update calibrations – particular our understanding of class
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groupings and the meaning of specific regions of the species mapping – moving
forward.
In this report we have employed a simple all-pairs approach to selecting
optical filters for distinguishing phytoplankton species, but there are a number of
other possible methods. Some complicated methods for selecting or designing
optical filters don’t necessarily work better. In many ways the original
implementation of the all-pairs approach in this work was a response to the
shortcomings of an earlier LDA-based approach. The problems with the LDA
approach can be attributed to an inability to accurately model the single-cell
variance observed in the FIP system.2 In an effort to increase the number of
separations of species, the LDA approach we employed resulted in many lowquality separations in theory that could not actually be reproduced in practice
because of the larger than expected measurement variance. The all-pairs
approach focuses on the main effects required to achieve at least the easiest
separations in the simplest way possible, but in so doing it identifies practical
filter selections that are more sensitive to species separations than the original
LDA approach. The “rinse and repeat” approach of striking from the list of binary
separations all those that have acceptable figures of merit and repeating the
process of filter selection using the reduced binary set makes selection of
subsequent filter sets even simpler than the selection of the first.
One particular benefit of the all-pairs approach is that it is granular – the
classes we choose to separate can be subsets of larger groups (like the phylum
or class or the organism). This is particularly important when it is not clear
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whether the more narrowly defined groups should cluster together – in this case,
the data will speak for themselves. The all-pairs approach is very much a form of
data exploration tool analogous to principal component analysis, but not as
rigorous regarding orthogonality and normalization. One benefit of the all-pairs
approach is the sequential selection process that is amenable to expansion as
necessary.
In many calibration and classification problems using full spectrometry
instrumentation, the factors (e.g. principal components) of the data matrix change
if new samples are added. Generally updating these factors is trivial and
involves replacing coefficients in a database. At any later date, the original
coefficients can be restored so that performance of old and new models applied
to the same data can be compared if desired.
For the FIP, measurements are made with a set of bandpass filters in a
filter set ratio; the full spectrum is not recorded at all, but only the projection of
the full spectrum on the bandpass filter spectrum. Once measurements are
made, details of the spectrum of the original sample are lost – it is not possible to
restore an “original” set of bandpass filters and compare the performance of the
old and new filters on the same spectrum. For this reason, it is advantageous to
retain the initial filters in future iterations of the filter sets for backwards
compatibility. At the same time, filters selected from a minimal sample set are
not necessarily optimal, and sample collection and evaluation should continue to
improve confidence and update the system as necessary.
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At some point in the collection of additional samples, either because
different species are observed or because of improvements in instrument
performance, additional filter sets providing additional binary separations might
be discovered. There are two choices for how to update the FIP: (1) go back to
the drawing board and re-select all the filter sets, then replace them all in parallel,
or (2) perform a single iteration to the filter set selection algorithm to find the next
set to add to the existing filters. If all filters are replaced, backwards compatibility
to the original measurements is lost, while adding an extra filter set enables a
comparison with previous results.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS
Phytoplankton come in many shapes, sizes and colors, and there are at
least many thousands of species in nature according to the most conservative
estimates. Many remain undiscovered. As with many natural systems,
measurements of phytoplankton could be expected to be complicated and high in
rank. We have used a variety of approaches to analyze the fluorescence
excitation spectroscopy of phytoplankton and find that, contrary to expectation,
there are very few important factors. This is a general trend observed for many
apparently complicated systems.
Generally, a large set of calibration data is acquired for experimental
systems with potentially high rank, especially when an experimental design for
calibration samples is not possible (such as for many natural or process
samples). Sometimes these samples are difficult to acquire or are expensive.
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But if we begin with the assumption of low rank, it is logical to form an initial
interpretation of the data and its underlying factors using relatively few samples
that can be built upon with future samples. This is especially true when randomly
chosen calibration samples are likely to span a substantial portion of the range of
variability of the underlying components, which is possible with some types of
expected distributions.
When few samples are used to explore a system, the optimum components
for expressing the variability of samples are not certain to be found. The all-pairs
approach used in this report shows that a simple approach to finding measures of
the system variability can still work quite well with relatively few samples.
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Table 3.1. Species names, taxonomic class, culture suppliers and strain numbers
of the 31 phytoplankton species used in the project. Phaeocystis sp. culture was
isolated during a research cruise in the Atlantic Ocean. Culture suppliers are
NCMA – National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota, NIES – National
Institute for Environmental Studies (Japan), and UTEX – University of Texas.
Species used in the design of filters are indicated by the * symbol.

Species Name

Class

Supplier

Amphidinium carterae*
Amphora coffeaeformis
Chroomonas dispersa
Chroomonas mesostigmatica
Chroomonas sp.
Cryptomonas ovata*
Cylindrotheca closterium
Dunaliella tertiolecta*
Emiliania huxleyi*
Guillardia theta*
Hanusia phi
Hemiselmis andersenii
Hemiselmis pacifica
Hemiselmis rufescens
Hemiselmis tepida
Heterocapsa triquetra
Heterosigma akashiwo
Karlodinium micrum
Navicula pelliculosa
Phaeocystis sp.
Phaeodactylum tricornutum*
Prorocentrum micans
Prorocentrum minimum
Proteomonas sp.
Proteomonas sulcata*
Rhodomonas lens
Rhodomonas salina*
Tetraselmis sp.
Thalassiosira oceanica
Thalassiosira pseudonana*
unknown

Dinophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Chlorophyceae
Prynmesiophyceae
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Dinophyta
Raphidophyceae
Dinophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Prynmesiophyceae
Bacillariophyceae
Dinophyta
Dinophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Chlorophyceae
Bacillariophyceae
Bacillariophyceae
unknown

NCMA
NCMA
NIES
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
UTEX
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Collection
Number
1134
127
704
1168
270
2783
1554
1320
1516
327
325
644
706
440
443
449
2393
416
543
1327
1591
699
2715
1175
739
1319
908
1006
1335
2777

Table 3.2. Performance of filter sets selected by all-pairs technique on 36 binary
pairs of 9 species. Species are numbered as follows: 1 = A. carterae, 2 = C.
ovata, 3 = D. tertiolecta, 4 = E. huxleyi, 5 = G. theta, 6 = P. tricornutum, 7 = P.
sulcata, 8 = R. salina, 9 = T. pseudonana. Colored entries are the species that
Filter Set 1 (red-orange) and Filter Set 2 (blue) were designed to distinguish.
Checks are other pairs distinguishable with the filter sets. Gray entries are
discriminations deleted from the Filter Set 2 design process because they were
made with Filter Set 1.
Pair
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Set 1

Set 2













Pair
2-7
2-8
2-9
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7
3-8
3-9
4-5
4-6
4-7

Set 1



Set 2
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Pair
4-8
4-9
5-6
5-7
5-8
5-9
6-7
6-8
6-9
7-8
7-9
8-9

Set 1


Set 2












Table 3.3. Number of significant factors in 31 corrected phytoplankton
fluorescence excitation spectra dataset as determined by 7 statistical test.

Method

Rank (k)

Kaiser-Guttman

3

Boot Strapped Kaiser-Guttman

3

Scree Plot

7

Broken-stick

2

Proportion of Total Variance (95%)

3

Boot Strapped Eigenvalues

6

Hard Threshold

3
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of FIP. Excitation light produced by 80 W tungsten
halogen lamp passes through aperture (K), light pipe (P), and holographic
diffuser (H) before being focused through lenses L 1 and L2. Focused light is
passed through a 625 nm shortpass filter (F1) before being modulated by 1 of the
6 selected bandpass filters in the rotating filter wheel (W). Filtered light is
focused through lenses L3 and L4 before striking a beamsplitter (BS) and being
directed into a 60X microscope objective. Light from the objective is focused in
the center of a flow cell (C) through which phytoplankton are being pumped.
Cells absorb the excitation light and emit fluorescence, which passes through the
microscope objective and the beamsplitter and is filtered by a red colored glass
filter F2, and a 680+/-10nm bandpass filter before being focused by L5 onto a
CCD array (D).
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Figure 3.2. Bulk fluorescence excitation spectra of (a) 9 calibration cultures and
(b) an additional 22 phytoplankton species collected on a Hitachi F-4500
fluorescence spectrophotometer with λem = 680 nm. Scans were collected in 2
nm increments from 400 nm to 630 nm, with entrance and exit slits chosen for 10
nm spectral bandwidth. Each spectrum represents the average of 15 scans and
has been corrected for background fluorescence and excitation source efficiency.
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Figure 3.3. Selected digital filters selected for the separation of 9 species of
phytoplankton. (a) The simulated 30 nm transmittance bands of filters A and B of
Filter Set 1 (centered at 615 nm and 545 nm respectively) along with the
fluorescence spectra of the binary species pair separation that defined Filter Set
1 (D. tertiolecta and P. sulcata). (b) The simulated 30 nm transmittance bands of
filters A and B of Filter Set 2 (centered at 470 nm and 565 nm respectively) along
with corresponding binary species pair that defined Filter Set 2 (A. carterae and
R. salina).
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Figure 3.4. (a) Distribution of measured FIP culture ratios for the 9 species used
for bandpass pair selection and (b) distribution of measured FIP culture ratios for
the extended set of 31 species. Principal axes of ellipses extend 2 standard
deviations from the sample mean and are oriented to align with the major and
minor axes of non-circular distributions. Predicted filter set ratios based on
absorption spectra of several pigments commonly found in phytoplankton are
also included for reference. Reference pigments include four chlorophylls
(chlorophyll a (chl a), chlorophyll b (chl b), chlorophyll c 2 (chl c2), and chlorophyll
c3 (chl c3)), 2 carotenoids (peridinin and β-carotene), and 2 phycobillins
(phycoerythrin 545 (PE 545) and phycocyanin (PC)). A reference point showing
the predicted score of a flat featureless spectrum is represented by the point
labeled “gray”.
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Figure 3.5. Distributions of the number of adequately separated species pairs
predicted for 2 filter sets as a function of the number of species in the calibration
set. Filter sets were selected by the all-pairs procedure using calibration sets
containing randomly selected combinations of 2-31 species. 95% of filter sets
were predicted to fall between the upper and lower error bars. Inset histogram
shows the distribution of separation performance for filter sets designed using
randomly selected combinations of 9 species.
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CHAPTER 4
CHARACTERIZATION OF MIXTURES OF KNOWN SPECIES WITH
THE FIP
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The two preceding chapters detailed work aimed at reducing the
detrimental effects of fluorescence yield variability in FIP measurements on the
discrimination of phytoplankton species. In summary, the use of a new filter
selection method that appears to reduce the dimensionality of the phytoplankton
discrimination problem due to its inherently low rank, along with a new filter
wheel design and image processing algorithm to reduce intragroup variance in
scores produced by FIP measurements have led to a method that can separate
species far more cleanly than earlier iterations of the instrument. With withingroup ratio variability reduced to a much more manageable level, at which cells
from different species form discrete clusters in our 2D filter ratio-space, we can
turn our attention to the development of methods for characterizing mixtures
containing unknown combinations of species.
As an initial step along the path to developing a method for characterizing
truly unknown samples gathered in the wild, we will first consider a simpler
problem in which a given sample contains an unknown number of species drawn
from a set of species that have been characterized on the instrument in the past.
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This problem differs a bit from the use-case that the FIP was originally designed
to fill, but nonetheless resembles a set of problems that might be encountered in
the real world. Such an approach could, for example, be used to identify
contamination of phytoplankton cultures by other species in a collection or to
monitor relative populations of a small number of known species in a wellcharacterized ecosystem. In chapter 5 we will tackle the more difficult problem of
characterizing a sample containing species that are unlikely to have been
characterized on the FIP in the past.
Often problems involving the assignment of labels to components of an
unknown sample would be addressed by using prior probabilities to label each
collected data point individually. In some cases, such an approach makes sense
(e.g. if the location of each data point truly gives us no information about the
likely label of other data points in the sample). It seems reasonable to argue,
however, that adopting such a tack for the phytoplankton characterization
problem at hand would ignore several useful assumptions that could make our
problem a bit easier to solve. Based on measurements we have made in the
past; it appears that measurement of multiple cells from a single species tends to
lead to the formation of unimodal filter ratio distributions with shapes that can be
roughly approximated by multivariate Gaussian distributions. Presumably due
mostly to measurement imprecision rather than pigmentation variability,1 filter
ratio distributions for cells drawn from a single species exhibit high probability
density at their centers and lower density as one moves to the periphery.
Marginal increases in sample size often has a fairly low cost, and we can
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generally run a sufficient volume of sample through the FIP to collect several
examples of species present in any significant concentration. As a result, we
might expect the presence of each unique species to give rise to a unimodal
distribution. Thus rather than treating each data point individually, and assigning
probabilities that it belongs to various species based on the location of the point
in filter ratio-space, it makes more sense to first assign each point to a cluster
and assign probabilities of species labels to all points in the cluster based on the
shape and location of the cluster.
To illustrate the advantage of this approach over the alternative, consider
the example shown in Figure 4.1. In this problem we have ellipses encircling
regions within 2 standard deviations of the means of well characterized
populations of hypothetical species 1 and 2 along with 100 points from a sample
of unknown composition. We can see that most of the unknown points fall within
the species 1 ellipse, but some fall closer to the center of the species 2 ellipse
than that of the species 1 ellipse. If we were to treat each point individually and
assign species labels based on the relative prior probabilities at each point, we
would assign most points to species 1, but a sizable portion would be assigned to
species 2. If we assume that clusters of points belong to the same species,
however, we would conclude that there is only 1 species present and it is far
more likely to contain points belonging to species 1 than species 2.
If we accept this approach, the characterization problem at hand contains
two discrete parts; the determination of the number of species present in a given
sample and the assignment of likely species labels to identified groups. The
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determination of the number of discrete groups present can make use of
differences in the density of points throughout our 2D score-space. As mentioned
above, based on analysis of clustering behavior for cultured cells belonging to a
single species, scores appear to form unimodal distributions that are
approximately Gaussian in shape. The normality of probability distributions for
each species provides a number of potential approaches for the determination of
number of species present in a given sample. Gaussian mixture models2 offer a
promising avenue to both determine the number of unique normal distributions
present within a dataset and characterize the identified distributions using a small
number of variables.
While determining the number of distributions present within a dataset and
characterizing the identified distributions can be accomplished using a
widespread and established technique, the assignment of a probable species
label to each distribution is complicated somewhat by the sensitivity of species
pigmentation to small differences in nutrient state, age of cells, irradiance, and a
variety of other factors. This sensitivity leads to a situation in which even cells
from the same culture sampled at different points in time can result in scores that
appear to be drawn from distinct probability distributions. Thus, due to this
variability in pigmentation, a statistical test to determine whether cells from the
same parent culture, but sampled at different times were drawn from the same
probability distribution will fail to meet commonly used confidence metrics. Due to
this complication we must turn our attention to a more sophisticated set of
statistical tests.
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Due to these aforementioned limitations we will concern ourselves with
generating metrics of relative similarity between score distributions of unknown
species and previously characterized score distributions for known species.
While some degree of drift in distribution centroids and variance over time is
anticipated, we would nonetheless expect score distributions produced by cells
from the same species to resemble one another to a greater extent than they
resemble distributions produced by cells from different species. While problems
involving classification of multivariate distributions by similarity metrics are far
less common in the literature than classification problems in which unknown
samples are expected to have been drawn from a set of known distributions, they
are by no means unheard of. There are several distribution similarity metrics
described in the literature, but one of the most commonly encountered metrics is
Kullback–Leibler divergence.3 Kullback–Leibler divergence was originally
developed in the field of information theory as an asymmetric measure of
distance or divergence between a given probability distribution P and a reference
probability distribution Q. For discrete probability distributions P and Q, the
divergence metric can be described by equation 4.1

Eq. 4.1.

𝑄(𝑖)

𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑃||𝑄) = − ∑𝑖 𝑃 (𝑖 ) log(𝑃(𝑖))

For our purposes, Kullback–Leibler divergence will be used to measure
the dissimilarity between the probability of an unknown distribution fit with a
Gaussian distribution and each reference distribution produced using known
monocultures. We might reasonably assume that divergence values for
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distributions from samples of the same species would be lower than divergence
values for different species, so we can use divergence values as a proxy for
likelihood that two samples share the same parent culture.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
The set of species used in this study was identical to the set listed in Table
4.1. All 17 species were obtained from the National Center for Marine Algae and
Microbiota (NCMA, Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences, East Boothbay
Harbor, ME). Species were grown in batch culture and maintained according to
the procedure outlined by Bruckman et al.4
A “blind” mixture was prepared to assess the performance of the algorithm
on determining the number of unique species in a mixture and assigning species
labels to the identified groups. Species were chosen from among the 17 species
in Table 4.1 (this number is smaller than the number of species shown in Table
3.1 because it was performed approximately 1 year prior to the validation work
described in Chapter 3, and fewer species were available for analysis on the FIP
at that point in time), and the identities of the selected species were withheld
from individuals performing data collection and data processing steps until
species predictions had been made. The sample was known to contain between
2 and 4 different species by all parties involved in the study, but the exact
number was withheld from researchers involved in the data collection and
analysis process to prevent potential bias in the determination of species. The
sample itself was prepared using cultures of three species: Hemiselmis
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rufescens (CCMP 440), Phaeodactylum tricornutum (CCMP 1327), and
Tetraselmis sp. (CCMP 908) mixed together in equal volumes.
The FIP setup was also identical to the setup described in Chapter 3. All
measurements were collected with the filter described previously with a 610 nm
colored glass filter (FGL 610, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) and a bandpass centered at
545 nm with a 30 nm transmission band (545BP30 RAPIDBAND, Omega,
Brattleboro, VT) serving as filter set 1, and a bandpass centered at 470 nm with a
40 nm transmission band (470QM40, Omega, Brattleboro, VT) and a bandpass
centered at 565 nm with a 30 nm transmission band (565BP30 RAPIDBAND,
Omega, Brattleboro, VT) serving as filter set 2. A filter wheel rotation frequency
of 500 rpm was maintained for all FIP measurements, and pump speed was
optimized to maximize the proportion of tracks with four complete streak pairs in
collected images. Eight sets of 500 images of the blind sample were collected
along with 100 background of seawater and 100 images of aqueous Nile blue
solution for our flat field correction.
Blind sample images collected on the FIP were processed using the
paired-filter wheel image processing algorithm described in chapter 2. Identified
tracks that passed all quality tests were used to generate an array of scores on
filter sets 1 and 2. With filter ratios on the two axes identified, a series of 100,000
Gaussian mixture models were developed with randomized starting parameters
and number of distributions for cases in which the underlying distributions were
assumed to be composed of between 2 and 4 multivariate Gaussian distributions
with randomized starting points for group centroids and covariance matrices.
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The resulting models were assessed using the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) to quantify goodness-of-fit in a manner that penalized excessive numbers
of free parameters, and the model with the lowest BIC was selected as our
estimate of the underlying probability distribution.
With our selected mixture model in hand, estimating the number of unique
species is straightforward; each species should give rise to an independent
probability distribution in score-space, so the estimated number of species in our
unknown mixture is equal to the number of unique multivariate normal
distributions in our Gaussian mixture model. We can then assess the similarity
between each of our fitted Gaussian distributions and the known distributions of
species that have already been characterized on the FIP. To do this, we
generate Kullback–Leibler divergence values for each fitted distribution against
each reference distribution. Pairs of distributions with low divergence values
should have similar pigmentation to one another, so we will interpret the
reference distributions from which each unknown distribution shows the lowest
divergence as most likely to have been generated by cells from a common
species.

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the 4,000 images of the mixture collected on the FIP resulted
in characterization of 1,239 tracks that passed all quality tests. The distribution of
fluorescence streak ratios produced by the characterized tracks on filter sets 1
and 2 appears in Figure 4.2. Qualitatively, it appears that there are three discrete
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clusters of points, one centered near [-0.5, -0.5], a second near [-0.2, 0.3], and a
third near [0.5, 0.4]. The three clusters also appear to contain unequal numbers
of points with the cluster in the upper-left quadrant containing the greatest
number of points and the cluster in the upper-right quadrant containing the
fewest. Given the good resolution of the three apparent clusters we might expect
an optimized Gaussian mixture model to reflect this intuitive explanation of the
clustering behavior.
The optimal BIC values for models containing 2 - 4 Gaussian distributions
are presented in Table 4.1. Of the 100,000 mixture models fit to the data, the
lowest BIC value was found to correspond to a model composed of three
Gaussian distributions, which agrees with the qualitative observation described
above. The 3 Gaussian distributions of the selected model had centroids of [0.5507, -0.4918], [-0.2037, 0.3271], and [0.5076, 0.4391], and the three fitted
distributions contained 15.4%, 79.9%, and 4.7% of the total population density
respectively. Figure 4.3 displays ellipses encompassing regions within two
standard deviations of the centroids of the three fitted Gaussian distributions
superimposed on the original score plot from figure 4.2. Based on the location of
ellipse centroids relative to cluster centroids and the proportion of points in each
cluster falling inside vs. outside of the 2 S.D. ellipses, it appears that the fitted
Gaussian distributions do a reasonable job of describing the clustering behavior
present in the ratio plot.
Now that an optimal model has been selected and we have confirmed that
the selected model matches up with our qualitative observations of clustering
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behavior in filter set ratios, we can begin the process of identifying the most likely
species-level labels for the identified clusters. Kullback–Leibler divergence
values for pairwise comparisons of the three clusters identified by the selected
Gaussian mixture model with filter set ratio distributions for our 17 known species
are presented in Table 4.3. The unknown/known species pair with the lowest
divergence values are indicated with the “*” symbol. Based on these divergence
values we see that unknown component 1 most resembles Tetraselmis sp.,
unknown component 2 most resembles Phaeodactylum tricornutum, and
unknown component 3 most closely resembles Hemiselmis rufescens. In the
case of unknown components 1 and 3, the assignments are relatively
unambiguous with the lowest divergence values almost an order of magnitude
below the second lowest values. The label assigned to unknown component 2 is
considerably more ambiguous as the unknown / P. sulcata divergence value is
only marginally higher than the unknown / H. rufescens divergence. Both
possible labels are also an order of magnitude larger than the other two
indicating that not only is the assignment ambiguous, but the degree of overlap
between the unknown and know calibration distributions is not particularly good.
In Figure 4.4 the 3 unknown component 2 S.D. ellipses are shown
alongside 2 S.D. ellipses of known species. In the case of unknown components
1 and 3 the ellipses of unknown components are heavily overlapped with the
known species selected based on divergence values, confirming that divergence
values are a reasonable proxy for a more intuitive sense of distribution
“similarity”. The two potential identities of unknown component 2 also show the
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greatest degrees of overlap with the unknown distribution. In all 3 cases the
selected labels match up with the known labels of the three component species,
although the shift in the H. rufescens distribution is a bit disconcerting. This result
is not entirely unexpected, however, when considered alongside the findings of a
recent study from our lab.5 In this study the sensitivity of filter ratio distribution
locations to changes in nutrient concentrations was examined for several
different taxonomic classes of phytoplankton. It was determined that species
containing the pigment phycoerythrin were especially sensitive to changes in
nutrient conditions, so it might be expected that a phycoerythrin-containing
species such as H. rufescens would be more likely to exhibit a displacement in
distribution location if, for example, cultures of different ages were run in the
calibration sample vs. the blind sample.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
While the results of this trial are encouraging, there are a few caveats to
take away from this analysis. The first is that the study was conducted with a
relatively small number of possible species, and one could easily imagine that
producing accurate results would become increasingly difficult as the calibration
filter ratio space became more congested. While some of the true species labels
of the unknown components showed minor overlap with other species such
overlap was never particularly severe. If calibration distributions had exhibited
greater degrees of overlap, with the centers of two distributions of similar sizes
differing by 0.05 filter ratio units or less for example, it is entirely likely that the
minor shifts in centroids and dispersion observed for calibration vs. unknown
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distributions would result in an ambiguous label with the unknown exhibiting
similar divergence values for multiple possible distributions. This result should
not be surprising perhaps because while the algorithm produces a more
quantitative and reproducible outcome we would not expect it to outperform
human intuition in such a classification problem by any significant margin. Thus,
a label assignment problem that a reasonable human would find ambiguous
would likely be similarly vexing to the algorithm described above.
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Table 4.1. Species names, taxonomic classes, and strain numbers of the 17
phytoplankton species used in this study. All cultures were acquired from the
National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota

Species Name
Chroomonas
mesostigmatica
Cryptomonas ovata
Emiliania huxleyi
Guillardia theta
Hanusia phi
Hemiselmis andersenii
Hemiselmis pacifica
Hemiselmis rufescens
Hemiselmis tepida
Navicula pelliculosa
Phaeodactylum
tricornutum
Prorocentrum minimum
Proteomonas sulcata
Rhodomonas lens
Rhodomonas salina
Tetraselmis sp.
Thalassiosira pseudonana

Class
Cryptophyta

Collection Number
1168

Cryptophyta
Prynmesiophyceae
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Bacillariophyceae

2783
1516
327
325
644
706
440
443
543
1327

Dinophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Chlorophyceae
Bacillariophyceae

699
1175
739
1319
908
1335
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Table 4.2. Lowest observed Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) coefficients for
100,000 Gaussian mixture models fit to 1,239 track filter ratios with randomized
starting parameters and between 2 and 4 underlying Gaussian distributions.

Number of Gaussian Distributions in

Lowest BIC

Model

Coefficient

2

-5629

3

-6468

4

-6434
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Table 4.3. Kullback-Leibler divergence values for pairwise comparisons of filter
ratio distributions produced by 3 unknown components of a blind sample with 17
filter ratio distributions collected for knpown calibration species. The lowest
divergence values in each column are indicated by the symbol *.

Calibration Species
Name

Chroomonas
mesostigmatica
Cryptomonas ovata
Emiliania huxleyi
Guillardia theta
Hanusia phi
Hemiselmis andersenii
Hemiselmis pacifica
Hemiselmis rufescens
Hemiselmis tepida
Navicula pelliculosa
Phaeodactylum
tricornutum
Prorocentrum
minimum
Proteomonas sulcata
Rhodomonas lens
Rhodomonas salina
Tetraselmis sp.
Thalassiosira
pseudonana

Divergence
with
Unknown
Component 1
205.62

Divergence
with
Unknown
Component 2
174.64

Divergence
with
Unknown
Component 3
121.42

109.15
17.10
57.44
40.57
24.76
239.74
120.87
225.48
11.87
0.39*

71.91
171.17
22.82
33.47
44.19
172.60
5.05*
187.29
109.77
97.74

175.39
45.13
226.09
182.63
167.51
173.84
329.76
129.94
56.28
93.41

2.73

123.42

85.54

125.58
83.65
96.49
161.56
4.18

5.80
12.48
9.37
265.71
76.84

347.79
274.17
299.65
0.36*
103.68
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Figure 4.1 A classification problem in which 100 sample points (in black)
representing cells of unknown species must be assigned labels of “species 1” or
“species 2”. Ellipses enclosing regions within 2 standard deviations of the mean
of species 1 and 2 are shown in blue and orange respectively.
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of pseudo-normalized ratios on two filter sets produced by
fluorescence measurements of 1,239 cells in a mixed sample of unknown
composition on the FIP.
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Figure 4.3 Ellipses (outlined in red) enclosing the regions 2 standard deviations
from the means of three fitted Gaussian distributions overlaid on a plot of
pseudo-normalized ratios on two filter sets produced by fluorescence
measurements of 1,239 cells in a sample of unknown composition on the FIP
(shown in black).
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Figure 4.4. Ellipses enclosing the regions 2 standard deviations from the means
of three fitted Gaussian distributions representing filter ratios of components of
an unknown mixture along with ellipses enclosing the regions 2 standard
deviations from the mean filter ratios of 17 known phytoplankton cultures.
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CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERIZATION OF MIXTURES OF UNKNOWN SPECIES
WITH THE FIP
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 4 we addressed a scenario in which we wished to characterize
a mixture containing some combination of species that had been characterized in
the past. While the method described to address that situation appears to have
offered a reasonable mechanism for identifying the number of unique species
present and significantly reducing the possible species labels of the identified
groups, this procedure has limited applicability in the primary use-case of the
FIP. While the development of the FIP has involved initial tests on monocultures
and mixtures of previously-characterized species, the end-goal has always been
to incorporate it into a method of characterizing phytoplankton populations found
in samples collected in the wild with the eventual aim of producing an
autonomous monitoring system that could continually characterize wild
phytoplankton communities without manual intervention over much longer
timeframes. Thus, while the problem we tackled in Chapter 4 allowed for several
simplifying assumptions that made it amenable to familiar statistical tools, the
problem of characterizing phytoplankton populations in natural waters is
significantly more difficult to address with more traditional approaches.
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The first step in developing a solution to this problem is to determine what
type of output our characterization algorithm should produce. Like the problem
described in Chapter 4, one component of the solution will likely be to determine
the number of distinct groups in the mixture. To this end we can probably still rely
on the clustering behavior of cells belonging to the same group, however, unlike
in the example problem from the previous chapter we can probably not assume
that the number of discrete groups is especially small. The potential to have
larger numbers of distinct groups comes with a few implications that handicap the
approach used in Chapter 4. One issue that arises when the number of species
present increases is a concomitant increase in the likelihood that multiple
clusters will be overlapped. Substantial overlap would make extricating multiple
clusters difficult even under otherwise ideal circumstances, but it becomes
particularly problematic for the approach described in Chapter 4 because the
distributions themselves are not perfectly Gaussian. When the procedure in
Chapter 4 was implemented on randomized combinations of validation sets a
distinct drop-off was seen when 5 or more unique species were present, and this
often resulted in multiple partially overlapped clusters being fit with too few
Gaussian distributions in the model exhibiting the lowest BIC. Large numbers of
potentially overlapped species also require increasingly large numbers of data
points to adequately characterize probability density throughout the filter ratio
space. While a somewhat noisy filter ratio probability density map is not a huge
problem when characterizing a combination of well-resolved unimodal
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distributions, substantial overlap requires increasing SNR to adequately resolve
individual distributions.
If the approach used in Chapter 4 cannot reliably produce accurate
estimates of the number of unique groups present in a mixture, we must find a
mechanism by which we can gain additional information about the system. We
propose to accomplish this by taking advantage of a feature of our planned
measurement scheme, namely the idea of continuous monitoring. As mentioned
in Chapter 1, phytoplankton community composition is not static in time, variation
in temperature and incident radiation along with a host of other factors can have
pronounced impacts not just on the absolute number of cells present per unit
volume, but also the relative populations of different groups within that
community. It therefore seems likely that as time passes, the population of
individual groups will rise and fall in a manner that is to some degree
independent of all other groups. To be sure, some factors are likely to affect all
groups in a similar manner e.g. lowered incident solar radiation intensity leading
to decreased population growth. What is required for our proposed method to
function, however, is simply that these changes not be perfectly correlated, which
does not seem to be an unreasonable assumption given the significant
intraspecific variations we see in phytoplankton physiology.
If we can reasonably assume that changes in population sizes will occur
over time and that changes in population sizes of different groups will not exhibit
perfect linear correlation, it should be possible to adopt a method that does not
rely on variation in population density across a single 2D filter ratio space, but
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instead makes use of variation in relative population density values over time. In
such a system, it should be possible to use an unsupervised dimensionality
reduction technique such as principal components analysis (PCA) to separate
population changes to groups that vary in an uncorrelated manner. Once PCA or
a similar technique has been performed for data decomposition, we can use one
of several possible metrics discussed by Jackson1 in his review of stopping rules
for PCA to determine the number of significant components present as we did
when estimating the rank of our spectral database in chapter 3.
Because we need at least as many samples as there are possible
components (and likely several times this amount to meet the minimum level of
data generally suggested for determination of rank 2), this approach would
necessarily require far more data than the method described in Chapter 4. Based
on knowledge gleaned from past data collection efforts on natural water samples,
however, the deployment of the FIP as an autonomous monitoring system (i.e.
one that runs continuously over weeks or months) should provide a sufficiently
large dataset to make the problem of determining the number of distinct groups
tractable.
Determining the number of distinct groups allows us to move on to
characterizing the distributions present in the mixture. While we can reuse our
assumption that the distributions should be unimodal and roughly Gaussian in
shape, the traditional Gaussian mixture model approach cannot be reused due to
the potential for distributions to overlap. Instead we must use a technique that
makes use of the 3D nature of our continuous monitoring data. One established
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technique that is commonly favored for characterization of 3D datasets is parallel
factor analysis (PARAFAC),3 however common implementations of PARAFAC
assume that data does not exhibit covariance. After implementing a PARAFACbased algorithm on several example problems, it was determined that the
technique showed promise in characterizing distributions without significant
covariance, but showed a dramatic decrease in performance with even mild
covariance between filter set ratios. Because many species have score
distributions with significant covariance, it was determined that PARAFAC would
not be suitable for this application.
With few other promising established techniques for characterizing
distributions readily available we elected to write our own algorithm. This
algorithm is conceptually straightforward and involves optimizing the relative
populations, centroids and covariance matrices of a set multivariate normal
distributions to minimize a lack of fit coefficient. Several optimization techniques
were assessed, but a genetic algorithm4 showed the greatest promise in
successfully converging on a reasonable solution. The superior performance of
the genetic algorithm compared with other optimization techniques is likely due to
the high dimensionality of the problem (we are simultaneously optimizing a
relatively large number of variables) along with the significant number of local
minima present in the optimization-space (other optimization algorithms tended
to converge on solutions that fit a fraction of the distributions well without ever
reaching a solution that fit all distributions). The genetic algorithm was better
suited to a problem with such a large number of local minima because
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reasonable fits to individual distributions could be passed down through multiple
generations eventually resulting in fits that incorporated parameters that fit all
distributions well.
The distribution characterization algorithm gives us relative populations,
centroid information and covariance matrices for a set of Gaussian distributions,
but, as in Chapter 4, our end goal is to produce an algorithm that provides useful
information about the composition of the mixture. Assigning species-level labels
to identified groups would be ideal, however this problem is likely intractable
given our current capabilities, and to even attempt such an endeavor would
require a calibration set containing perhaps millions of genetically distinct groups.
Luckily, much coarser characterizations of phytoplankton communities in natural
waters are still of value.
To achieve a more tractable problem we move from discrimination at the
species level up to the level of taxonomic class. While the number of unique
species might number in the millions, phytoplankton can be divided into just 13
taxonomic classes, and although much coarser than a species-level analysis,
discrimination of phytoplankton by class still yields useful information about a
system. For example, a significant portion of species capable of producing toxins
fall in the dinoflagellate taxonomic class, so a monitoring system capable of
identifying a rise in dinoflagellate populations could be useful warning that a more
detailed investigation of a system is warranted. Furthermore, each of these 13
classes has a unique mixture of characteristic pigments making it likely that
species from the same class will be located near one another in filter ratio-space.
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With just 13 possible labels and a high likelihood that species in the same class
will be similarly pigmented, it becomes feasible to use collected species as
calibration samples for their respective classes and assign class probabilities to
unknowns based on where they fall relative to species with known class labels.
The remainder of this chapter will detail an implementation of this approach, and
its performance on a set of simulated data.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Due to the significant resources required to collect a sufficiently large
dataset for this study using the current iteration of the instrument, we elected to
perform an initial analysis on simulated data to provide a preliminary assessment
of the efficacy of the method. A series of 20 simulated datasets containing a
random number of between 4 and 7 simulated “species” were generated. this
relatively small number of datasets was chosen due to the significant amount of
time the optimization procedure requires to converge on an acceptable solution
for a given dataset (e.g. model optimization for a seven-component dataset can
take 12+ hours to converge). Each simulated species was assigned a
randomized centroid position in our 2D filter ratio space, along with a randomized
covariance matrix (diagonal elements were set to 0.0025 and off-diagonal
elements were allowed to range between -0.0023 and +0.0023) to describe the
relationship between simulated ratios on filter sets 1 and 2. Relative starting
populations were also generated such that each species in a dataset started out
with a randomized proportion of the total population. Series of simulated
fluorescence ratios measurements were then generated as follows; the total
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starting population of each dataset was set at 20,000 simulated fluorescence
measurements (a rough estimate of the number of fluorescence ratio data points
that could be generated by running a reasonably concentrated sample for 24
hours), and values were randomly drawn from multivariate normal distributions
with given centroids, covariance matrices, and relative populations matching up
with the predetermined values generated for each simulated species. These filter
set ratio values were taken as the first set of measurements in each of our 100
simulated studies. Twenty-nine additional measurements were then generated
for each simulated study (a total of 30 measurements was selected to
approximate one month of daily measurements) by taking the initial population of
each simulated species and assigning a random “growth rate” between -10% and
+10% for each species between adjacent measurements. The population of each
species thus came to resemble a 1-D random walk.
With 20 simulated datasets prepared using the method described above,
the next order of business was to determine how many simulated species were
present in each. This was accomplished by first performing PCA on the dataset
to identify principal components along with their associated eigenvalues.
Bartlett’s test of sphericity5 with an α of 0.05 was performed on the resulting
eigenvalues to determine the number of “real” components corresponding to
uncorrelated sources of variance in the dataset. While several possible
approaches could have been used in this situation Bartlett’s test of sphericity was
found to correctly identify the number of components present with far greater
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accuracy than competing tests such as the Kaiser-Guttman test, the
bootstrapped Kaiser-Guttman test, and the 95% variance test. 1
With estimates of the number of underlying species in hand, we can move
on to characterizing the distributions present in each dataset. The first step in this
process is to turn our lists of filter-set ratios into probability density estimates. To
this end we first divide our possible filter ratio set space (ranging from -1 to +1 on
filter sets 1 and 2) into an 80x80 grid with individual bins that are 0.025x0.025 in
size. We then add up the number of simulated scores that fall into each bin. This
provides a rough probability density surface for fitting. Finally, a 2-D Gaussian
filter with a standard deviation of 1 pixel is applied to the probability density
surface using the “imgaussfilt” function in MATLAB to even out discontinuities
(this step is more important when the number of filter ratios used for the
probability density estimate is low).
A starting population of 1000 agents is then generated for the genetic
algorithm and each agent is assigned a randomized center location, a covariance
matrix, and a vector of population values for each identified species during each
sampling period. The fitness of each member of this starting population is
evaluated by multiplying the normalized probability density of each multivariate
normal (defined by a center and covariance matrix) by corresponding population
values during each sampling period and finding the sum of the populations of all
species during each sampling period. Lack of fit is assessed by finding the sum
of squared differences between the model probability density map and the
estimated probability density map from the simulated dataset for all sampling
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periods. The fitness metric for each agent is calculated by determining the value
of Equation 5.1.
Eq.5.1

fitness =

1
Total Sum of Squared Differences3

Once fitness values have been assigned to all agents, the next generation
of agents is determined. Each new agent has two parents from the preceding
generation, parents are selected at random with likelihood of selection
proportional to relative fitness values (e.g. if one agent is twice as fit as another
agent, it will be selected as a parent approximately twice as often). Child
parameters are then assigned at random from parent parameters (e.g.
approximately half of centers, covariance matrix entries, and population values
are selected from each parent). In addition, each child has a 50% chance of
being a “mutant”. Each parameter of a child selected as a mutant has a 10%
chance of being changed to a value between 90% and 110% of the original. The
process of assessing agent fitness and producing new generations using the
procedure outlined above continues until 1000 generations have elapsed. The
agent with the highest fitness after 1000 generations is considered the optimized
solution. The underlying Matlab code for the genetic algorithm can be found in
appendix D.
Unlike procedures for determination of number of species present and
characterization of underlying population distributions, an assessment of the
accuracy of our proposed method for taxonomic class labeling cannot be
conducted on simulated data. In this case we must test the accuracy of our
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assumption that species of the same class will cluster together, and this
necessitates the use of real rather than simulated data. The real-world dataset
that is available to us contains distribution information for species from Table 5.1
(This table is nearly identical to the list of species used in chapter 3, but excludes
UTEX 2777 (due to the aforementioned concerns about its real identity),
Heterosigma akashiwo (due to the fact that it is the only raphidophyte in our
dataset making it impossible to draw conclusions about the class’s clustering
behavior)). While species from 5 of the 13 classes are present, some classes
have many representative species while others have relatively few or none. Due
to the data-poor situation we find ourselves in we will use leave-one-out cross
validation to enable us to build models with the greatest number of species. This
is obviously not ideal, however, this analysis should still give us a preliminary
view of whether or not this method holds promise.
To assign species labels, a k-nearest neighbors classifier will be
generated using the centroids of all calibration species filter ratio distribution
centroids. Because the unequal numbers of calibration species belonging to each
taxonomic class in our dataset merely reflects their abundance in our culture
collection rather than any estimate of prior probability in the real world we will use
a k of 1 when generating our species estimates. As such, each unknown will be
assigned the class label of the closest known species in filter ratio space.
Although this step is likely insufficient to truly overcome the issues posed by the
low numbers of representative species for many of the classes, there is little that
can be done to remedy this situation without the collection of more data. As such,
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this analysis might better be viewed as a lower limit on the performance of such a
classifier with the expectation that performance would rise considerably with a
better calibration dataset.

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of our algorithm’s attempts to estimate the number of unique
distributions in our simulated dataset is summarized in column 3 of Table 5.2. In
all 20 instances the Bartlett’s test of sphericity-based algorithm successfully
identified the number of species present. Bartlett’s test of sphericity is based on
the idea that the change in eigenvalues after the last real component will be far
steadier and less dramatic because the remaining components largely describe
variance due to random noise in the data.5 We can confirm for ourselves that the
eigenvalues level off after the last real component by examining Figure 5.1,
which shows the log of eigenvalues produced by decomposition of the simulated
dataset from trial 1, a 6-component system.
The ability of our method to accurately estimate the number of
distributions present in our simulated datasets allows us to move onto the
considerably more complicated process of fitting models to them using our
genetic algorithm. The results of fitting our 20 distributions is presented in column
4 of Table 5.2. In 17 of the 20 cases, the centroids of all distributions were also
correctly identified. Distribution centroids were considered identified if a centroid
from one of the fit distributions was within 0.0125 filter ratio units of the centroid
of the simulated distribution. The three cases where the correct number of
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distributions were not identified (trials 4, 7, and 18) had numbers of distributions
that were on the larger end of the prescribed range, containing either 6 or 7
distributions. While the number of trials used in this study is admittedly small, we
might reasonably infer that the current iteration of the algorithm has more
difficulty converging on a good answer as sample size increases.
This result is perhaps not especially surprising when the trials with less
than 100% centroid prediction accuracy are considered in more detail. In each of
these cases, one of the distributions in the simulated dataset did not have a
corresponding distribution in the fit anywhere nearby, and another distribution
was incorrectly modeled with a combination of two distributions in the fit. We may
interpret this as the algorithm failing to “identify” the missing distribution. Such a
result mirrors the failures of other optimization algorithms (e.g. simplex
optimization) in which some distributions were fit very well while others were not
fit at all. Earlier, we hypothesized that the success of the genetic algorithm
relative to other techniques was due to the ability of individual agents to achieve
high fitness by modeling a subset of distributions well, and passing on the
models of those subsets to its children. As we proceed through generations, we
would expect that this process would eventually result in children that fit
increasingly large subsets of all distributions. As the number of distributions
increases though, it may be the case that the probability of a genetic algorithm
with the given parameters converging on a minimum in which all distributions in
the dataset are approximated becomes too low to be reliable. Not much attention
has been given to parameter tuning (e.g. optimization of number of agents,
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mutation rate etc.) thus far, so tweaking some of these parameters could yield an
algorithm with a more appropriate balance of exploration/exploitation behaviors.
In the preceding sections we established that our proposed method for
determining the number of components in an unknown mixture works for
simulated dataset containing between 4 and 7 independent groups, and we have
also established that the centroids of these distributions can be fit fairly well with
a genetic algorithm-based optimization technique. The next step in our
assessment is to determine whether knowing how many unique groups of
phytoplankton are present in a mixture and where each group’s distribution falls
in our 2D filter ratio space allows us to say anything about what types of
phytoplankton are present. As stated above, rather than use simulated datasets,
we will conduct this assessment using the filter ratio distributions measured in
chapter 3.
We may begin this analysis by making some qualitative observations on
the degree to which species from the same taxonomic class cluster together.
Figure 5.2 gives distribution centroids for known species broken down by
taxonomic class. Representative species appear for 5 of the 13 classes
(phycoerythrin (PE) and phycocyanin (PC) -containing cryptophytes share a
taxonomic class but have been separated in this image to clarify that the multiple
cryptophyte clusters are due to predictable pigmentation differences). The key
takeaway from this image is that species from the same class clearly do exhibit
significant clustering behavior. There is admittedly some overlap between the
dinoflagellate cluster and both the diatom cluster and the haptophyte cluster, but
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all other classes appear to be linearly separable from one another. Indeed, this
statement would hold true even if PE and PC -containing cryptophytes were
treated as separate classes.
The results of our k-nearest neighbors analysis are presented in Table 5.3
as a confusion matrix. At first glance these results appear to be a bit of a mixed
bag with perfect classification of chlorophytes and cryptophytes, but 0%, 40%,
and 67% accuracy for classification of haptophytes, dinoflagellates, and diatoms
respectively. While some of these results appear quite disappointing, much of the
issue lies with the low number of data points with which the analysis was
performed. This is especially true for the haptophyte group which had a 100%
misclassification rate due to the presence of one seemingly outlier dinoflagellate
between the pair of representative species. With more representative
haptophytes this problem seems unlikely to persist. The misclassification of the
diatom and dinoflagellates, on the other hand, could represent an issue that
might not be resolved with greater sample sizes as the two distributions lie
relatively close to one another. Class membership assignments for unknown
species that lie near the border of the two groups will likely be much more
ambiguous than those for points falling elsewhere in the filter ratio plane.
With the addition of a greater number of calibration points, however, other
methods of assigning class labels will become available with much greater
potential than the relatively simplistic k-nearest neighbors analysis used here.
This algorithm was selected for this preliminary analysis due to the very low
sample sizes available for some of the classes, but a better calibration dataset
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would allow for a more probabilistic approach to class assignment. With the
ability to express class membership probabilities, the issues posed by the
overlap between the diatom and dinoflagellate distributions could be mitigated to
an extent. If the FIP were being used to monitor an area for the appearance of
toxic dinoflagellates, for example, the probability of a class assignment could be
weighed against a quantitative cost parameter expressing risk tolerance. Such a
probabilistic model could be tuned to achieve an optimal outcome (e.g.
suggesting further testing if the probability that a certain class is present exceeds
a threshold) even in the presence of substantial ambiguity.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS
Despite this less-than-optimal classifier performance, it appears that our
analysis achieved its objective of determining whether species from the same
taxonomic class cluster together on our filter score plane. Far from being
random, distribution location, in fact appears to be highly correlated with classmembership. Not only does each class occupy a small portion of filter-score
space, but, based on this preliminary analysis, the location of the center of an
unknown species distribution should allow us to narrow down the list of potential
classes to only one or two possibilities.
This degree of clustering behavior coupled with the encouraging results
we obtained when characterizing the composition of our simulated datasets
suggests that the method proposed above could be viable for analyzing samples
collected in the field. The next step in the process of validating this method is to
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apply it to a real mixture of species that have not been included in our calibration
set. Collecting such a large dataset using the current iteration of the FIP would
undoubtedly be quite time-intensive, but recent modifications have been made
that could allow the FIP to run unattended for extended periods of time.
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Table 5.1. Species names, taxonomic class, culture suppliers and strain numbers
of the 29 phytoplankton species used in this analysis. Phaeocystis sp. culture
was isolated during a research cruise in the Atlantic Ocean. Culture suppliers
are NCMA – National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota, NIES – National
Institute for Environmental Studies (Japan).

Species Name

Class

Supplier

Amphidinium carterae
Amphora coffeaeformis
Chroomonas dispersa
Chroomonas mesostigmatica
Chroomonas sp.
Cryptomonas ovata
Cylindrotheca closterium
Dunaliella tertiolecta
Emiliania huxleyi
Guillardia theta
Hanusia phi
Hemiselmis andersenii
Hemiselmis pacifica
Hemiselmis rufescens
Hemiselmis tepida
Heterocapsa triquetra
Karlodinium micrum
Navicula pelliculosa
Phaeocystis sp.
Phaeodactylum tricornutum
Prorocentrum micans
Prorocentrum minimum
Proteomonas sp.
Proteomonas sulcata
Rhodomonas lens
Rhodomonas salina
Tetraselmis sp.
Thalassiosira oceanica
Thalassiosira pseudonana

Dinophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Chlorophyceae
Prynmesiophyceae
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Dinophyta
Dinophyta
Bacillariophyceae
Prynmesiophyceae
Bacillariophyceae
Dinophyta
Dinophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Cryptophyta
Chlorophyceae
Bacillariophyceae
Bacillariophyceae

NCMA
NCMA
NIES
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
NCMA
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Collection
Number
1134
127
704
1168
270
2783
1554
1320
1516
327
325
644
706
440
443
449
416
543
1327
1591
699
2715
1175
739
1319
908
1006
1335

Table 5.2 Results of automated characterization of 20 simulated datasets
containing between 4 and 7 independent distributions. For each trial the number
of distributions in the simulated dataset is given along with the number of
distributions identified by an algorithm using Bartlett’s test of sphericity with an α
of 0.05, and the number of distribution centroids that were fit to within an
acceptable margin of error (fit centroids were considered correct if they were
displaced by less than 0.0125 filter ratio units from the true simulated centroids)
by a genetic algorithm. Trials in which less than 100% of centroids were correctly
identified are indicated with the (*) symbol.

Trial Number

Number of
Distributions in
Simulated
Dataset

Number of
Distributions
Identified

Number of
Distribution
Centroids
Correctly
Identified

1
2
3
4*
5
6
7*
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18*
19
20

6
6
7
7
7
6
7
5
5
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
5
5

6
6
7
7
7
6
7
5
5
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
5
5

6
6
7
7
7
6
7
5
5
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
5
5
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Table 5.3. Confusion matrix generated by cross-validation of a k-nearest
neighbors classifier with k=1 on 29 phytoplankton species from 5 taxonomic
classes.

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

0
0
14
0
0
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Figure 5.1. Base-10 logarithms of eigenvalues for principal components
produced by decomposition of a dataset of simulated binned filter ratios with 6
simulated species.
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Figure 5.2. Centers of filter ratio distributions for 29 species. Data point colors
indicate the taxonomic class to which they belong.
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APPENDIX B
ASYMMETRIC FILTER WHEEL IMAGE PROCESSING MATLAB
CODE
B.1 MAIN FUNCTION
function main( varargin )
%main Analyzes images collected on the FIP and outputs processed track
%information
%% Suppress warnings that don't affect performance
warning('off','signal:findpeaks:largeMinPeakHeight')

%% If not specified as an input select a folder for analysis
if length(varargin)<1
[parent_directory_path] = uigetdir('C:\','Select a folder for analysis:');
else
parent_directory_path = varargin{1};
end
%% Make a directory to save the results of the analysis
[ output_directory_path ] = make_output_directory( parent_directory_path );
%% Get a list of all directories within the parent directory
[ subdirectory_path_list ] = get_subdirectory_path_list( parent_directory_path );
%% Identify the subdirectory containing the dark and flatfield files
[ correction_directory_path ] = get_correction_directory_path( subdirectory_path_list );
disp('Correction directory found.');
%% Import the dark signal images
[ dark_images ] = import_dark_images_from_directory(correction_directory_path);
disp('dark images imported');
%% Import the flatfield images
[ flat_field_images ] = import_flat_field_images_from_directory(correction_directory_path);
disp('flat field images imported');
%% Calculate a normalized and dark corrected flat field
[ normalized_flat_field ] = get_normalized_and_dark_corrected_flat_field(
flat_field_images,dark_images );
disp('Normalized flat field generated');
%% Identify the subdirectories containing image files to be analyzed
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[ sample_directory_path_list ] = get_sample_directory_path_list( subdirectory_path_list );
disp('sample directory path list mapped');
%% correct and analyze each image set in turn
for i = 1 : length(sample_directory_path_list)
disp(['Beginning analysis of image set ',num2str(i),'...'])
%% Import and correct both sample and background image sets
% Import raw background images from the current image set
[ raw_background_images ] = import_raw_background_images_from_directory(
sample_directory_path_list{i} );
% Import raw sample images from the current image set
[ raw_sample_images ] = import_raw_sample_images_from_directory(
sample_directory_path_list{i} );
% Remove any background images that contain tracks
[ trimmed_background_images ] = remove_background_images_containing_tracks(
raw_background_images );
% Correct sample images for background intensity
[ background_corrected_sample_images ] = background_correct_images(
raw_sample_images,trimmed_background_images );
% Apply a flat-field correction to the background corrected sample images
[ corrected_sample_images ] = flat_field_correct_images(
background_corrected_sample_images,normalized_flat_field );
% Correct background images for background intensity
[ background_corrected_background_images ] = background_correct_images(
trimmed_background_images,trimmed_background_images );
% Apply a flat-field correction to the background-corrected background images
[ corrected_background_images ] = flat_field_correct_images(
background_corrected_background_images,normalized_flat_field );
% Remove variables that we don't need anymore from memory
clear raw_background_images raw_sample_images background_corrected_sample_images
background_corrected_background_images
%% Determine a threshold for streak presence and find areas likely to contain phytoplankton
fluorescence in each image
[ autocorrelation_thresholds ] = get_autocorrelation_thresholds_from_background(
corrected_background_images );
%% Find and delineate potential tracks within each sample image
% get a list of initial track bounds within each sample image based on
% which columns of sample images exceed the autocorrelation threshold
[ initial_track_bounds ] = get_initial_track_bounds(
corrected_sample_images,autocorrelation_thresholds );
% Get rid of any potential tracks that are less than n pixels wide
% (here n = 10 pixels)
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for j = 1 : length(initial_track_bounds)
[ initial_track_bounds{j} ] = remove_thin_track_bounds( initial_track_bounds{j},10 );
end
% Resolve adjacent tracks that did not experience a drop below the
% threshold between track maxima.
resolved_track_bounds = cell(size(initial_track_bounds));
for j = 1 : length(initial_track_bounds)
if not(isempty(initial_track_bounds{j}))
for k = 1 : size(initial_track_bounds{j},1)
[ current_resolved_track_bounds ] = get_resolved_track_bounds(...
corrected_sample_images(:,initial_track_bounds{j}(k,1):initial_track_bounds{j}(k,2),j)
);
resolved_track_bounds{j} = vertcat(resolved_track_bounds{j},...
current_resolved_track_bounds-1+initial_track_bounds{j}(k,1));
end
end
end
% Check that the newly resolved tracks still pass our threshold for
% width
for j = 1 : length(resolved_track_bounds)
[ resolved_track_bounds{j} ] = remove_thin_track_bounds( resolved_track_bounds{j},10 );
end
% Now that we have some resolved track bounds, we'll turn those data
% into a vector of track objects for simplicity prior to further
% analysis.
[ tracks ] = generate_tracks_from_bounds( corrected_sample_images,resolved_track_bounds
);
disp([num2str(length(tracks)),' initial tracks found.']);
%% We'll now apply a few preliminary tests to get rid of low quality tracks
[ tracks,failed_tracks ] = apply_preliminary_tests_to_tracks( tracks,
size(corrected_sample_images,2) );
disp([num2str(length(tracks)),' tracks passed the preliminary quality tests.']);
%% Now we'll find streaks in each track and fit streak profiles
%The methods of analysis will diverge now because asymmetric filter
%wheel datasets must be analyzed differently than those collected
%on a
%traditional filter wheel.
disp('Fitting streak profiles...');
parfor j = 1 : length(tracks)
[ tracks(j) ] = get_asymmetric_streak_profiles( tracks(j) );
end
%Move any tracks that did not have sufficient streaks to the failed
%tracks variable
[ tracks, failed_tracks ] = remove_failed_tracks( tracks,failed_tracks );
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disp([num2str(length(tracks)),' track profiles were fit successfully']);
%check that fitted streak profiles are contained within the image
%and remove tracks without a sufficient number of good streaks
[ tracks,failed_tracks ] = remove_cutoff_streaks( tracks,failed_tracks );
disp([num2str(length(tracks)),' tracks passed the cutoff streak test.']);
%Apply post-streak-fitting quality tests to tracks
[ tracks,failed_tracks ] = apply_post_fitting_tests_to_tracks( tracks, failed_tracks );
disp([num2str(length(tracks)),' tracks passed the post-fitting quality tests.']);
%Assign filter IDs to streaks in the remaining tracks
[ tracks ] = assign_filter_IDs_to_streaks( tracks );
%Apply post-ID-assignment quality tests to tracks
[ tracks, failed_tracks ] = apply_post_ID_assignment_tests_to_tracks( tracks,failed_tracks );
disp([num2str(length(tracks)),' tracks passed all quality tests.']);
%Save results
disp(['saving results of set ',num2str(i)]);
[~,NAME,~] = fileparts(sample_directory_path_list{i});
save([output_directory_path,'\Analysis of ',NAME],...
'normalized_flat_field','corrected_sample_images','corrected_background_images','tracks','failed_
tracks');
end
end

B.2 CREATE AN OUTPUT DIRECTORY
function [ output_directory_path ] = make_output_directory( parent_directory_path )
%make_output_directory Make a directory to store processed results and
%return its path
% Find the path one level up from the test directory
[outer_directory_path,parent_directory_name] = fileparts(parent_directory_path);
% Make an output directory
output_directory_path = [outer_directory_path,'\Analysis of ',parent_directory_name ];
mkdir(output_directory_path);
disp(['Output directory generated at ',output_directory_path]);
end

B.3 GET A LIST OF SUBDIRECTORIES OF THE PROVIDED
DIRECTORY
function [ subdirectory_path_list ] = get_subdirectory_path_list( directory )
%importSubdirectoryPathList outputs a cell array of subdirectories within a
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%parent directory.
directory_contents = dir(directory);
subdirectory_path_list = [];
for i = 1 : length(directory_contents)
if directory_contents(i).isdir && any(isstrprop(directory_contents(i).name,'alphanum'))
subdirectory_path_list =
vertcat(subdirectory_path_list,{[directory,'\',directory_contents(i).name]});
end
end
disp('Subdirectories sucessfully mapped!')
end

B.4 FIND THE SUBDIRECTORY CONTAINING FILES NEEDED
FOR IMAGE CORRECTION
function [ correction_directory_path ] = get_correction_directory_path( directory_path_list )
%get_correction_directory_path Finds the subdirectory containing dark and
%flatfield files.
for i = 1:length(directory_path_list)
current_path_contents = dir(directory_path_list{i});
if any(cell2mat(cellfun(@(x)regexpi(x,'dark'),{current_path_contents.name},'UniformOutput',
false)))
correction_directory_path = directory_path_list{i};
return
end
end
end

B.5 IMPORT DARK SIGNAL IMAGES
function [ dark_images ] = import_dark_images_from_directory(correction_directory_path)
dark_images = [];
correction_directory_contents = dir(correction_directory_path);
for i = 1 : length(correction_directory_contents)
if not(isempty(regexpi(correction_directory_contents(i).name,'dark'))) &&
not(isempty(regexpi(correction_directory_contents(i).name,'spe')))
dark_images =
cat(3,dark_images,read_image_files([correction_directory_path,'\',correction_directory_contents(i
).name]));
end
end
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end

B.6 CONVERT SPE IMAGES INTO PIXEL INTENSITY ARRAYS
function [ spe_images ] = read_image_files( spe_file_name )
speReader = SpeReader(spe_file_name);
spe_images = double(squeeze(speReader.read));
end

B.7 IMPORT FLAT FIELD IMAGES
function [ flat_field_images ] =
import_flat_field_images_from_directory(correction_directory_path)
flat_field_images = [];
correction_directory_contents = dir(correction_directory_path);
for i = 1 : length(correction_directory_contents)
if isempty(regexpi(correction_directory_contents(i).name,'dark')) &&
not(isempty(regexpi(correction_directory_contents(i).name,'spe')))
flat_field_images =
cat(3,flat_field_images,read_image_files([correction_directory_path,'\',correction_directory_conte
nts(i).name]));
end
end

end

B.8 NORMALIZE AND DARK-CORRECT THE FLAT FIELD
function [ normalized_flat_field ] = get_normalized_and_dark_corrected_flat_field(
flat_field_images,dark_images )
%get_normalized_and_dark_corrected_flat_field subtracts average dark signal
%and normalizes the average flat field.
dark_corrected_flat_field = median(flat_field_images,3)-median(dark_images,3);
normalized_flat_field = dark_corrected_flat_field/median(dark_corrected_flat_field(:));
end

B.9 GET A LIST OF DIRECTORIES THAT CONTAIN IMAGES OF
SAMPLES
function [ sample_directory_path_list ] = get_sample_directory_path_list( directory_path_list )
%get_sample_directory_path_list gets a list of directories with images to
%be analyzed
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sample_directory_path_list = [];
for i = 1:length(directory_path_list)
if strcmp(directory_path_list{i},get_correction_directory_path( directory_path_list ))
continue
end
current_path_contents = dir(directory_path_list{i});
if any(cell2mat(cellfun(@(x)regexpi(x,'.spe'),{current_path_contents.name},'UniformOutput',
false)))
sample_directory_path_list = vertcat(sample_directory_path_list,(directory_path_list(i)));
end
end
disp([num2str(length(sample_directory_path_list)), ' directories containing sample image data
identified!']);

end

B.10 IMPORT UNCORRECTED BACKGROUND IMAGES
function [ raw_background_images ] = import_raw_background_images_from_directory(
directory_path )
%get_raw_background_images_from_directory reads in a 3D array of background
%images from a directory containing .spe files.
raw_background_images = [];
directory_contents = dir(directory_path);
for i = 1 : length(directory_contents)
if not(isempty(regexpi(directory_contents(i).name,'spe'))) && ...
not(isempty(regexpi(directory_contents(i).name,'bkg'))) ||
not(isempty(regexpi(directory_contents(i).name,'back')))
raw_background_images =
cat(3,raw_background_images,read_image_files([directory_path,'\',directory_contents(i).name]));
end
end

end

B.11 IMPORT UNCORRECTED IMAGES OF PHYTOPLANKTON
SAMPLES
function [ raw_sample_images ] = import_raw_sample_images_from_directory( directory_path )
%get_raw_background_images_from_directory reads in a 3D array of background
%images from a directory containing .spe files.
raw_sample_images = [];
directory_contents = dir(directory_path);
for i = 1 : length(directory_contents)
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if not(isempty(regexpi(directory_contents(i).name,'spe'))) && ...
isempty(regexpi(directory_contents(i).name,'bkg')) &&
isempty(regexpi(directory_contents(i).name,'back'))
raw_sample_images =
cat(3,raw_sample_images,read_image_files([directory_path,'\',directory_contents(i).name]));
end
end

end

B.12 REMOVE ANY BACKGROUND IMAGES THAT CONTAIN
FLUORESCENCE TRACKS
function [ trimmed_background_images ] = remove_background_images_containing_tracks(
raw_background_images )
columnSums = sum(raw_background_images,1);
for i = size(raw_background_images,3):-1:1
if sum(columnSums(:,:,i) > (median(columnSums,3)+3*mad(columnSums,1,3)))>3
columnSums(:,:,i) = [];
raw_background_images(:,:,i)=[];
end
end
trimmed_background_images = raw_background_images;

end

B.13 CORRECT IMAGES FOR BACKGROUND SIGNAL
function [ background_corrected_images ] = background_correct_images(
sample_images,background_images )
%background_correct_images subtracts the average background from each
%image.
background_corrected_images = zeros(size(sample_images));
median_background_image = median(background_images,3);
for i = 1 : size(sample_images,3)
background_corrected_images(:,:,i) = sample_images(:,:,i)-median_background_image;
end
end

B.14 CORRECT IMAGES FOR NON-UNIFORM ILLUMINATION
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function [ flat_field_corrected_images ] = flat_field_correct_images(
sample_images,normalized_flat_field_image )
flat_field_corrected_images = zeros(size(sample_images));
for i = 1 : size(sample_images,3)
flat_field_corrected_images(:,:,i) = sample_images(:,:,i)./normalized_flat_field_image;
end
end

B.15 GET AUTOCORRELATION THRESHOLD FOR CELL
PRESENCE
function [ autocorrelation_thresholds ] = get_autocorrelation_thresholds_from_background(
corrected_background_images )
%get_autocorrelation_threshold_from_background calculates an
%autocorrelation threshold using the corrected background image set to use
%for finding tracks in an image.
% Preallocate array to store AC values
test_autocorrelation_values = zeros(size(corrected_background_images,3),1);
for i = 1 : size(corrected_background_images,3)
% For each image store the 3rd from largest column AC value
current_autocorrelation_values =
get_column_autocorrelation(corrected_background_images(:,:,i));
current_sorted_autocorrelation_values = sort(current_autocorrelation_values,'descend');
test_autocorrelation_values(i) = current_sorted_autocorrelation_values(3);
end
% Use mean + 2 standard deviations of stored values for AC
% threshold
autocorrelation_thresholds =
median(test_autocorrelation_values)+2*1.4826*mad(test_autocorrelation_values,1);
end

B.16 FIND THE AUTOCORRELATION METRIC FOR A SINGLE
COLUMN
function [ column_autocorrelations ] = get_column_autocorrelation( image )
% getColumnAutoCorrelation finds autocorrelation values for columns in a
% given image.
% Code taken from original SSIMOC 3.0 track finding program with minor
% changes to increase readability.
% use template matching to accentuate streaks
template = zeros(size(image));
template(round(size(template,1)/2),round(size(template,2)/2)) = 1;
h = fspecial('gaussian',[5,5],1);
template = imfilter(template,h);
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FTtemplate = abs(fft2(template));
% Amplify transformed signal
FTtemplate = FTtemplate.*FTtemplate.*FTtemplate.*FTtemplate.*FTtemplate;
convolvedImage=ifft2(fft2(image).*FTtemplate);
% Preallocate autocorrelation result variables
tempColumnAutocorrelationValue = zeros(1,size(image,2));
numberOfRows = size(image,1);
% Evaluate the autocorrelation function
parfor i = 1:size(image,2)
acor=xcorr(convolvedImage(:,i)-mean(convolvedImage(:,i)));
acor(numberOfRows-1:numberOfRows+1)=mean([acor(numberOfRows-2)
acor(numberOfRows+2)]);
ftacor=abs(fft(acor));
tempColumnAutocorrelationValue(i)=max(ftacor(14:25))-mean(ftacor(14:25));
end
column_autocorrelations = tempColumnAutocorrelationValue;
end

B.17 ESTIMATE INITIAL BOUNDS FOR FLUORESCENCE TRACKS
IN AN IMAGE SET BASED ON COLUMN AUTOCORRELATION
function [ initial_track_bounds ] = get_initial_track_bounds(
corrected_sample_images,autocorrelation_threshold )
%get_initial_track_bounds finds the initial bounds of tracks in each image
%by finding adjacent columns that exceed the autocorrelation threshold.
initial_track_bounds = cell(1,size(corrected_sample_images,3));
for i = 1 : size(corrected_sample_images,3)
exceeds_threshold =
get_column_autocorrelation(corrected_sample_images(:,:,i))>autocorrelation_threshold;
[ initial_track_bounds{i} ] = get_contiguous_region_bounds( exceeds_threshold );
end
end

B.18 FIND THE START AND END PIXEL LOCATIONS FOR
TRACKS BASED ON CONTIGUOUS REGIONS OF THE IMAGE
THAT EXCEED THRESHOLD FOR TRACK PRESENCE
function [ bound_list ] = get_contiguous_region_bounds( binary_array )
% get_contiguous_region_bounds returns boundaries for contiguous regions of
% logical indices
left_bounds = [];
right_bounds = [];
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% get left bounds
if binary_array(1)
left_bounds = binary_array(1);
end
for i = 2 : length(binary_array)
if binary_array(i)==1 && binary_array(i-1)==0
left_bounds = vertcat(left_bounds,i);
end
end
% get right bounds
for i = 1 : length(binary_array)-1
if binary_array(i)==1 && binary_array(i+1)==0
right_bounds = vertcat(right_bounds,i);
end
end
if binary_array(end)
right_bounds = vertcat(right_bounds,length(binary_array));
end
%Concatenate the two so each row corresponds with the start and end of a
%track
bound_list = horzcat(left_bounds,right_bounds);

end

B.19 REMOVE ANY INDICES THAT CORRESPOND TO TRACKS
THAT DON’T MEET A WIDTH REQUIREMENT
function [ track_bounds ] = remove_thin_track_bounds( track_bounds,n )
for i = size(track_bounds,1):-1:1
if abs(track_bounds(i,2)-track_bounds(i,1)) < n
track_bounds(i,:) = [];
end
end

end

B.20 SEPARATE MULTIPLE TRACKS THAT ARE IN CLOSE
PROXIMITYY TO PREVENT THEM FROM BEING TREATED AS A
SINGLE TRACK
function [ resolved_peak_bounds ] = get_resolved_track_bounds( track_image )
%% In order to avoid a situation in which a curved or angled track gets split in two we'll make
sure that multiple peaks occur at the top and bottom of the image before splitting
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half_of_image_height = round((size(track_image,1)/2));

bottom_column_autocorrelation_values = get_column_autocorrelation(
track_image(1:half_of_image_height,:) );
top_column_autocorrelation_values = get_column_autocorrelation(
track_image(half_of_image_height:end,:) );
track_autocorrelation = get_column_autocorrelation( track_image );

[~,bottom_peak_centers] = findpeaks(
bottom_column_autocorrelation_values,'MinPeakDistance',5,'MinPeakHeight',0.1*max(
bottom_column_autocorrelation_values));
[~,top_peak_centers] = findpeaks(
top_column_autocorrelation_values,'MinPeakDistance',5,'MinPeakHeight',0.1*max(
top_column_autocorrelation_values));
[~,peak_centers] =
findpeaks(track_autocorrelation,'MinPeakDistance',5,'MinPeakHeight',0.1*max(track_autocorrelati
on));
if length(bottom_peak_centers)<=1 || length(top_peak_centers)<=1
resolved_peak_bounds = [1,length(track_autocorrelation)];
else
resolved_peak_bounds = [];
parfor i = 1 : length(peak_centers)
% Assign the left bound for the current peak
if i == 1
left_peak_bound = 1;
else
[~,left_peak_bound] = min(track_autocorrelation(peak_centers( i-1 ) : peak_centers( i )));
left_peak_bound = left_peak_bound - 1 + peak_centers( i-1 );
end
%Assign the right bound for the current peak
if i == length(peak_centers)
right_peak_bound = length(track_autocorrelation);
else
[~,right_peak_bound] = min( track_autocorrelation(peak_centers( i ): peak_centers( i+1
)));
right_peak_bound = right_peak_bound - 1 + peak_centers( i );
end
resolved_peak_bounds = vertcat(
resolved_peak_bounds,[left_peak_bound,right_peak_bound] );
end
end

end
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B.21 GENERATE AN ARRAY OF OBJECTS REPRESENTING
IDENTIFIED FLUORESCENCE TRACKS
function [ tracks ] = generate_tracks_from_bounds(
corrected_sample_images,resolved_track_bounds )
tracks = [];
for i = 1 : length(resolved_track_bounds)
for j = 1 : size(resolved_track_bounds{i},1)
new_track =
Track(corrected_sample_images(:,resolved_track_bounds{i}(j,1):resolved_track_bounds{i}(j,2),i),r
esolved_track_bounds{i}(j,1),resolved_track_bounds{i}(j,2));
new_track.image_number = i;
[ new_track ] = baseline_correct_track_intensity_profile( new_track );
new_track.intensity = sum(new_track.intensity_profile);
tracks = vertcat(tracks,new_track);
end
end
end

B.22 DEFINITION OF TRACK OBJECT
classdef Track < handle
%Track contains information about a fluorescence track (or potential track)
properties
image
image_number
right_bound
left_bound
intensity
intensity_profile
streaks
failed_test
is_failed_track
end
methods
%% Constructor method for Track object
function obj = Track(image,left_bound,right_bound)
obj.image = image;
obj.right_bound = right_bound;
obj.left_bound = left_bound;
obj.is_failed_track = 0;
obj.intensity = sum(obj.image(:));
obj.intensity_profile = sum(obj.image,2);
obj.failed_test = [];
end
end
end
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B.23 DEFINITION OF STREAK OBJECT
classdef Streak < handle
%Streak contains information about a fluorescence streak
properties
filter_ID
intensity
intensity_profile
center
fwhm
failed_test
is_failed_streak
end
methods
function obj = Streak()
obj.is_failed_streak = 0;
end
end
end

B.24 CORRECT BASELINE OFFSET IN FLUORESCENCE
PROFILES
function [ track ] = baseline_correct_track_intensity_profile( track )
%baseline_correct_track_intensity_profile corrects systematic bias in the
%background of a track profile
% get the original intensity profile
original_track_intensity_profile = track.intensity_profile;
smoothed_intensity_profile = smooth1D(original_track_intensity_profile);
% On a 6 position filter wheel that goes through a full rotation we can
% probably assume that at least 10% of the points are baseline
number_of_points_to_include = round(length(smoothed_intensity_profile)/10);
% We'll sort the smoothed profile in ascending order and then take the
% lowest 10% to estimate a baseline
sorted_profile_points = sort(smoothed_intensity_profile);
estimated_baseline_offset = median(sorted_profile_points(1:number_of_points_to_include));
% We'll now subtract the offset from the track profile to baseline correct
% it.
track.intensity_profile = track.intensity_profile-estimated_baseline_offset;
end
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B.25 APPLY A 3-POINT MOVING AVERAGE SMOOTH TO A
VECTOR
function [ y1 ] = smooth1D( y )
ytemp = zeros(size(y));
ytemp(1) = mean([y(1),y(2)]);
ytemp(end) = mean([y(end),y(end-1)]);
for i = 2 : length(y)-1
ytemp(i) = mean([y(i-1),y(i),y(i+1)]);
end
y1 = ytemp;
end

B.25 APPLY PRELIMINARY QUALITY TESTS TO IDENTIFIED
TRACKS
function [ tracks,failed_tracks ] = apply_preliminary_tests_to_tracks( tracks,
number_of_pixels_in_row )
%apply_preliminary_tests_to_tracks applies a series of quality tests to
%tracks prior to fitting of streak profiles
failed_tracks = [];
% We'll make sure that the intensity is high enough to be resolved
% from background noise.
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_intensity_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'intensity test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
%We'll make sure the track doesn't begin or end at the edge of an image
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_edge_proximity_test( tracks(j),number_of_pixels_in_row );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'edge proximity test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
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end
%We'll make sure the track doesn't begin or end partway through an
%image
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_cut_off_track_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'cut-off track test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
%We'll make sure the track demonstrates reasonable modulation of
%fluorescence signal.
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_modulation_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'modulation test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
end

B.26 DETERMINE WHETHER A TRACK PASSES THE INTENSITY
TEST
function [ result ] = passes_intensity_test( track )
%passesIntensityTest determines whether a track exceeds a set intensity
%threshold
intensity_threshold = 25000;
if track.intensity < intensity_threshold
result = 0;
else
result = 1;
end

end

B.27 DETERMINE WHETHER A TRACK PASSES THE EDGE
PROXIMITY TEST
function [ result ] = passes_edge_proximity_test( track,x_pixels_in_image )
%passes_edge_proximity_test determines if a track is likely to have been
%cut off by the left or right bounds of an image.
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if track.left_bound == 1 || track.right_bound == x_pixels_in_image
result = 0;
else
result = 1;
end
end

B.28 DETERMINE WHETHER A TRACK IS PARTIALLY CUT-OFF
function [ result ] = passes_cut_off_track_test( track )
%passes_edge_proximity_test determines if a track is likely to have been
%cut off by the left or right bounds of an image.
quarter_of_track_length = round(length(track.intensity_profile)/4);
lower_quarter_intensity = sum(track.intensity_profile(1:quarter_of_track_length));
upper_quarter_intensity = sum(track.intensity_profile(3*quarter_of_track_length:end));
if
min([lower_quarter_intensity,upper_quarter_intensity])/max([lower_quarter_intensity,upper_quart
er_intensity])<0.1
result = 0;
else
result = 1;
end
end

B.29 DETERMINE WHETHER A TRACK IS WELL-MODULATED
function [ result ] = passes_modulation_test( track )
%passes_modulation_test determines whether the track is well modulated
track_profile = track.intensity_profile;
track_profile_2 = (track_profile(1:end-1)-track_profile(2:end))/sqrt(2);
test_value = sqrt(std(track_profile)^2-std(track_profile_2)^2)/mean(track_profile);
if test_value > 1.1 || test_value<0.28
result = 0;
else
result = 1;
end

end

B.30 GET STREAK PROFILES
function [ track ] = get_asymmetric_streak_profiles( track )
%get_asymmetric_streak_profiles fits streak profiles for a track collected
%using the asymmetric filter wheel.
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% Reset streak info
track.streaks = [];
% Pick out approximate location for each streak pair
[ streak_pair_centers ] = get_asymmetric_streak_pair_centers( track );
% Initialize streak objects to store values
for i = 1 : length(streak_pair_centers)*2
new_streak = Streak;
track.streaks = vertcat(track.streaks,new_streak);
end
% Check that enough peaks were found to continue
if not(passes_streak_quantity_test( track ))
track.is_failed_track = 1;
track.failed_test = 'streak quantity test';
return
end
% Find locations of minima between filter pairs
[ minima_locations ] = get_minima_between_streak_pairs( track,streak_pair_centers );
% Fit streak pairs
[ track ] = fit_streak_profiles( track,streak_pair_centers,minima_locations );

end

B.31 PICK OUT APPROXIMATE CENTERS OF EACH STREAK
PAIR
function [ streak_pair_centers ] = get_asymmetric_streak_pair_centers( track )
%get_asymmetric_streak_pair_centers finds approximate centroids for streak
%pairs collected using the asmmetric filter wheel.
% smooth the intensity profile to reduce background variance
smoothed_intensity_profile = smooth1D(smooth1D(track.intensity_profile));
% Subtract the minimum intensity value from each point so that all points
% are either positive or zero
smoothed_intensity_profile = smoothed_intensity_profile - min(smoothed_intensity_profile);
% To be considered a peak each peak must have a maximum intensity value
% that is at leat 10% of the largest intensity value in the track
minPeakHeight = 0.1 * max(smoothed_intensity_profile);
% We set a minimum peak distance of 20 pixels to prevent the function from
% finding peaks associated with the same pair
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minPeakDistance = 20;
[~,streak_pair_centers] =
findpeaks(smoothed_intensity_profile,'MinPeakProminence',minPeakHeight,'MinPeakDistance',m
inPeakDistance);
% We get rid of any peaks found at the very top or bottom of the track
if streak_pair_centers
if streak_pair_centers(1) == 1
streak_pair_centers(1) = [];
elseif streak_pair_centers(end) == length(smoothed_intensity_profile)
streak_pair_centers(end) = [];
end
end
% Finally, we return the results
streak_pair_centers = streak_pair_centers(:);
end

B.32 FIND LOCATIONS OF MINIMA BETWEEN STREAK PAIRS
function [ minima_locations ] = get_minima_between_streak_pairs( track,streak_pair_centers )
%get_minima_between_streak_pairs finds the locations of local minima
%between each pair of streak centers.
% smooth the intensity profile to reduce background variance
smoothed_intensity_profile = smooth1D(smooth1D(track.intensity_profile));
% Subtract the minimum intensity value from each point so that all points
% are either positive or zero
smoothed_intensity_profile = smoothed_intensity_profile - min(smoothed_intensity_profile);
% There will be minima locations near the start and end of the track as
% well as between each streak pair so there will be one more minumum than
% maximum.
minima_locations = zeros(length(streak_pair_centers)+1,1);
% Add maxima points at the start and end of the track in order
% to find the first and last minima
maxima_locations = [1;streak_pair_centers;length(smoothed_intensity_profile)];

for i = 1 : length(maxima_locations)-1
[~,current_minima_location] =
min(smoothed_intensity_profile(maxima_locations(i):maxima_locations(i+1)));
minima_locations(i) = current_minima_location - 1 + maxima_locations(i);
end
end
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B.33 FIT A COMBINATION OF STREAK INTENSITY PROFILES TO
A TRACK PROFILE
function [ track ] = fit_streak_profiles( track,maxima_locations,minima_locations )
%fit_streak_profiles Fits lineshapes to track intensity profile to describe
%phytoplankton fluorescence emission.
% Load array of the coefficients of the first 3 principal components
a = load('currentPcCoefficientArray.mat');
pc_coefficients = a.pcCoefficientArray;
clear a;
% Get the transpose of the intensity profile of the current track
intensity_profile = smooth1D(track.intensity_profile');
% Adjust starting maxima and minima indices to account for two peaks in
% each starting location
temp_maxima_locations = zeros(size(maxima_locations,1)*2,1);
temp_minima_locations = zeros(size(maxima_locations,1)*2+1,1);
temp_minima_locations(1) = minima_locations(1);
% Move the minima (which serve as start and end points for each streak pair
% ) a bit closer to the peaks themselves so you're not fitting noise
try
for i = 1:size(maxima_locations,1)
current_profile = intensity_profile(minima_locations(i):minima_locations(i+1));
exceeds_threshold = current_profile > 0.05*max(current_profile);
exceeds_threshold_indices = find(exceeds_threshold);
trimmed_profile =
current_profile(min(exceeds_threshold_indices):max(exceeds_threshold_indices));

temp_maxima_locations(2*i-1) = round(minima_locations(i)1+min(exceeds_threshold_indices)+length(trimmed_profile)/3);
temp_maxima_locations(2*i) = round(minima_locations(i)1+min(exceeds_threshold_indices)+2*length(trimmed_profile)/3);
temp_minima_locations(2*i) = round(minima_locations(i)1+min(exceeds_threshold_indices)+length(trimmed_profile)/2);
temp_minima_locations(2*i+1) = minima_locations(i+1);
end
catch
track.is_failed_track = 1;
track.failed_test = 'lack of fit test';
return
end
intensity_profile(1:temp_minima_locations(1)) = intensity_profile(temp_minima_locations(1));
intensity_profile(temp_minima_locations(end):end) =
intensity_profile(temp_minima_locations(end));

%% Determine a starting intensity for each peak
peak_integration = zeros(size(temp_maxima_locations));
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for i = 1 : size(temp_maxima_locations,1)
peak_integration(i,1) =
sum(intensity_profile(temp_minima_locations(i):temp_minima_locations(i+1)));
end
nPeaks = size(temp_maxima_locations,1);
nPCScores = size(pc_coefficients,2);
fit_coefficients = zeros(nPeaks,3+nPCScores);
fit_coefficients(:,1) = temp_maxima_locations;
fit_coefficients(:,2) = peak_integration;
fit_coefficients(:,3) = 0.15;
[ fit_coefficients ] = pack_fit_coefficients( fit_coefficients );
[ peak_maxima ] = fitAssessorDN(
fit_coefficients,intensity_profile,pc_coefficients,nPeaks,nPCScores );
[ fit_coefficients ] = unpack_fit_coefficients( fit_coefficients,nPeaks,nPCScores );
for i = 1:size(fit_coefficients,1)
fit_coefficients(i,2) = fit_coefficients(i,2) *
intensity_profile(1,temp_maxima_locations(i))/peak_maxima(i,1);
end
options=optimset('Display','off','TolX',1e-2,'TolFun',1e-2, 'MaxIter', 10000000);

%% Fit pairs of streaks one at a time
% Split Fitcoefficients into pairs
split_fit_coefficients = cell(size(fit_coefficients,1)/2,1);
for i = 1:size(fit_coefficients,1)/2
split_fit_coefficients{i} = fit_coefficients((2*i-1):(2*i),:);
end
temp_streak_profiles = cell(size(fit_coefficients,1)/2,1);
% Run the for loop to fit streak profiles
for i = 1:size(fit_coefficients,1)/2
[ current_fit_coefficients ] = pack_fit_coefficients( split_fit_coefficients{i} );
exit_flag=-1;
previous_FOMs = ones(3,1) * inf;
for j = 1:100
if exit_flag ~= 1
[current_fit_coefficients,current_FOM,exit_flag]=fminsearch('assess_fit',
current_fit_coefficients, options, intensity_profile
,pc_coefficients,2,nPCScores,temp_minima_locations(2*i-1:2*i+1));
if current_FOM > previous_FOMs(3,1) - 0.01* previous_FOMs(3,1)
exit_flag = 1;
end
previous_FOMs(3,1) = previous_FOMs(2,1);
previous_FOMs(2,1) = previous_FOMs(1,1);
previous_FOMs(1,1) = current_FOM;
else
break
end
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end
[ temp_streak_profiles{i} ] = fit_assessor_profiles(
current_fit_coefficients,intensity_profile,pc_coefficients,2,nPCScores,temp_minima_locations(2*i1:2*i+1) );
end
j=1;
for i = 1 : length(temp_streak_profiles)
track.streaks(j).intensity_profile = temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,1);
track.streaks(j).intensity = sum(temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,1));
[~,track.streaks(j).center] = max(temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,1));
[ track.streaks(j).fwhm ] = get_fwhm_from_streak_profile( temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,1) );
track.streaks(j+1).intensity_profile = temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,2);
track.streaks(j+1).intensity = sum(temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,2));
[~,track.streaks(j+1).center] = max(temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,2));
[ track.streaks(j+1).fwhm ] = get_fwhm_from_streak_profile( temp_streak_profiles {i}(:,2) );
j = j+2;
end

B.34 ASSESS FIT QUALITY OF OPTIMIZED STREAK PROFILES
function [ figure_of_merit ] = assess_fit(
packed_fit_coefficients,track_intensity,pc_coefficients,nPeaks,nPCScores,peak_minima_indices )
% In the fitCoefficient array rows correspond to fits for a single peak and
% columns correspond with coefficents (1 = peak center, 2 = peak area,
% 3 : end = PC scores)
[ fit_coefficients ] = unpack_fit_coefficients( packed_fit_coefficients,nPeaks,nPCScores );
fit_coefficients(:,1) = round(fit_coefficients(:,1));
uncentered_fit = zeros(size(fit_coefficients,1),size(track_intensity,2));
fit_array = zeros(size(fit_coefficients,1),size(track_intensity,2));
% Get the profile of each fit centered at 128
for i = 1 : size(fit_array,1)
for j = 3:size(fit_coefficients,2)
uncentered_fit(i,:) = uncentered_fit(i,:) + fit_coefficients(i,j) * pc_coefficients(:,j-2)';
end
uncentered_fit(i,:) = uncentered_fit(i,:) * fit_coefficients(i,2);
end
for i = 1 : size(fit_array,1)
% Determine the offset for the peak center
offset = fit_coefficients(i,1) - 128;
if offset > 0
fit_array(i,offset+1:end) = uncentered_fit(i,1:end-offset);
elseif offset < 0
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fit_array(i,1:end+offset) = uncentered_fit(i,abs(offset)+1:end);
else
fit_array(i,:) = uncentered_fit(i,:);
end
end
fit_array(fit_array<0)=0;
mixture_model = sum(fit_array,1);
figure_of_merit =
sum(abs(track_intensity(min(peak_minima_indices):max(peak_minima_indices)) mixture_model(min(peak_minima_indices):max(peak_minima_indices))).^2);
end

B.35 FIND THE FULL WIDTH AT HALF MAXIMUM OF STREAK
INTENSITY PROFILES
function [ fwhm ] = get_fwhm_from_streak_profile( streak_profile )
%get_fwhm_from_streak_profile finds the full width at half max of a fitted
%streak profile.
interpolated_streak_profile = interp1(1:256,streak_profile,1:0.01:256);
maximum_peak_value = max(interpolated_streak_profile);
half_max = 0.5 * maximum_peak_value;
fwhm = (find(interpolated_streak_profile>=half_max, 1, 'last' )find(interpolated_streak_profile>=half_max, 1 ))/100;
end

B.36 REMOVE TRACKS THAT HAVE FAILED A QUALITY TEST
FROM AN ARRAY
function [ tracks, failed_tracks ] = remove_failed_tracks( tracks,failed_tracks )
%remove_failed_tracks removes tracks that have failed one or more quality
%tests
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
if tracks(j).is_failed_track
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
end

B.37 APPLY QUALITY TESTS DESIGNED FOR TRACKS WITH
OPTIMIZED STREAK PROFILES
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function [ tracks,failed_tracks ] = apply_post_fitting_tests_to_tracks( tracks, failed_tracks )
%apply_post_fitting_tests_to_tracks applies quality tests to tracks with
%fitted streak profiles
% Apply streak resolution test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_streak_resolution_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'streak resolution test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
% Apply streak separation test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_streak_separation_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'streak separation test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
% Apply lack-of-fit test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_lack_of_fit_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'lack-of-fit test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
% Apply streak separation consistency test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_streak_separation_consistency_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'streak separation consitency test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
% Apply linearity test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_track_linearity_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'track linearity test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
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tracks(j) = [];
end
end
% Apply ratio reproducibility test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_ratio_reproducibility_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'ratio reproducibility test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
end

B.38 DETERMINE WHETHER FIT STREAK PROFILES ARE
SUFFICIENTLY RESOLVED FROM THE BASELINE
function [ result ] = passes_streak_resolution_test( track )
%passes_streak_resolution_test tests whether streak pairs are sufficiently
%resolved from the background (i.e. spaces between streak pairs).
peak_centers = [track.streaks(:).center];
peak_centers = [1,peak_centers,length(track.intensity_profile)];
peak_centers = sort(peak_centers);
peak_heights = [1,arrayfun(@(x) max(x.intensity_profile),track.streaks'),1];
track_profile = track.intensity_profile;
pair_resolutions = [];
for i = 2 : 2 : length(peak_centers)-2
current_res = max(peak_heights(i:i+1))/max([min(track_profile(peak_centers(i1):peak_centers(i))),min(track_profile(peak_centers(i+1):peak_centers(i+2)))]);
pair_resolutions = vertcat(pair_resolutions,abs(current_res));
end
result = min(pair_resolutions)>3;
end

B.39 DETERMINE WHETHER STREAK PROFILE CENTERS ARE
SUFFICIENTLY SEPARATED FROM ONE ANOTHER
function [ result ] = passes_streak_separation_test( track )
%passes_streak_separation_test detects presence of poorly resolved streak
%pairs
peak_centers = [track.streaks(:).center];
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separations = peak_centers(2:end)-peak_centers(1:end-1);
result = min(separations)>5;
end

B.40 ENSURE THAT STREAK PROFILES DO A REASONABLE
JOB OF APPROXIMATING TRACK PROFILE
function [ result ] = passes_lack_of_fit_test( track )
%passes_lack_of_fit_test determines whether the fit profile does a good job
%of describing the actual track profile.
fit_intensity = zeros(size(track.intensity_profile));
for i = 1 : length(track.streaks)
fit_intensity = fit_intensity + track.streaks(i).intensity_profile;
end
% we're not offsetting or baseline correcting so ignore the background
% points
is_background = fit_intensity<(0.01*max(fit_intensity));
intensity_difference = smooth1D(track.intensity_profile) - fit_intensity;
% There might be partial streaks at the beginning or end of the track that
% we don't care about so limit the range we look at to between the first
% and last streak center.
startPt = track.streaks(1).center;
endPt = track.streaks(end).center;
relevant_intensity_difference = intensity_difference(startPt:endPt);
relevant_fit_intensity = fit_intensity(startPt:endPt);
relevant_is_background = is_background(startPt:endPt);
% We'll say a fit is bad if the biggest difference between the fit and the
% smoothed track is greater than 20% of the fit at any point.
difference_ratio =
max(relevant_intensity_difference(not(relevant_is_background)))/max(relevant_fit_intensity(not(re
levant_is_background)));
result = difference_ratio < 0.2;
end

B.41 ENSURE THAT THE SIZES OF SPACES BETWEEN STREAK
PROFILES ARE RELATIVELY CONSISTENT
function [ result ] = passes_streak_separation_consistency_test( track )
%passes_streak_separation_consistency_test detects separations between streaks
%that are outliers using mean absolute deviation as an initial estimate of
%scale.
peak_centers = [track.streaks(:).center];
separations = peak_centers(2:end)-peak_centers(1:end-1);
% Separation between pairs will be much larger than separations
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% between openings in a pair so divide them up
small_seps = [];
big_seps = [];
for i = 1 : length(separations)
if mod(i,2)==0
big_seps = horzcat(big_seps,separations(i));
else
small_seps = horzcat(small_seps,separations(i));
end
end
% Find the median absolute deviation (MAD) as a robust measure of
% dispersion, which allows us to find outliers in a small
% sample size.
small_median = max([1,median(small_seps)]);
small_MAD = max(1,median(abs(small_median-small_seps)));
% Find upper and lower limits for separations assuming normally
% distributed numbers
max_deviation = abs(small_median-small_seps)/small_MAD;
result = (max_deviation/1.4826)<3;
end

B.42 ENSURE THAT IDENTIFIED TRACK PROFILES ARE LINEAR
function [ result ] = passes_track_linearity_test( track )
%passes_track_linearity_test ensures that peak maxima fall on a line in the
%xy-plane
% Get the y-coordinates of each peak maximum from the streak fits
y_centers = [track.streaks(:).center];
% Find the location of the highest point in each row that contains a peak
% center.
x_centers = zeros(size(y_centers));
for i = 1 : length(x_centers)
[~,x_centers(i)] = max(track.image(y_centers(i),:));
end
% Fit a line to the resulting peak coordinates allowing us to predict x
% from y.
P = polyfit(y_centers,x_centers,1);
% Evaluate the line at each y_center
x_centers_hat = polyval(P,y_centers);
% Find the residuals
residuals = abs(x_centers_hat-x_centers);
% If any residual is more than 10% of the track width the track fails.
result = max(residuals)<(0.1*size(track.image,2));
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end

B.43 ENSURE THAT FILTER RATIOS PRODUCED BY MULTIPLE
PASSES OF A GIVEN FILTER PAIR ARE CONSISTENT
function [ result ] = passes_ratio_reproducibility_test( track )
%passes_ratio_reproducibility_test determines whether repeated streak pairs
%produce a consistent ratio.
streak_intensities = [track.streaks(:).intensity];
ratio_1 = (streak_intensities(1)-streak_intensities(2))/(streak_intensities(1)+streak_intensities(2));
ratio_2 = (streak_intensities(7)-streak_intensities(8))/(streak_intensities(7)+streak_intensities(8));
if abs(ratio_1-ratio_2)>0.15
result = 0;
else
result = 1;
end
end

B.44 MATCH FILTER IDS TO THE STREAKS THEY PRODUCED
function [ tracks ] = assign_filter_IDs_to_streaks( tracks )
%assign_filter_IDs_to_streaks uses separation between streak pairs to
%assign filter IDs to streaks.
number_of_filters = 6;
for i = 1 : length(tracks)
[ current_cell_speed_profile ] = get_cell_speed_profile( tracks(i) );
[ corrected_times ] = get_speed_corrected_times_between_streaks(
tracks(i),current_cell_speed_profile );
[ average_times ] = get_average_time_between_streak_pairs( corrected_times );
% largest gap occurs after the last filter position
[~,gap_after_last_filter_index] = max(average_times);
last_filter_index = 2 * gap_after_last_filter_index;
tracks(i).streaks(last_filter_index).filter_ID = number_of_filters;
% Fill in IDs for streaks before the last filter postion
for j = 1 : last_filter_index-1
tracks(i).streaks(last_filter_index-j).filter_ID = number_of_filters-j;
end
% Fill in IDs for streaks after the last filter postion
j = last_filter_index;
current_index = 0;
while j < length(tracks(i).streaks)
j = j + 1;
current_index = current_index + 1;
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tracks(i).streaks(j).filter_ID= current_index;
current_index = mod(current_index,number_of_filters);
end
end
end

B.45 PERFORM QUALITY TESTS THAT REQUIRE FILTER IDS
function [ tracks, failed_tracks ] = apply_post_ID_assignment_tests_to_tracks(
tracks,failed_tracks )
%apply_post_ID_assignment_tests_to_tracks applies a few track quality tests
%after the assignment of filter IDs
% Apply streak reproducibility test to tracks
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_streak_reproducibility_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'streak reproducibility test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
possibly_failed_tracks = [];
starting_number_of_tracks = length(tracks);
% Apply filter order test
for j = length(tracks):-1:1
[ result ] = passes_filter_order_test( tracks(j) );
if result == 0
tracks(j).failed_test = 'filter order test';
tracks(j).is_failed_track = 1;
possibly_failed_tracks = vertcat(possibly_failed_tracks,tracks(j));
tracks(j) = [];
end
end
failed_tracks = vertcat(failed_tracks,possibly_failed_tracks);

end

B.46 ENSURE THAT REPEATED MEASUREMENTS WITH THE
SAME FILTER GIVE CONSISTENT RESULTS
function [ result ] = passes_streak_reproducibility_test( track )
%passes_streak_reproducibility_test ensures that repeats of the same filter
%result in reasonably reproducible streak intensities
streak_ID_assignments = [track.streaks(:).filter_ID];
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allIntensities = [track.streaks(:).intensity];
filterSpread = zeros(max(streak_ID_assignments),1);
for i = 1 : max(streak_ID_assignments)
filterSpread(i) =
range(allIntensities(streak_ID_assignments==i))/mean(allIntensities(streak_ID_assignments==i));
end
result = max(filterSpread) < 0.4;
end

B.47 ENSURE THAT ASSIGNED FILTERS OCCUR IN THE
CORRECT ORDER
function [ result ] = passes_filter_order_test( track )
%passes_filter_order_test uses the known possible sequences of filter
%orders to determine whether a valid sequence of filter IDs was assigned
[ cell_speed_profile ] = get_cell_speed_profile( track );
[ corrected_times ] = get_speed_corrected_times_between_streaks( track,cell_speed_profile );
[ average_times ] = get_average_time_between_streak_pairs( corrected_times );
sorted_average_times = zeros(size(average_times));
for i = 2 : 2 : length(sorted_average_times)*2
sorted_average_times(track.streaks(i).filter_ID/2) = average_times(i/2);
end
result = prod(sorted_average_times == sort(average_times));
end
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APPENDIX C
BANDPASS SELECTION ALGORITHM MATLAB CODE
C.1 MAIN FUNCTION OF ALGORITHM
function main
% Select Design file
[designFilename,designFilePath] = uigetfile({'*.xlsx';'*.xls'}, 'Select a design file');
xlsFilepath = [designFilePath,designFilename];
MaxBandpassCombinations = 3;
% Get possible bandpass filter designs based on parameters in sheet 1 of the design document
[ bandpasses ] = getPossibleBandpassFiltersFromXls( xlsFilepath );
% Get optical system spectrum from sheet 2 of the the design document
[ opticalSystem ] = getOpticalSystemFromXls( xlsFilepath );
% Get sample spectral data from sheet 3 of the the design document
[ samples ] = getSamplesFromXls( xlsFilepath );
% Get figures of merit for all separations and bandpass combinations
[ sampleSeparations ] = getSampleSeparations( samples );
[ bandpassCombinations ] = getBandpassCombinations( bandpasses );
[ separationFiguresOfMerit ] = getAllSeparationFiguresOfMerit(
sampleSeparations,opticalSystem,bandpassCombinations );

% Get set of optimal bandpass combinations
remainingSeparations = sampleSeparations;
remainingSeparationsFiguresOfMerit = separationFiguresOfMerit;
selectedBandpassCombinations = [];
for i = 1 : MaxBandpassCombinations
[~,nextSelectedBandpassCombinationIndex] =
max(max(remainingSeparationsFiguresOfMerit,[],1));
selectedBandpassCombinations =
vertcat(selectedBandpassCombinations,bandpassCombinations(nextSelectedBandpassCombinat
ionIndex));
currentSeparations = remainingSeparations;
currentSeparationsFiguresOfMerit = remainingSeparationsFiguresOfMerit;
remainingSeparations = [];
remainingSeparationsFiguresOfMerit = [];
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for j = 1 : length(currentSeparations)
if currentSeparationsFiguresOfMerit(j,nextSelectedBandpassCombinationIndex ) < 1
remainingSeparations = vertcat(remainingSeparations,currentSeparations(j));
remainingSeparationsFiguresOfMerit =
vertcat(remainingSeparationsFiguresOfMerit,currentSeparationsFiguresOfMerit(j,:));
end
end
end
end

C.2 IMPORT BANDPASS SELECTION CRITERIA FROM DESIGN
FILE
function [ possibleBandpassFilters ] = getPossibleBandpassFiltersFromXls( xlsFilepath )
inputParameters = xlsread(xlsFilepath,1);
minBpSize = inputParameters(2);
lowerWvLimit = inputParameters(3);
upperWvLimit = inputParameters(4);
[ possibleBandpassFilters ] = getPossibleBandpassFilters(
minBpSize,lowerWvLimit,upperWvLimit );
end

C.3 GENERATE ALL POSSIBLE BANDPASS DESIGNS THAT
CONFORM TO THE GIVEN CONSTRAINTS
function [ possibleBandpasses ] = getPossibleBandpassFilters(
minSize,lowerWvLimit,upperWvLimit )
possibleBandpasses = [];
wavelengths = (lowerWvLimit:upperWvLimit)';
startWavelength = lowerWvLimit;
while (startWavelength + minSize) < upperWvLimit
endWavelength = startWavelength + minSize;
if mod((startWavelength + endWavelength)/2,5)==0
newBandpass = Bandpass;
newBandpass.lowerWvLimit = startWavelength;
newBandpass.upperWvLimit = endWavelength;
newBandpass.getSpectrumFromLimits(wavelengths);
possibleBandpasses = vertcat(possibleBandpasses,newBandpass);
end
startWavelength = startWavelength + 1;
end
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end

C.4 IMPORT INFORMATION ABOUT THE OPTICAL SYSTEM
FROM THE DESIGN FILE
function [ opticalSystem ] = getOpticalSystemFromXls( xlsFilepath )
opticalSystemData = xlsread(xlsFilepath,2);
opticalSystem = OpticalSystem;
wavelengths = (opticalSystemData(1,1):opticalSystemData(end,1))';
for i = 2 : size(opticalSystemData,2)
newOpticalComponent = OpticalComponent;
newOpticalComponent.spectrum.wavelengths = wavelengths;
newOpticalComponent.spectrum.intensities =
interp1(opticalSystemData(:,1),opticalSystemData(:,i),wavelengths);
opticalSystem.components = vertcat(opticalSystem.components,newOpticalComponent);
end
opticalSystem.getSpectrumFromComponents;

end

C.5 IMPORT INFORMATION ABOUT THE SPECIES TO BE
SEPARATED FROM THE DESIGN FILE
function [ samples ] = getSamplesFromXls( xlsFilepath )
[sampleData,sampleDataLabels] = xlsread(xlsFilepath,3);
wavelengths = (sampleData(1,1):sampleData(end,1))';
samples = [];
for i = 2:size(sampleData,2)
newSample = Sample;
newSample.name = sampleDataLabels{1,i};
newSample.spectrum.wavelengths = wavelengths;
newSample.spectrum.intensities = interp1(sampleData(:,1),sampleData(:,i),wavelengths);
samples = vertcat(samples,newSample);
end
end
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C.6 DEFINITION OF SAMPLE OBJECT
classdef Sample < handle
%UNTITLED5 Summary of this class goes here
% Detailed explanation goes here
properties
name
spectrum
end
methods
function obj = Sample
obj.spectrum = Spectrum;
end
end
end

C.7 GENERATE AN ARRAY OF ALL PAIRWISE SEPARATIONS
function [ sampleSeparations ] = getSampleSeparations( samples )
sampleCombinationList = nchoosek(samples,2);
sampleSeparations = [];
for i = 1 : size(sampleCombinationList,1)
newSampleSeparation = SampleSeparation;
newSampleSeparation.sample1 = sampleCombinationList(i,1);
newSampleSeparation.sample2 = sampleCombinationList(i,2);
sampleSeparations = vertcat(sampleSeparations,newSampleSeparation);
end

end

C.8 DEFINITION OF SAMPLESEPARATION OBJECT
classdef SampleSeparation < handle
properties
sample1
sample2
end
methods
function obj = SampleSeparation
end
end
end
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C.9 GENERATE AN ARRAY OF POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF
BANDPASSES THAT COULD CONSTITUTE A FILTER SET
function [ bandpassCombinations ] = getBandpassCombinations( bandpasses )
bandpassCombinationList = nchoosek(bandpasses,2);
bandpassCombinations = [];
for i = 1 : size(bandpassCombinationList,1)
newBandpassCombination = BandpassCombination;
newBandpassCombination.bandpass1 = bandpassCombinationList(i,1);
newBandpassCombination.bandpass2 = bandpassCombinationList(i,2);
bandpassCombinations = vertcat(bandpassCombinations,newBandpassCombination);
end

end

C.10 DEFINITION OF BANDPASSCOMBINATION OBJECT
classdef BandpassCombination < handle
properties
bandpass1
bandpass2
end
methods
function obj = BandpassCombination
end
end
end

C.11 DEFINITION OF BANDPASS OBJECT
classdef Bandpass < OpticalFilter
properties
lowerWvLimit
upperWvLimit
end
methods
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function obj = Bandpass
end
function getSpectrumFromLimits(self,wavelengths)
startIndex = find(wavelengths == self.lowerWvLimit,1);
endIndex = find(wavelengths == self.upperWvLimit,1);
self.spectrum.wavelengths = wavelengths(:);
self.spectrum.intensities = zeros(size(self.spectrum.wavelengths));
self.spectrum.intensities(startIndex:endIndex) = 1;
end
end
end

C.12 QUANTIFY THE QUALITY OF ALL SEPARATIONS ON ALL
FILTER COMBINATIONS
function [ separationFiguresOfMerit ] = getAllSeparationFiguresOfMerit(
sampleSeparations,opticalSystem,bandpassCombinations )
%getAllSeparationFiguresOfMerit returns an NxM array with separation figures of merit for N
sample separations and M bandpass combinations
separationFiguresOfMerit = zeros(length(sampleSeparations),length(bandpassCombinations));
for i = 1 : length(sampleSeparations)
for j = 1 : length(bandpassCombinations)
separationFiguresOfMerit(i,j) = getSeparationFigureOfMerit(
sampleSeparations(i),opticalSystem,bandpassCombinations(j) );
end
end

end

C.12 QUANTIFY THE QUALITY OF A GIVEN SEPARATION ON A
GIVEN FILTER SET
function [ figureOfMerit ] = getSeparationFigureOfMerit(
sampleSeparation,opticalSystem,bandpassCombination )
sample1Score = getScore( sampleSeparation.sample1,opticalSystem,bandpassCombination );
sample2Score = getScore( sampleSeparation.sample2,opticalSystem,bandpassCombination );
figureOfMerit = abs(sample1Scoresample2Score)/(0.07*sqrt(2)*1.6449*(sample1Score+sample2Score));
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end

C.13 PREDICT FILTER RATIO “SCORES” FOR A GIVEN
SEPARATION ON A GIVEN FILTER SET
function [ score ] = getScore( sample,opticalSystem,bandpassCombination )
score1 =
sum(sample.spectrum.intensities.*opticalSystem.spectrum.intensities.*bandpassCombination.ban
dpass1.spectrum.intensities);
score2 =
sum(sample.spectrum.intensities.*opticalSystem.spectrum.intensities.*bandpassCombination.ban
dpass2.spectrum.intensities);
score = score1/score2;
end
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APPENDIX D
GENETIC ALGORITHM-BASED DISTRIBUTION FITTING MATLAB
CODE
D.1 GENETIC ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION SCRIPT
%% Generate starting values for agents
number_of_agents = 5000;
agent_parameters = cell(number_of_agents,1);
for i = 1 : length(agent_parameters)
% Preallocate matrices
current_gaussian_fit_parameters = zeros(5,number_of_species);
current_population_sizes = zeros(number_of_samples,number_of_species);
% Generate some random centroids
current_gaussian_fit_parameters(1:2,:) =
(rand(size(current_gaussian_fit_parameters(1:2,:)))-0.5)*2;
% Generate starting coveriance matrices
for j = 1 : number_of_species
current_gaussian_fit_parameters(3:5,j) = [0.0025,(rand-0.5)*0.0024,0.0025];
end
% Sort the Gaussian fit parameters by the first centroid parameter
current_gaussian_fit_parameters = (sortrows(current_gaussian_fit_parameters'))';
% Generate starting population estimates
for j = 1 : size(current_population_sizes,1)
proportion_values = rand(1,number_of_species);
current_score_density_plot = observed_score_densities(:,:,j);
current_population_sizes(j,:) =
proportion_values/sum(proportion_values)*sum(current_score_density_plot(:));
end
agent_parameters{i} = cell(2,1);
agent_parameters{i}{1} = current_gaussian_fit_parameters;
agent_parameters{i}{2} = current_population_sizes;
end
%% Run a loop in which all agents are evaluated and updated
best_fom = inf;
best_parameters = cell(2,1);
for i = 1 : 200
% Evaluation step
current_fom = zeros(number_of_agents,1);
parfor j = 1 : length(agent_parameters)
[ current_fom(j) ] = get_combined_fom(
agent_parameters{j}{1},agent_parameters{j}{2},observed_score_densities );
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end

% Display the first density plot of the current best
[~,b] = min(current_fom);
plot_first_score_dists(
agent_parameters{b}{1},agent_parameters{b}{2},observed_score_densities );
display(['current best figure of merit for generation ',num2str(i), ':
',num2str(min(current_fom))]);
% Using the figures of merit for the current generation as a measure of
% fitness generate a new generation of agents
[ agent_parameters ] = get_next_generation_parameters(
agent_parameters,(1./current_fom).^3 );

end
optimized_solution = agent_parameters{b}

D.2 OBTAIN A FIT FIGURE OF MERIT FOR A GIVEN SOLUTION
function [ fom ] = get_combined_fom(
gaussian_fit_parameters,population_sizes,observed_score_densities )
%get_combined_fom
%% Ensure population sizes are all non-negative
population_sizes = abs(population_sizes);
%% Ensure that covariance terms are valid
gaussian_fit_parameters([3,5],:)=abs(gaussian_fit_parameters([3,5],:));
for i = 1 : size(gaussian_fit_parameters,2)
if abs(gaussian_fit_parameters(4,i)) >=
sqrt(gaussian_fit_parameters(3,i))*sqrt(gaussian_fit_parameters(5,i))
if gaussian_fit_parameters(4,i) < 0
gaussian_fit_parameters(4,i) = 0.999*sqrt(gaussian_fit_parameters(3,i))*sqrt(gaussian_fit_parameters(5,i));
else
gaussian_fit_parameters(4,i) =
0.999*sqrt(gaussian_fit_parameters(3,i))*sqrt(gaussian_fit_parameters(5,i));
end
end
end
predicted_score_densities = zeros(size(observed_score_densities));
%% Get the sum of predicted probability densities in each bin of each score plot
x_centers = -0.9875:0.025:0.9875;
y_centers = -0.9875:0.025:0.9875;
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[X,Y] = meshgrid(x_centers,y_centers);
coordinates = [Y(:),X(:)];
for i = 1 : size(population_sizes,1)
for j = 1 : size(gaussian_fit_parameters,2)
probability_density_function = mvnpdf(coordinates,gaussian_fit_parameters(1:2,j)',...
[gaussian_fit_parameters(3,j),gaussian_fit_parameters(4,j)...
;gaussian_fit_parameters(4,j),gaussian_fit_parameters(5,j)]);
predicted_score_densities_vector = population_sizes(i,j) *
probability_density_function/sum(probability_density_function(:));
predicted_score_densities(:,:,i) = predicted_score_densities(:,:,i) +
reshape(predicted_score_densities_vector,size(predicted_score_densities(:,:,i)));
end
end
%% Evaluate the sum of squared residuals
residuals = (predicted_score_densities-observed_score_densities).^2;
fom = sum(residuals(:));
end

D.3 CALCULATE THE PARAMETERS FOR A NEW GENERATION
function [ next_generation_parameters ] = get_next_generation_parameters(
current_generation_parameters,weights )
next_generation_parameters = cell(size(current_generation_parameters));
mutant_rate = 0.5;
mutation_rate = 0.1;
mutation_effect_size = 0.1;
%% Generate offspring of the current generation with weights used to decide the frequency with
which members breed
parfor i = 1 : length(next_generation_parameters)
parent_1 = randsample(current_generation_parameters,1,true,weights);
parent_1 = parent_1{1};
parent_2 = randsample(current_generation_parameters,1,true,weights);
parent_2 = parent_2{1};
next_generation_parameters{i} = cell(2,1);
next_generation_parameters{i}{1} = zeros(size(parent_1{1}));
next_generation_parameters{i}{2} = zeros(size(parent_1{2}));
mutant = rand < mutant_rate;
% Mix the gaussian parameters
for j = 1 : size(next_generation_parameters{i}{1},1)
for k = 1 : size(next_generation_parameters{i}{1},2)
next_generation_parameters{i}{1}(j,k) = randsample([parent_1{1}(j,k),parent_2{1}(j,k)],1);
if mutant && (rand < mutation_rate)
next_generation_parameters{i}{1}(j,k) = next_generation_parameters{i}{1}(j,k)...
+randn*mutation_effect_size*next_generation_parameters{i}{1}(j,k);
end
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end
end
% Mix the population parameters
for j = 1 : size(next_generation_parameters{i}{2},1)
for k = 1 : size(next_generation_parameters{i}{2},2)
next_generation_parameters{i}{2}(j,k) = randsample([parent_1{2}(j,k),parent_2{2}(j,k)],1);
if mutant && (rand < mutation_rate)
next_generation_parameters{i}{2}(j,k) = next_generation_parameters{i}{2}(j,k)...
+randn*mutation_effect_size*next_generation_parameters{i}{2}(j,k);
end
end
end
end
end
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